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INTRODUCTION

On November 17,- 1964, a new.and rather -unique 

. political organization was inaugurated ..in Japan; This f

U
organization was called. Komeito“ or the Clean Government , 

Party.^
The mother organization was the lay Buddhist 

Soka Gakkai^ or Value Creation Society, It had
tt •: ••

group,

. previously been engaged in s'dme political acti-^ities, but the'
;■

t'

estai)4ishment oT the party'was an indication "of serious .intent 

',..to become even more involved in Japanese political affairs.

The rather militant posture of Soka Gakkai Snd its ph^omenal 

success in converting literally millions of Japanese to the 

Nichiren Buddhist religion was somewhat disconcerting for - 

observers,'both■Japanese and foreign. Because of its political 

activism, many persons viewed the organization as similar to 

the pre-;WOrld War II ultra-nationalist movement,, while others

V '. ..^Hereafter the Japanese,name, Komeito, 'wlll'.be u^dd in 

■ mbst' case^^^^ made to the Clean Government Party,
Komei connotes "clean” br "fair" public au-bhority or government 
and to is the -Japanese term f

-Tlie spelling of Soka Gakkai dif?^^' in many books and 
\ ^ sub ject.--: The Soka Galcka,! translators
" usually-write it as one word, -i.e., Sokagakkai, but most 
„ Western writers prefer to split -the word’ since Gakkai is 
V freiuently written as a separate word denoting- an ed-ucatlonal 

asspclationlor acadfemy, : Thib -writer prefers- the -second'.-^ 
and will use it ezcept in quo tes and - titles. where it- has been 
spelled ih:a;-dlffereht manner.. As 1^ of the party,
the Japanese name will be used in -the text, .. "

r- -2

r.

A
■ 1
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applaude(i_S.oka Gakkai for giiving new life and hope to a large 

segment of Japanese society that was only receiving a marginal 

share of Japan’s increasing prosperity.

Any mass mpvement may appear rather ominous to some 

people and a rapidly expanding and aggressive movement is 

bound to be perceiv.ed asv^^hreat to society, 

no exception, and therefore: has been the subject of much debate 

and controversy in both Japan and abroad. As is often the case’

Soka Gakkai is

^ ■? .V
with controversial matters, a new perspective will help to 

clarisfjr some of the more contentious issues of this movement.."

The writer first became aware of and interested in
' ' ' ^ •

' Soka Gakkai while living in Japan from i960 €0 I963. ilt?!t|though

the Gakkai political orientation at that time was still

ambiguous, the group's interest in political affairs, its

budding political activism and its rapid growth rate harbingered

In 1966^ the'a significant future, role in Japanese politics, 

writer made hi.s first serious appraisal of the movement's 

■ 'political and social potential in a Master's tKes'is entitled 

"Soka' Gakkai: A Religious Sect or a Revolutionary Movement."

Gakkai was not aIn that thes-is It was concluded^^^^^ra; 

revolutionary movement “but" that it was a" 

which manifested definite revolutionary tendencies.

■oad social movement

Since I966, Soka Gakkai's political philosophy and 

. orientation has begun to crystallize into a more'definite

For that reason, it is felt that a new, moreconfiguratiph.

1
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exclusiV^'l'y political study is timely. , Therefore, at the
- I * * ‘■ outset, the writer postulated three propositions, for study.

The first was that Soka Gakkai and Komeito were intertwined 

in such a manner as to make them inseparable.for'analytical

■ purposes. This is substantiated in Chapters 2, 3 and 5» .

wherein one finds that through the overlapping of leadership . 

roles and a carefully"controlled Soka Gakkai membership,

Komeito is for all intents and purposes only a political arm ■

of its religious mentor, Soka Gakkai.

The second proposition was that Komeito as a party ' 

is supported by a segment of Japanese, society that ha^ been •

had not been adequately' 

represented by the other Japanese political.parties. In 

Chapters 2, 3 and 6, this is substantiated wherein it is shown 

th-at the Soka Gakkai membership and Komeito leaders are of 

-those types of people that are not commonly identified with 

the other Japanese parties. The ‘Liberal, Democrats are

either alienated by or at least

r'. .

usually perceived as representing big business, and rural . 

interests, and the two Japanese socialist parties are 

affiliated with labor grpups th^^&^tellectuals with 

varying leftist'orientations. Neither t^fe^Komeito leaders . 

nor their supporters are generally representative of any of 

theseNgroups-. There is one notable exce,p,tion and that.is. 

that one finds a rather .sizable contingent-'Of blue-collar 

workers within the Soka Gakkai membership. This seeming

\

.
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contradlation is clarified by-pointing out that the organized
t ' " '

labor groups that are affiliated -with the socialist parties 

represent less th^ pne-half of Japan’s working class.-

A third proposition was that Soka Gakkai represented 

^ an authoritarian alternative to the maturing Japanese 

democratic political system, and as such, it was a threat to 

that system. In'Chapters 4, 5 a'P'i one finds that this view 

is .confirmed, but that it must be qualified to recognize thaj;

/

I

-r

Komeito is apparently adapting itself to' the dempcjatic

poli=tlcal process, despite Soka Gakkai’s generally undemocratic
/

political philosophy and structure, 

the development of a fourth proposition, i.e

This qualification led to
■ €

that ev"qn though 

the Soka Gakkai mo-^ement provides an alternative to democratic

•»

institutions, Komeito, as an active political party, performs 

ma.ny positive functions in the Japanese political system and 

..that the effect of. this performance is to help sustain and 

equilibrate the>Japanese political system. In Chapters 5 and

6, this is,verified by indicating that Komeito brings into the
/ /;■■■■ , ■ , ^ .

,. Japanese political system a sizable minority of Japanese citizens

t for the survival of 

^gnese politics then.

\
who might otherwise.be a potenj^i?^ 

that system' in its present form. For J

Komeito is one Instance where an authoritarian political

»

■ (

\ .

In

■structure plays a positive role in a democratic system at the
i; ^ ■•• . ■ . . . . . : ■

same'time that it represents a potential threat to the system.
. •

In Chapter 6V the .implications of these’two rather contradictory
*
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possibill-t-ies are evaluated.

Before concentrating on the political dimension of
' "t

this movement, it will be useful to present a brief summary 

of Soka Gakkal's history, growth, scope aind initial political 

Involvement.
:

V
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CHAPTER I

THE ORIGINS OP SOKA GAKKAI AND KOMEITO ,

Soka Gakkai'first appeared prior to World War II,

but it'had-barely started to function when the Japanese •, '

military regime successfully'proscribed it. After the war

the organization was resurrected, though fiindamentally'

changed, and it thrived in the post-war political and social

clima^^. For conceptual purposes the pre-war efforts and ‘the '

post-war rebirth and expansion will be considered as phases 
^ -j .

one and two, and a third phase can be dated from i960 wh"Sn 

Daisaku Ikeda, now president, assiuaed leadership.

Soka Gakkai; Phase I

■ The original founders of the Gakkai movement were 

TsTuiesaburo Makiguchi and his disciple and successor, . Josei 

Toda. Makiguchi was a schoolteacher and etdministrator who ,
> .

graduated from Sapporo Normal School in Hokkaido and in 19Q1

After a relatively .short career as a writer,

;irst career, teaching, 

'^^Biementary School.

Toda, at the

moved to Tokyo.

• editor and publisher, he 3?eturni 

and in I921, while principal of Nishimachi 

in Tokyo, he became acq^uainted ,with Josei Toda. 

age of -twenty-one, had sought and.procured^a teaching position

to

^ .

at Makiguchi’s school that year.

^ Toda eventually left, the'teaching profession.
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his ties-T^lth Makiguchi remained every close. In 1928', 

Makiguchi and Toda, with the apparent encouragement of^ 

another school principal,'were converted to Nichiren Shoshu' 

(the Orthodox Sect of Nichiren), a Buddhist, sect noted for
4.

^ After their conversion, the two undertook the ';
its militance.

■ effort of relating'the teachings and beliefs of Nichiren'

Buddhism to ah educational theory that Makiguchi had been

School.Normaldeveloping since his graduation from Sapporo

Makiguchi's foremost concern seems to have been with 

wha^^e'perceived as the stultifying approach to education "

in Meiji and pre-World War II Japan. As the tenor b: 

in Japan became more Shinto and nationalist oriented dilring 

the immediate pre-war years, he, along with Toda and others, 

sought to bring foa^th a more meaningful theory as to the 

purpose .and goals of education. Makiguchi ' himself'had been 

-influenced by Western teachers, philosophers and early social

Heducation
V. 'j

scientists .and his orientation was sociQ-philosophical. 

his , "theory?' Makiguchi held t^at the purpose of education 

was not so i^uch to seek .out "truth"-as a value per se, but

shbuld h<^1^^^^^|.ividual seek out,

.to personal

In

.

rather that education 

create and accrue "values" that would le 

happiness.

\ .
>

. •

Soka Gakkai (Richmond, Virginia: John 
Khqx: Brass,. ;:1 p. 74. ' :

r*
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"■JJalue" for Makiguchi was the product of a subjective 

evaluation of objective phenomena by human beings. He there

fore felt compelled to reject the .traditional classification- 

•of value as truth, good and'beauty^ because truth did not 

adequately fit his definition. Truth to Makiguchi was something . 

that had an independent existence, apart from its-possible .effect 

oh man. As such, it was in a different realm from that of value.

In place of truth, Makiguchi inserted "gain" or "benefit," 

creating a new classification of value', viz

"Beauty" is construed as. a sensory value that affects

"Good" is a social value

gain, good and•»

beaut^tf^

man in a limited or temporary sense, 

in that it is a relative force that bears on the life of’̂̂j'
j

"Gain"society, or the collective existence of individuals.
. - • ....

is that value that pertains to the "whole life" of an 

individual and is therefore a personal value. "Gain" takes

into account the effect of objective things on the person in 

a utilitarian sense, i.e., those' things that have the effect

of promoting‘the person's health, wealth and livelihood have

All three of these values have asvalue for that person.. 4

To Makiguchi,their common 'denominator- the ben n.

therefore, the pursuit df these;values wa%^e means for the

■'■■■ ■ 'V 2

realization of happiness.
^ .

r.j*'

Brannen, Soka Gakkai..p. 174. Also see Tsunesaburo 
Makiguchi, Philosophy of Value (Tokyo; Seikyo- Press, 1964),
pp. 80-100.
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■^yiakiguchl's argument -was that man not only, can 

realize, but also can create, values by discovering relation

ships between man and nature and. then making them meaningful.

The Japanese educational system did not encourage or aid this , 

process, and was therefore an inferior system'which stifled 

individtials and .condemned them to misery. The awarenes's "of 

this was the motivating force for his own limited'"value- 

creation educational" programs.

' The above-summary does not do adequate justice to 

Makiguchi's full theory, but'it does■indicate the relativist . 

nature .of the theory. It is ironic,-therefore, that he and 

Toda attempted to integrate this "utilitarian" theoryidf value 

. ■ . with'the teachings of Nichiren as interpi^eted by the Orthodox

_ _ Sect.'.. . .Nichiren Shoshu, unlike mos_t Buddhist ^sects, claims

' ■ te- be the one’ and only true religion and therefore, the .

'doctrines and tenets of Ni.chiren must be construed as absolutes.

■

-f

The valiies one is to seek or to -ereate ^n the Makiguchi theory
*!•

The integration

;■

Nichiren's teachings, 

of two such contradictory sets of.ideas has not been, nor couid

are provided a priori in

but the members ofnot.Be, intellectually satisf. orj^^ny

SokaSakkai themselves. In fact, one canNprobably say.

•H

\ ..

despite continued reference io Makiguchi's Philosophy of Value
. -

(an essay that is published as'.one of G^kai's' theologic.^l 

thatithe Nichiren side of the Soka Gakkai doc-references)

trihai equation has been by far the, most significant in the

9

f
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3
post-wscx^life of the movement

To better conceptualize the nature of Nichlren

Buddhism one need only observe briefly the character'and 

style of Nichiren himself, Nlchiren perceived himself as a
r.

fulfillment of a prophecy attributed to Sakyatnuni or Gautama ' ' 

Buddha, which said that in the latter day of the law (mappo)

or after a long .period in which the true teachings of Buddha 

.would be distorted and lost,, there would appear'anobher being,.
V

greater than Sakyamuni, who would restore the true Buddhism 

an^provide the"'keys and the means for the attainment of " 

enlightenment for all men here on earth. ^ 

believed himself to be that being, his teachings were*ipso 

facto correct and all others false.

Since Nichiren

Fu^-thermore, only through 

his teachings could all men realize self-fulfillment and 

happiness here on earth, i.e enlightenment.

, Nichiren's- conclusion that the Buddha’s teachings had 

been distorted came about after.»-many yoars of careful study 

and research into the various teachings of Buddha and the • 

various Buddhist sects-in Japan at-that time. After his 

"enlightenment,” he felt that’^ ,pbligation to save

the... Japanese people .from those evil teachings and philosophies 

rampant in'Japan,'- that'were ,destroying that which would| now be

• 9

■<

'-w.

, -

^Josei,JToda .'later edited this essay, -and took some 
liberties with it In'the process,. It .seems he was trying to^ 
make it.more CO with Nichiren's doctllnes.

... .....
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referred to as the nation.

In' many "ways, Michiren appears to have been a 

■ nationalist, and he was certainly conscious of a broad group 

identity in a more modern sense than were- many who-lived in. 

’the. thirteenth c-enttiryr Since national salvation depended'r'
. H. '

upon him and his teachings, Nichiren and his followers embarked 

on a proselyting and conversion campaign ^that was extremely/ 

aggressive. In fact, on'several occasions he. demanded that/ , , 

the shogunate or military government ac'cept his teachings as ■ .

thsi^asis for ruling the state, since that was the .only way the

For his' labors he received 
ultimatel^i^xiled 

None of this daunted

. v nation could'be purified and saved.

^imprisonment, nearly lost his head and 'was 

"'/■T— to a desolate island for several years,

' his will and to the-end he was as militant and self-righteous 

as ever, -He predicted -bhat eventually the nation-as a whole 

would accept his teachings and that it would achieve the 

■ highest civilization ever known to mankind,' His teachings and 

■ religi'bus style have had some impact -on Japanes'e'^society since 

/• his-death, and certainly Soka Gakkai is'the modern'spiritual. .

. Its miembers havesuccessor of Nichiren's earlieg>grq*<aam 

seen it' a's theii* duty- to-bring about t 

Nichiren's’prophecy, .
- \ * • '

Before his-death, Nichiren Inscribed ..an invocation to 

~the' Lotus. Sutra on a piece -of c^phor . wood. He “considered the 

Lotus -Sutra to be the/ultiinate 'and-;most important scripture of -

- • •-
fulfillment of

\ .

f' •<.

' ■-•V

■’r

■'

":-S

\
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Buddha and the inscribed object became the Gohonzon or
h

Worship Obj.ect (the go is. honorific). Ihis "worship object” 

■was to be the'source of salvation from daily problems'as'-welb

" as the key to enlightenment on earth after Nichiren passed

The believer is obligated to chant the Baimoku (ritualaway.

invocation).■Nam-myoho-renge-kyo, at prescribed times and

under prescribed conditions. Through this act, the believer 

' canrrealize relief from suffering, enjoy good‘fortune,-arid 

‘ultimately receive salvation. Since Nichiren had provided 

the^eys, the believers were. obligated to convince'others of 

. the truth and efficacy of the Gohonzon. Through the efforts 

of the believers and during the latter period of the Ikw 

(mappo), Kosen-2rufu or peace and happiness'.for all mankind

would be realized. /•

• - Nichiren died in 1282, and after a squabble among his

-followers, a discipl^^y the name of Nikko Shonin left 

Nichiren's-temple at Mount Minobu and established a new center

f
h, . .
This mandala is in^cribeg-Jdh C^nese' characters

(not Sanskrit as is more commoj^TT a^hjjijii^udes the names of 
all important Buddhas^ahd Bodhisattvaalj^'iBuddhisf lore.

• Theoretically, therefore7 it has the combined power of all. 
Buddhas-'-of*''■universal power. Both Nichiren-Shoshu and a rival 
sect-located at Mt. Minobu in Japan-claim to have, the original 

" mandala, ■ . '
. At the rites of affiliation wit^ Nichiren Shosh^q.,

^ach convert is given a facsimile of’ the Gohonzon that ■'■'is kept 
.in one's home, for worship purposes. Therefore, when referring 

object at Taisekijl^ members usually call it the 
, :{CI)air^SoM Ob'^ject,

r
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and home-at Taisekijl. The line of authority has not been . ' 

broken since Nikko Shonin, and—today, Nittatsu, the sixty- 

.sixth High Priest-, is the keeper of the head temple near 

Mt. Fuji. The name, however, has been .changed since that 

beginning, and the'present name. Orthodox Sect of, Nichiren, 

was assumed in 1912.

Although, as should be apparent by now, the "philosophy” 

of Makiguchi and the religious doctrines-of Nichlren do not
V

■ meld well in the eyes of the "uninitiated," this combination

has'*^ecome. the philosophical tinderpinnlng of Soka'Gakkai. •

Perhaps the basic problem is that the "philosopher" Makiguchi.
■ ■ (. j- %

died before the effort of integration was completed, dnd it 

was up to the evangelist and organizer, Toda, to expound the 

group's views and"to make this combination into a viable 

philosophy.'

In 1937, Makiguchi, Toda and sixty followers met in 

, a restaurant in,Tokyo‘and fonnally established the Soka Kyolku 

Gakkai (Value Creating Educational Society).

.dates its beginning from 1930, or that time when Makiguchi 

began devoting full time to-t 

structure was established with Makiguch

Today Soka Gakkai
. . . . . ■■

V,

w^^^^ut in 1937 a,.formal 

s president and

Brannen speculates
\ .

Toda as vice president and general director.

thatv^^ organization's open affiliation with

Nichlren Shoshu may'have been little more than an attempt to

1;
e'i- '
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. avoid public-prosecution.^ If so, it -was to no avail, for 

all Nichiren sects were felt by the authorities to be in- ., 

opposition to “the emperor—because the followers worshipped 

the mandala.(or the Gohonzon), and also because certain-royal

names that had been inscribed on the mandala Were' considered

to be placed in a degrading position.

An attempt by Makiguchi to publish a magazine entitled 

Kachi Sozo (Creation of Value) was suppressed in May, 1942,
in July, 19^r ■ 

Makigur6hi and several followers were arrested and put into- ^ 

prison on a charge of lese-ma.jeste. They had refused to be 

consolidated with other Nichiren sects as the governmehtH' had 

ordered, and were openly defying National Shinto rules regard

ing religious behavior,^ 

def-iance of'the emperor.

Soka Gakkai.had expanded to a membership of about 

3,000 in those days of strict natlpnal regimentation, but the 

arrest and consequent imprisonment of Makiguchi, Toda and

after nine issues,had been completedi Then,

This could only be construed as open-

*

twenty-one other leading, members effectively ended Soka Gakkai

at the age of 

f malnutrition in

i Oh Novembefor the time'being, 

seventy-three, Tsunesaburo"*Makiguchi diecf^
\ .

.•^Brannen, Soka Gakkai. pp. 74-75. ^
■ , • . « . * ' '

^H. Neill McFarland, The Rush Hour of the Gods (New York; 

The MacMillan Company, I967), P. 197, (Hereinafter referred to 
as Rush Hour of the Gods). ' - .

r.,-
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1Due to his advanced years, he could pot wlth-Sugamo Prison.

stand the severe conditions of prison, which were much worse 

than the nearly intolerable- conditions on the outside. -Toda

-:3

4-

and a few other followers stayed in.prison unt.il 19^5 rather
■I
ithan renounce their beliefs,.

Soka Gakkai; Phase II

On. July 3, 1945, Josei Toda was released from prison -

after serving, two years of his five-year sentenceToda's
t? -

• experience in prison had also been one of much suffering.
V

:

incl-uddng (it is reported) malnutrition, tuberculosis', asthma^

Besides7
heart trouble, diabetes, hemorrhoids and rheumatism.

(

breaking him physically, his imprisonment and the war ha'd

Yet, Toda, perhaps because of hisdestroyed him financially, 

religious convictions, seems to have been one of those rare

Immediately afterindividuals who can prevail over adversity.

he set -to work resurrecting the Gakkai movement, 

having .apparently made a vow to do.« so upon hearing of the

■/

his release.

’ death of Makiguchi, and perhaps^sensing that the end.of a

By 1951, the ■demoralizing war was a most opportime-^time.■i

rif^i^^^ous new members had ■Soka Gakkai movement had been r^ 

been recruited, and Josei Toda had overco;
i

,ost of the
- .

difficulties that had beset,him in his effort to make Nichlren

••.'A'

"^Daisaku Ikeda, The H-uman Revolution. 4 Vo Is. (Tokyo: 
Seikyp Press, 1968), 1,25.

. ■

r
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Buddhi-sm a viable religion.

Makiguchi seems to have been primarily interested in 

educational theories and the learning experience, but_his ties

with Nichiren Shoshu gave his study group, and later the 

: . organization, a definitely religious cast,^ Even in the 

first attempt at organization, the organizational drive , 

per se seems to have come, from Toda. Toda, the rather 

evangelical organizing, genius, was to Makiguchi,- the rather
tr *? •.

speculative scholar,' as the political organizer Stalin was 

to *4130 more philosophical and cosmopolitan Lenin, and as , *

the‘politician-general Chiang Kai-shek was to the more
' • <. i ■

philo.sophical and cosmopolitan Sun Yat-sen. He was 

successor who, though somewhat stilted in outlook, tied the 

loose ends together'and developed a functioning organization. 

Herein .one.can probably find the clue as to the difference in 

character of the pre-war and post-war organizations.

Josei Toda was a master at the manipulation of 

Symbols, at timing his actions and sensing the right approach 

to take 'When ciealing with' each 

examjple, his' given name. As ^

Before'.tlie war, for whatever re'ason, i

Individual or group. Take, for

name had been Jlnichl.^ 

as changed to Jogai

but after Makiguchi died and Toda had been'released from

-i*

■ -

8.''^Clark B. Offner and. Henry Van Straelen, Modern Japanese 
...'■Religions (New York: Twayne. PublishersInc.., 1963)* P» IPI.

‘ :: -.'-1

*•
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9
prison, he-changed It to Josei, 

but sei means sage or holy man, 

is used to refer to "Saint” Nichiren, the "Holy" Bible and,

Jo means castle'in Japanese,

It is the same character that

■ interestingly enough, also the character used.in Seikyo 

Shimbun [Seikyo Newspape:^ which became the official organ _ 

of the organization.' Seikyo might mean the "holy teachings" 

or it might mean the teachings of the "holy one" or the
p *

"wise one."' For the establishment Of legitimacy and for

effective.association, such a name could be very convenient.

v^- Since Japan had suffered defeat, Toda could also -point 

martyr who had died in^ prison for o:^osing 

The idea of a martyr was very appealing to sonle 

people who by that.time had come to belieye that the nation 

had been mislead by "evil" military men and "evil" philosophies.

Josei Toda could effectively use the symbols of hope 

provided by Nichiren to make appeals to people in a war-torn 

and demoralized society, and as a.leader ;,he was oriented

to Makiguchi as a

the war.

toward the evangelical approach as opposed to a logic and . 

persuasion approach that .a democratin-socialist might pursue. 

It is not the intrention tjp impiyf'^h^^S^^ was not a believer-; 

or that he consciously manipulated peopl^Kfor his whole later

Any manipulation seems to

9 •

■ V

life is a testament of his belief, 

have come about through a sixth sense or .j^canny talent ^f or

^Ikeda, The Human Bevolutlon. I, 95*
• y

■
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charisiiiati.O-_--leadership and skillful organization. Josei Toda 

laid the groundwork for an extremely tight-knit organizational 

structure that is apparently the envy of many groups’ in -Japan 

, today. He also initiated Soka Gakkai’s basic thrust toward 

the goal of• total involvement for the individual. Finally, 

in Toda, Makiguchi’s'views and Nichiren Buddhism were fused 

in the manner that has become the basic philosophy of the 

Gakkal membership. ■ ;

Under Toda, Makiguchl's ideas were subordinated to 

Nichireh’s teachings. The creation of value and'the search . ^

for happiness were still the objectives, but the means had
f j

Worship of the Gohonzon and acti^'e service for^^the'changed.

movement automatically created values andbrought a realization

of happiness for the individual.

The formal reorganization of Soka Gakkai took place on 

•May 3, 1951, with Toda named the second president of the 

group. ■ At that time there were already approximately 5,000 

members of Soka Gakkai, and Toda vowed that there ■would be a

membership of-750,000 family units (households rather than

ement in. Japan)

. c •

individuals being the commpn uni 

before his death.

Toda's leadership style and demeanor seem to have been
\ .

...
Rather authoritarianpatterned somewhat after Nichiren himself. 

and aggressive, Toda nonetheless had a sense of,compassion
te>,"

combined with a determined spirit that found its way into the
• r
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minds and—hearts of others and motivated them to greater 

The small membership expanded geometrically andheights.

•with this expansion flowered Toda's impressive organizational

In Ma,rch, I958, at the dedicatior? of Soka Gakkai^s ^ 

first major construction project,, the Great Lecture Hall at 

Talseki ji, it, was announced that indeed there'were now • '
V ■ *

750,000 households .(approximately one and one-half million 

persons) having membership in Soka Gakkai-.

structure.-

Most of the people 

had been made aware of and converted to ,Soka Gakkai through a' 

' higl!^ressure technique called shakubuku, literally "subdue -

First introduced by Saint Nichiren, who held that
■ ■ . . r j ■ %, '

each believer must go out and convince others, Toda's stress 

on this proces's had been extremely successful—with the, help, 

of course, of the post-war Japanese economic and social

Shortly thereafter, on April 1, 1958, Toda passed ■

the will."

problems.

^way and was. mourned by hundreds of thousands, including a

few politicians seeking the votes, of' Toda's followers.

After Toda's death .there'was speculation that the 

charismatic leadership of Toda had b.een the key to the Gakkai

soon begin-to,crumble. 

Sj Soka Gakkai

. - -V ' :

organization,'.and that the' movs?^Sltj^

The speculators werfe to have second thou

but it nearly doubled its member

ship in the next two years despite the f.§ct that it had no 

formal leader.' The Gakkai organization and-the beliefs seemed 

to' 136 seIf-perpe-tuating

\ .

. ■

<.

I
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Ojia. writer, McFarland, feels that the "authoritarian 

character of [Toda's leadership" precipitated a temporary

10 Perhaps there was acrisis among the remaining leaders.

■ minor power struggle, hut, with the exception of the

appearance of a few minor factions and splinter groups, the

organization prospered, and in i960, thirty-two year old , «
.*

Daisaku Ikeda was appointed president by the executive board.

-As Toda had been Makiguchi's closest disciple.of Soka Gakkar;

Ikeda had been Toda's'close disciple and right-arm man, 

had befen particularly important as director of Toda's much- 

favored Seinenbu or youth group.

Ikeda'

f J
Soka Gakkai; Phase III " (

Daisaku Ikeda brought to Soka Gakkai a new'type of

Contrary' to the prevalent leadership pattern inleadership.

Japan, based on age or seniority, Ikeda gives to the group a

Whereas Toda wassense of youthful dynamism and energy. 

rathe2^ stern and authoritarian,' Ikeda appears more as the

personable businessman, with a deep concern that the image of 

Soka ‘Gakkai be progressive but not o-yerbearing and fanatical.

rs, Ikeda discourages 

er) and asks that 

Apparently,

.ff •

Although held in awe by many Gi 

the use.of the honorific -term Sensei (tei 

the term be applied, only to Makiguchi and Toda.

Ikeda wants to" be considered as a regular -member who" just ,
- . ■ ^ . . . . . . . . --f . . , . • .

i:-

\ .

^^McParland, Rush Hour of the Gods', p, 200.
,r -

■ r
■
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happens to_ have .been given a major leadership role in 

' Soka Gakkai-, but is not necessarily superior to any other

member.

As spokesman for Soka Gakkai, Ikeda is in a tremend

ously influential position, of which he is well aware, but he 

seems to use tact and discretion in his statements and

actions. As a philosopher, .he lacks a certain depth of logic

and, like Toda, tends toward, over-simplification of highly

cbmplex philosophical and doctrinal issues. Yet, his word is 
/ '
/ unquesjiioned by.the membership. _ .

Ikeda has been the leader during the group's greatest 

Although many questions are rais^^as 

to the accuracy of the figures, by I968, Soka Gakkai was 

claiming fifteen million members or somewhat over six million 

family units- in Japan.' Not only has the group been aggressive
/■

in Japan, but after Ikeda took over,. Soka Gakkai carried its 

■ 'proselyting activities abroad. By I96.9 it was reported that 

Nichiren Shoshu Sokagakkai was claiming

'Probably another 100,000 to

period of expansion.

the United States alone.

outheast Asia,150,000 members -are scattered th^^^rg^^yt 

Latin America and Europe. -J?he foreign p 

^usually begins among the. .Japanese living in each country, often

elyting effort

having the appeal of direct ties to the homeland.; but there is

11■Time. January 17,,1969, p. 51*

I' '
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an Incre^ingly large nHmber of nationals in each country 

that are affiliating with Soka Gakkai,

Not only has Soka Gakkai expanded in terms of numbers, 

but it has also expanded in its scope of involvement. For 

example, the basic Gakkai education and study program Involves 

nearly every member in a graduated process of learning the,

-■ various works of Nichiren and other religious authorities,

.. including the "correct" meaning of each te.net of doctrine.

Aiding this educational process is a large number of official ■ 

publications to which each member has access., . .

There is also ’a .stress on physical fitness and 

athletic prowess, and the Gakkai program^encourages 

participation of the membership at many levels. The most 

spectacular Gakkai sports production was held in Tokyo in 

1964 and was ref erred to as the "Soka-Gakkai Olympics" since 

it was staged Immediately after the Tokyo Olympics. Approxi- 

mately-. 15.,66o members participated before an audience of over

? ■ .

tiS«-
(

100,000 persons, which included national pollticar* leaders
’S- ■ ^ ’

Each year there are several regionaland foreign dignitaries, 

and national- festivals that stre^ 

cultural activities..

In the realm of cultural activities feoka Gakkai has

.

ic skills and

been very active. ■ For example, .it has created the Democratic 

Music Association' (Min-0n)^'thar~sij-onsors musical training 

and membership participation events as well as national
- k
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cultural exhibitions such as the Glen Miller Orchestra,

Arthur Fiedler, Mitch. Miller and his band and numerous other: 

Japanese and foreign artists and groups.. The- group has 

established a Pine Arts Department which encourages and promotes: 

training in the fine arts, including both Western and. Eastern . . 

schools. One association., the Asian Peoples’• Associatlo?;! 

arranges for.cultural exchanges between Japan and other Asian, 

countries, and -the-Gakkai Inst i-tute-of Asian Culture is - ■; - :

■i.'

9

designed to encourage research into all'phases' of Asian culture , 

and«=^iTilizatibh. There is also a Democratic Drama Association 

(Minr-En)■ and the Fuji Symphonic Orchestra, both of .which • 

present regular public entertainment.

Besides th'e above there are numerous less , spectacular

.r i ...n

group activities oriented toward local membership, such as 

sowing, sobieties, singing clubs and judo clubs, that may or' 

_may not be affilia-ted with the' central cultural bureau or one 

of the cultural associations." One can readily see that Soka 

Gakkai places great stress on the development'o'f the individual 

■ in a cultural and educational'' sense, and perhaps it is within 

this'dimension Of the movemen^ 

inf luen'ce pr vestiges" of-Makiguchi»s p'

.

can best detect thelai

osophy.
\ .

The Gakkai stress on research and cultural institutes
;;

and associatlpns', coupled with their belief that the_maj.or
■ ■_ _ 1, '1. ‘ . -. . . . .

philosophies and religions are barren beca-use they are not

based-on Tme Buddhism, makes it. seem almost inevitable that

1 .
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they■ would_-want to 'establish their own school system. Although 

their efforts in this direction are still somewhat limited,

they have taken steps that indicate a future.trend.

April 8, 1968, Soka Gakkai.founded Soka. Junior High School
12

■ and Soka Senior High School at Kodaira in Tokyo.

on April 2, I969, construction began on Soka University which

It is intended that this

On

Furthermore,

13will open its doors in 1971 ••

s.chpol will be a fully functioning and complete university. -by

1979, rivalling the major universities of the world.

■^Another significant area of expansion has been in the ^

Perhaps this is .becauseconstruction of new buildings.
r ■ _} ^

buildings are highly visible and make an immediate and jfb^erful 

impression on both members and outside observers. Whatever the

may have been,‘starting with the Grand Lecture Hall 

in 1558, Soka Gakkai has constnicted numerous temples, local 

cultural centers and halls, a new headq,uarters building in’

reasons

1963, 'the multi-million dollar Grand Reception Hall in 1964, 

and many other buildings. In 1972, Soka Gakkai intends to

. ■ complete the Main Temple at d?aisekiji (in preparation for the. < •

nation) at theday' when Japan becomes a Nichiren

Daisaku Ikeda, Youth. Let*s Advance Towards a New Day 
[3?okyp;‘ Seikyo Press, 196^ , P'. 6.

Ibid.

^Vhe Nlchiren Shoshu Sokagakkai (Tokyo; Seikyo Press,

1966),. p‘. 155*

12 \ .

; 13

■ T ■
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expense of seven billion yen or approximately nineteen million 

As in the case of the Grand Reception Hall, which 

cost approximately three million dollars to erect, Soka Gakkai 

sponsored a four-day fund raising drive for the Main»Temple,

In both cases the subscriptions exceeded the projected costs . 

by several times. In fact, in the case of the Main Temple, 

the four-day campaign was held in the fall of 1965 and 

approximately one hundred-million dollars were., subscribed,

15dollars.

It should also be pointed out that,'besides purchasing property 

ia^other countries, Soka Gakkai has also constructed at,least 

one temple abroad, located at Etiwanda, California, All of 
these buildings seem to combine various Oriental a?^|iitecturai 

themes with modem functional materials and structural plans. 

They are at once both aesthetic and practical,

'Given' the Gakkai preoccupation with the totality Of 

society and more particularly their stated ends of realizing

a state operating on Buddhist principles, it was inevitable 

that Soka Gakkai should-become involved in 'polTtics, 

time in histo3?y when many philosophies advocating radical

;s and psuedo-philosophers 

ly through some fprm

At a

change are In vogue, many p 

see. the necessary change as possible

5s

\ .

^^Jon Yamashita, "Some Notes on Komeito," (Some statistics" 
and information provided for-the w.rit^) ip. .3 (Hereinafter referred 
to as "Notes").

^^McFarland. Rush Hour of -the Gods, p. 24.

’■ 'r “•
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of revoluMon, usually violent. Although Nichlren's. doctrines ■ 

and admonitions advocate radical change, Soka Gakkai has 

• repudiated violent social revolution and, by implication of 

their political activities so far’, they appear to believe that 

the change they desire can be brought about through established 

political channels supported by their own "apolitical" 

proselyting and educational'efforts.

Their first political venture was in 1955j 'when a 

limited number of Soka Gakkai members, running on independent 

tlcke%^, entered into prefectural and local elections. Thei 

next year three Gakkai members ran as Independents and^ere 

elected to the House of Councillors, the upper house of 1 

Japan's two-house parliament. Prom that time .until the 

present, as the membership has grown, Soka Gakkai has spon

sored more; and more candidates and most of these candidates 

have been elected. -

The initial political activities \:jere coordinated by 

Soka Gakkai's Cultural Bureau, but in i960 a political 

organization called the Komei Seiji Renmei (League for Clean 

and Fair Politics) and shgrtenei

Koseiren'took over the political activiti
'. . . . . . . . . ' >. •

election activities and policy^

- In the 1959 national election for,Jbhe House of „

s

IT-

. ■

is;^n, was organized, 

nd coordinated ,

Councillors, six additional Gakkai members were elected.

These nine Councillors. making a total of nine in that house.
-
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called themselves the Komeikai (Clean Government Association), ■. 

which meant in practice that nine independent Councillors 

had formed a committee for bargaining and negotiating with 

■ other parties and factions in the upper house,

In the 4962 House of Councillof^" election's, nine .

-- Gakkai councillors were elected, Including the re-election- 

of Gakkai personnel to the three seats first secured' in 1956.- 

By March, 1964, Soka Gakkai could claim 15- seats “in. the'House

-

■W. .

'<

>
; :; , of ^Cbuhciliorsi 55 in>i^

^ 188-members - >

■■ ‘hcridingitowh and village assembiy seats.' This made a total -
■ ■ ; i/

of ly 171 elected Soka Gakkai repres en tat ives at all; ISvelis 

■ in Japan. On this basis, Soka Gakkai claimed to,be the 

third largest "party" in Japan, though still'" much’ smaller

support than the Llberanembcratic Party 

’ ' and the Japan Socialist- Party. However, Kas'eiren was hot :

' technically .a party

Since- Sok^ Gakkai Was a religious movement, .there . 

was also the peculiar pro'blem that their political

of Japan. -Although . 

rby -no: means the only'persoH raising the ,qu^tion, Elyoaki Murata, 

Editor of the Japan Times and personally acquainted with many

t'

» ^ ,-c.

■- A

1

^"^Mchiren Shoshu Sokagakkai; * 64 Shashinshu (I964 
Pictoria"^ T^kyo: Seikyo Press, 1964), p’. 80.

■ ^

M:
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Gakkai leaders and politicians, noted and pointed out in 1964 

that Article 20 of the Constitution states that "Freedom of

religion is guaranteed to all. No religious■organization

■shall receive any privileges from the State nop exercise any

„18 . The Article was originally intendedpolitical authority, 

as a measure against the resurgence of State Shintoism, but-

as Murata pointed out, the phrase, "No religious, organization - 

shall.. .exercise any political authority.,.-." raised at least
’Of f •. ■*

an academic question as to whether or not this applied to a 

lay relfiglous organization such eis Soka Gakkai. 

goals, it is quite probable that the implication of the 

Constitutional prohibition must have been rather uncomfortable 

far Soka Gakkai. It seems conceivable that the Gakkai leader

ship believed that they could obse3rve the letter of the law 

by e-stablishing an "autonomous" political party. It is also 

quite probable that there was some hope that an "independent" 

party could draw.voting support from a wider clientele than

the Gakkai membership. Furthermore, there appears to have 
. • . ■ • , f • '

been some genuine sentiment and desire^among the Gakkai

membership for a' "Buddhist^^polit^S^ ‘p

■For whatever reasons, on November

19 Given i-ts ‘

•5-

r ■

1964, the Clean
\ .

^?Post-war Constitution of Japan, Article 20, quoted 
in Kiyoaki Murata, "Beligioh and Government,'" Japan Times-;' 
June 6, 1964, p. 4.

-^^Ibid.
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Goyernmeirtn’arty was inaugurated as a'feeparate" political

imit, but one that officially subscribed to the basic

As this party i^philosophy of Nichiren Shoshu Soka Gakkai. 

obse3ryed in greater depth, one soon realizes that the separation
V

of Komeito from Soka Gakkai is,merely a facade, -and even td.day, 

the Clean Government Party can hardly be called more than 'the

"political arm" of Soka Gakkai. President Ikeda does not 

deny. this fact, and simply points out that 'political parties. 

are often tied to mother organizations. For example, he has 

said*^at the Socialist Party of Japan is tied to; Sohyo, a ' " 

major Japanese labor union federation, apd that the D^ocratic

labor ^nionSocialist Party is associated with Domei, another

Even the Liberal Democratic Party is closelyfederation.

20affiliated with large business and commercial interests.

As rto the question of religion-oriented parties, he observes 

that in Europe there are parties that are "apparently"

the Christian Democratsaffiliated with religious groups, ••■e.g
7 . . . ”. . . . . 21

in Germany and Italy.

• 5

Final^., Ikeda has declared that . 

Soka Gakkai*s purposes are religious and oriented toward 

■ individual happiness, whereas Kt^teit^^^^rposes are political

■ -

.7

\ .

20For example see: Overseas Bureau, Sokagakkai, "Sokagakkai 
and :Komeito" (This 'is the Sokagakkai, series 6, ‘Tqkya:^.ikyo .

Presav pp.
- > _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

. . Complete Works of -Daisa^ Ikeda (Tol^o:Seikyo Press,
£i-q^7^Vj p. 146 (Hereafter cited as Complete Works) f

.

-21*. ,

t
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and concerned with the publiQ_ welfare;, hence, their ■ interests

22
and orientations are not in conflict.-. . '

The aboTe summary of Soka Gakkai is limited and' some- >
■ V"

what sketchy, but it should give the reader some idea of the 

'scope, flavor and thrust of this movement. Since the "major 

concern herein is with the political dimension of the movement,

■ the following chapters will focus on the various components of 

this, dimension. It is within the party. leadership that one., 

can best observe the nature of the ties between party and 

religrous organization, and therefore it is the leadership that, 

this writer' proposes to analyze first.

•• -

V*
r j

(
>

1

»yr

;

••'Vv

t

\ . •

•■y.

^^verseas Bureau, Sokagakkai. Sokagakkai and'“Komeito, p. 6.
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CHAPTER- II

PARTY ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP

After the party -was inaugurated in November, 1964, 

the first Komeito activity was to prepare -for the 19^5 House 

.of Councillors election. Six of the fifteen incumbents in 

the upper house (House of Councillors) had- to stand for 

re-election, and it was decided to increase the nvimber of
t

candidates to fourteen. Of these fourteen, eleven were - 

subsequently elected, increasing Komeito’s representation to 

twenty of the 25O seats.

In 1967 the party entered candidates in a House of

.1
Representatives election for the first time.

r j

(

Twenty-five

out- of the thirty-two candidates won their seats, and each of

the seven who failed.had polled the highest number of votes
■ . ■ ■ . . . . . . . 2

of the' losing candidates in his rq,spective district.
fir

^Japan's lower house,-the Hou^ of Representatives, is 
. made -up of 467 representatives117 electoral dis
tricts. -Each district has from 3 tb^'‘^2ferdsentatives, but each 
voter can only vote for one candidate. T?^House of Coioncillors 
has 250 members, of which 100 are elected oh^.a national slate,

■ and 150 are elected.in the prefecture—the number in each pre- 
• ’Tecture. varying with the size of population. - Half of this house 

• is elected every three years and in each election a voter -can 
vote for one national candidate and one i)refectural' candidate.

^Hisashi Nishioima, [J—will be used to denote Japanese 
language sourceCl * Komeitb~^ (Tokyo: Sekkasha, I968), ^p. 14.

■ ? ■
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In. the 1968 upper house election, Komeito ran fourteen 

candidates, including nine incumbents, of which thirteen were 

elected, increasing Komeito’s upper house representation to 

twenty-four,^ Therefore, at present Komeito holds a. combined 

total of forty-nine seats.in Japan's two house Diet, making 

them.-^e number three party, just ahead of the Democratic . 

Socialists who hold forty-one Diet seats.

The party has also been active in prefectural and 

local assembly elections.

incre'a^^ingly large number of Komeito candidates elected to 

■ office-at these levels. As the party representation has
r j

increased, the party structure has been established 

although some of the specifics are subject to change, the 

major structural outlines will probably remain as they

. .are- today-.

Party Organization .

' The theoretical source of JComeito ’s power and authority 

•is the National Party Convention (see Figure 1, page 33). 

Starting with the Inaugural Convention in 1964, the party has 

met once or twice each year in

recent .having been held" on'* January 21 an(^^2, 1969.

Since I965,. there has been an

, aS)(

15T

S’ -

the seventh and mostfcve:

4
The

.3Japanese Consulate General of New York, Japan News, 
August, 1968, p. 7:, , .

/.-rf

Komeito, Main Program and Action Policy for 1969» 
Press release^of January 22, I9E9 (Hereinafter referred to as 
Main Program). ' . -

■ 4
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Fig, 1 -- - Party Organization . »
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party convention brings together the Komeito representatives 

at each level of government, the active staff, and some Soka 

Gakkai leaders not on the party roster, and any^ other persons
¥

that' the party leaders may invite.

Once the convention is in session, it becomes quite/ .

clear that party authority does not come from the rank and ' 

file, but rather from the leaders. In the course of giving 

their'convention speeches, party.leaders present'the new party 

policies and any new candidates that may have been selected.

The ral^ and file serve merely as'a sounding board" and -forum -

for official statements. Their role seems to be one of
f i _

resppnding to their leaders’ proposals with great enthusiasm, 

and if a vote is requested, the vote is^usuidlly. taken orally 

and is always unanimous in the affirmative. There is no 

debate and only infrequently are questions received from the 

floor.

f

All Soka Gakkai meetings are carefully organized and

The policy-controlled; the party convention is no exception,

making and candidate selection processes are completed by

ere are no established

. ff •

the leaders before the conventioaf

channels-for the rank'and file to have any^’^rect influence 

on these decisions.’ The party convention may function as a 

.contributor to group or party solidarity biit, despite its^

of legitimacy and the Komeito rhetoric and party charts.

■*

aura

it is not the source of authority for ,the party. • »
• ? ■

rf
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Looking at the party leadership, one finds that 

Komeito has no party president per se although the chairman 

of the Party Central Staff Committee, Takeiri, assumes the 

role of party spokesman and convention leader, 

the Central Staff Committee that most of the party policies

It is -within

formulated, and this committee also plays a major role ,

Party Secretary-General.

are

in the selection of party candidates.

Jun’ya Yano has stated that since Komeito is a small party, 

there is no need for discussion and debate' at the National

Party‘*^nvention.' He points out that discussion and mutua,!.. ,

consultation take place daily between party leaders, and
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . r. . . . j ' ■■■

thereby implies that the major decision-making authority'^^-

with the Party Central-■-resides,at the party^s center, i.e 

Staff Committee and the Komeito members holding seats in the

• >

National- Diet.

' Before focusing on the Central Staff Committee, it 

should be pointed out that other major Japanese parties are 

also concentrated at the national level, with particularly 

close‘ties to their National Diet personnel, 

is not unusual in parliamentary 

party's.most common raison-d'-^re is to i^^^l^ence national 

political policy, and this can be done most effectively in 

the parliament by the party's representatives.

This phenomenony ■

sys-tems, since a

Frequently the

■5Nishijima, Komeito, p. 155*
- ?

f
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party head -will also be a member of parliament and Is 

therefore in a position to coordinate his party's policies 

.and activities both, within and without the parliament. - 

Contributing to the tendency for partips in Japar?

to be rather top heavy and centrally controlled is the fact_ 

that party affiliation and registration are not prerequisites 

for voting. This results in a situation where parties are 

rather ineffectual in establishing "grass roots" organ-

izations.

The difference between a Komeito party convention- ' •

and the party conventions for the other major parties is that
f J

the Liberal Democratic Party, the Japan Socialist Party 'i.hd 

the Democratic Sociaiist Party all permit both,debate on 

policy and the election of party leaders. Occasionally, 

many of the disagreements and organizational problems can be 

worked out before their party convention, so that evPn the 

Liberal-Democrats may infrequently .appear^to have a closed 

convention; but this is still quite different from the system 

: of rule-from-the-top that prevails in Komeito.

Looking at the structun

Committee, one finds ■tha"t it is composed ^b^jhlrty members, 

of which the most important are the committee chairman, the 

two vic.e-chairmen, the secretary-general, Jhe four vice 

secretary-generals and the party councillor, who act
I • , *

•collectively as the permanent executive for the party.

-meito Central Stafftf

If

-r
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stemming, from the Central Staff Committee is the largest 
Komeito bureau,^ the Policy Bureau,- which is in turn sub

divided into six- standing committees, including diplomalcy' 

(foreign affairs), administration, economic affairs, eduelation, 

social-labor (social'is used to mean public welfare) and land 

development (which is a catchall committee). Under each 

committee there are from two to four related subcommittees.
•j

The Bureau director and all but,one of the committee chairmen
r •. ^

are members of the Central Staff Committee, and virtually all 

of thli^subcommittee chairmen are members of the Diet. The ■

function of this Bureau is to investigate problems within the
' r i

realm of each committee or subcommittee and make reports'^Tand 

policy recommendations to the Central Staff Copaittee.

Central Staff Committee then makes .the final policy decisions.
. . . . . . . . . .  • / ^

Below the Central Staff Committee is the General

/

The

Convention for Both Houses. This is simply a formal meeting 

■ of the entire Komeito Diet representation;that takes' place at

specified times, but has no formal powers. .Since approximately 

half of the Komeito councillors and representatives are-also . 

members of the Central Staff Co:

•f .
. • •

;td‘| :e General Convention

"^There seems to be a^conflict between- two "official" 

party organization charts. One indicates .^hat the Policy Bureau 
is under the office bf the Secretary-General and. the bthdr ties 
this bureau to the Central Staff Committee. The bureau's nature 

: and ftinction seem to indicate that the second chart (Figure 1, 
page ,33) is closer to reality. ' . »

• ?

r“
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6

. for Both Houses is rather meaningless at this time in

history.

*> The party Secretariat is the administrative unit 

.. which has the responsibility for seeing that^ party policy is 

carried out, and for coordinating party activities at all 

It is directly responsible to the Central Staff , 

Committee, and is in charge of the party membership organ

ization, the party activities and affairs, .at the regional ’ 

and local assembly levels, and"' the various party bureaus that 

servers public relations,. public information, and party. •. ^ 

research units."^ The regular party membership structure, the

r i
regional and local assembly, party structure,- and the pah^ty

bureaus are all interrelated; but, as can be seen on Figure 1,
^ ... . ..

page 33, each is nonetheless directly under the authority of 

th§ Secretariat.’

Most of the_ party bureaus are categorized into

levels.

»4-

'■ specific areas of concern which-correlate with the party 

Policy Bureau committees, or in some cases, subcommittees. 

’Nearly all bureau directors are also Diet members and in some

lairman of the related 

fc^parently, all

8

S-T ■

cases they may -serve simultaneo^

Policy .Bureau committee or* subcommittee.'

-y
4'

\ .

• "^Policy Bureau,* Komeito. The Komeito: Clean Government 
Party (Tokyor .Komei Press, n.d.), pp. 12-14 (Hereinafter referred 
to as The Komeito). •

This can be seen by the similarity of committee and 
Bureau-titles, in Figure i, p. 33*

V
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bureau directors and vice-directors are at least members of

This relationship permitsthe relate,d Policy Bureau committees, 

the Policy Bureau to use a party bureau as a sounding board

and. enables a committee to direct the staff of the relate'd

bureau to investigate specific problems or areas of interest 

and provide data for future committee recommendations.

Three party bureaus -do not fit the above pattern and - 

are designated specifically as Youth Bureau, Women's Bureau 

and Students' Bureau. Their exact fimctions are not clear, 

but ift^ddition to being concerned with the problems and -

interests of youth, women and students, they seem to be
f j

important for linking the Youth Division, Students' Divi'S'ion

and Women's Division’of Soka Gakkai to Komeito activities.

For example, Yasu Ifeshiwabara, the only Komeito female- member

of the Diet,’ is the director of the party's Women's Bureau.

■ It so happens that she is also president of the Women's Division

in Soka Gakkai. Similar ties exisl^ between the party's Youth

and Students' Bureaus and Soka Gakkai's Youth and Students'

Divisions. Soka Gakkai, and hence Komeito, has long realized

^arly students, and

^„^^and make it a 
\ .

The Students' Bureau in

•7'

V ■

the vitality and energy of youth^^a:^,^ 

has therefore sought'to"hafhess this ener 

propelling force in the movement.-^
■ -

■^Por examples see Josei Toda, Lectures, oh Buddhism, 
(Tokyo: 'Seikyo Press, I96I), p. I52, and Daisaku Ikeda, "A Pro
posal on the China Issue," Economic Salon'. January, I969, Pr 32.

■ ?

I
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particular seems designed to serve that purpose.

" ^ One final-point should be noted .about the bureaus.

Although there is a Policy Bureau subcommittee which is- 

• apparently oriented toward ''big" business and industry - 

(called the Industrial Subcommittee), there is no party 

bureau'set up to operate -in this area. There is, however, ■ 

a Small-Medium Enterprises Bureau.. This seems to indicate 

First, that one of the major bureau functionstwo things

is to work with and elicit support from those groups in
c

socie't/ most likely to affiliate' -pith Soka Gakkai and - • 

Komeito, and second, that there is very little support from 

the big business and managerial class in general. Busihbss 

. seems to believe that its interests are bes't furthered through 

the Liberal Democratic Party, and Komeito appairently does not 

expect this 'to change in the immediate future.

^ In■summing up,.it is quite apparent that Komeito is

highly-centralized and that nearly,all aspects of party 

policy, organization and leadership are determined by the 

Central Staff Committee. .The most important members of this

e chairman, vice- 

generals and the

party councillor. This executive meets frequently on an

%j.

*■'- N
• sr ■■

committee, the .permanent executj^^--

chairmeri-, secretary-generaT, vice secre-ta

informal basis, and together they coordinate party activities

and ^ive leadership: .to the Central Staff Committee and the -

e-veh though it can be .said that

•V

Thereforeparty _ as - a -whole.

f
ji
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party authority emanates' from the Central Staff Committee, 

this must be qualified to recognize the predominant position 

of the permanent executive. ^

The Party Leadership V

The party leaders, members of the Central Staff 

Committee and other National Diet members, represent a rather 

broad -sweep of Japanese society. In fact, at first glance,

. about the .only thing they, seem to have in common is member-
... —r-"—. , , ■ •

ship and a background of rather''extensive -service in the'

'Soka Q^kkai organization. Before looking at their Gakkai _ .
N *

positio.ns, a consideration of the other, more varied features, 

■will be informative.^^

Looking first at age, in I968 one finds that the average 

age of the twenty-five*lower house Diet members was 42, the 

oldest being*63, the youngest 33, and only two over 50.

Would seem to indicate a stress on youthful leaders, and that 

perhaps: Gakkai members as a whole are relatively yo-unger 

persons. The selection of youthful leaders is some'^what contrary 

to the- traditional Japanese'va^ue system,‘which generally'

wi,-

%r i
(

This ■

♦S'

. -V ■

,^°This..biographical data has been tak^^ primarily from- 
biographical'sketches in-Nishijima, Komeito; 'Hiroi_Takase,
Daisan BTunmei No Shukyo. . [Religio^i of the Third Civilization ,

■ (Tokyo; Kobundo, 19'62-), (Hereinafter referred to. as Shukyo); 
and Yamashita, "Notes," The statistics and-the interpreS?.tions . 
'are this, writer’s.' of the statistics are based on all
45 Diet membersjbven though only 24 of them are members of the 

- -Central. Staf f - Committee,.

rv_ isaI
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associates ‘wisdom and influence "with age, Japanese political 

•parties usually have a much higher age average than is the 

case in Komelto,' In the upper hoiise, as of June, I968, the 

average age of• the ‘ t-wenty Diet members -was'49, or slightly 

higher than was true of the lo-wer house. The youngest 

coun&lilpr -was 35 (there were four) and the oldest was 78. 

'THe^averageTmay “b e'^Tow er~now—s Inc e-th-r ee~ of-1 he—o Id er-counc-i-11 or & 

did not run for re-election in I968, but even 49 is a relatively 

youthful age "when it comes to Japanese jfollticlans,
Y-

^In considering the -past political experignce of the 

party leadership, one finds-that there is. only one man -who

Shunpachi Ho;jo ^"(retired in 1^.8) was 

. a member of Japan's pre-World War II House of Peers. The rest 

date their experience from some time since Soka Gakkai first

began to participate in JapS.nese politics. In the lower house,
€• '

only 2Q% had no political experience before funning for seats 

in the; House of Representatives.. - Another 32% had experience 

in city or ward assemblies, 20% had seived Ih prefectural

and 20^ had served ifi assemblies at both levels.

In the upper house one finds fha-b^

not had any pfevious legislative e'xperien^; 15^ bad served in

11-

served in a pre-war Diet.

assemblies
V ‘ .V •

fcouncillors had

. ' •.*

:-:llThe House of Councillors data is based on the pre-July, 
: - 1968 contingent. Seven new councillors were, elected ,ln 1^,6.8,

' four additional cbunciHors and three replacing former 
: councillors,' Biographical data was not.immediately available

for the ne'w personnel, .

A=6.f
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• city or ward assemblies, S% a prefectural assembly, and 

5^ bad served at both levels.

This apparent^lack of stress on previous service^ 

as a prerequisite for upper house candidacy has to be 

qualified by two factors: (1) several of the councillors 

were elected to thfe upper house in the late 50's and early ,

60 '-s, or -2?i-gh-t- af ter Soka-Gakkai- became ,active in politics, 

and thereby started out at the top; and (2). Soka. Gakkai 

initially viewed the upper house'as less political in nature 

and tlSe^efore felt that previous experience was not essential,^

As the number of successful candidates at lower levels continues
f i ^

to grow,-previous experience will probably become a prerequisite

for nomination to either house.
• - • ••

Although the information is sketchy, another interest-

V

ing .statistic is the educational backgrounds.of the party

Of the Diet members in the lower house, at least 32%leaders.

graduated from"-universities (including the top public schools.
*5.

Tokyo arid Kyoto Universities, and such leading private uni- 

versities'as Keio and Waseda'), 12.^ received training in military

either had noschools, 12^ in vocational school^«^

special schooling or the- information was
, the upper house members, however, at least 55^ were university

%

graduates, 3% military academy graduates, 20^ vocational school

b available. Among

graduates and 20^ either had no special schooling or the 

information was not available. Probably the interes-tlng factor
■ > ■
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here is the highmimber of university graduates. Since the 

Gakkai movement is at least stereotyped as appealing to lower 

economic and social levels, one might expect to find fewer 

university graduates in the leadership. There is still a’^' 

smaller percentage of university graduates in Komeito than 

one would find among the Liberal' Democratic Diet members, 

but there seems to be a growing stress on formal education 

as a background for political service, ■ l
. . . .A-

It -was found that of the total Komeito Diet member

ship,were’born in urban areas and 62% in what might be-, , 

classified as rural areas. Rural was interpreted as including
r i

"rural" cities such as Okayama and Sapporo in the late
?SlfO's

and early 1930's (or ’the time when most of these men were

A few were still residing in the place of their birth, 

but most had’moved at some time in their life.

born),

Their apparent

early transience, contributed•to by the war, may have been one’ 

indirect factor in their’ affiliation with a movement such as
-.w

Soka Gakkai, since rootlessness seems to be a characteristic 

of those who identify with mass movements. Furthermore, of

^e pre-war converts 

inder had been

V

the- forty-fivfe members of the Di 

to Soka Gakkai and virtually all of the r 

converted between 1947 and 1955> or during a period of extreme

,.si:
’*

\ .

These two factors combineddemoral-ization and chaos in Japan, 

may provide some indication as to why some of the Diet members

joined Soka Gakkai iP the first place.
• y -

J -
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Looking at'^the career and occupational backgrounds 

of Komeito leaders, one finds that their careers and 

occupations are generally among those’associated with the, 

middle classes.. The most common backgrounds were small ■ v 

businesses this was followed closely by those having

petty bureaucratic careers and white-collar office positions, 

in Japanese companies (18^ respectively). Approximately l6^ 

were professionals (4 of 7 were dentists), 11^ had started 

their careers with Soka -Gakkai (usually at the Seikyo Publish

ing Company), 7^ did not fit in the above categories (a pro-, 

fessiona.1 athlete, a composer and a journalist) and 7^ were
subsequent!^*

transferred to a Soka Gakkai position, either in the Seikyo 

Publishing Company or some affiliated business interest.

■ '. „ ■ Although -the- number' of people considered here is

rather limited, there are a few generalizations that can be 

made, !The most salient characteristic of the Komeito leaders 

4.S their petty bourgeois backgrounds. Small bu&lTie'ssmen, 

local bureaucrats, low and intermediate level white-collar office

ical petty bourgeois 

t Soka Gakkai may

. . -.

>

r
not recorded in the data. Many of these men !is.

(

»V'

■ •; ■

positions in large businesses—th 

occupations.

well be a lower^middle class and.middle-class movement, at
•V

s. . . - J '

least'if their leaders are representative of most.members.
_ . * ■ • ■ ■ ■■ -   :: ■ ■

seems to be a significant number of blue-collar families in

The implication of this is
\ .

There

• Soka Gakkai and some businessmen of the large industrial and

S ■
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These two groups,commercial class are reportedly members, 

however, are not represented among the party leaders. One

conclusion to be drawn from this is that Komeito has not as

yet become a serious challenge to the other Japanese parti'es; 

rather it sepms to be oriented toward a segment of the 

population that does not really fit into the groups most 

commonly identified with these parties.

There are not many identifiable intellectuals among
f ». V

the leaders, nor are there really many professional men.

Japahesef" intellectuals are, of course, often either strongl-y-. .
% *

pro-government or leftist and pro-Socialist, but one wonders
r i .

about the intellectual attraction of a movement like Soka'-'pakkai. 

No conclusions can be drawn from this small sample, and it is 

true that some college professors and writers are known to 

have-joined Sbka, Gakkai, but very few have apparently come 

to -play any major political roles.

Taking into consideration a]^l of the above data, it 

can be said that Komeito leaders are relatively ‘young and

their educational backgrounds are rather limited, though a

One can also say 

ckgrounds and a

All have been long-time Soka Gakkai

V '

growing percentage have universit 

that the .majority have-ruraT* or semi-rural 

history of transience, 

members,, and although their past occupational experiences vary, 

they seem to be from the middle classes, with few representatives

em

of those, groups normally associated with the Japan Socialist

f—^
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•
and the Liberal Democratic parties.

{
V

Links to Soka Gakkal

The fact that all Komelto Diet members‘are alsa
* ■

.. Gakkal members and that part of the. candidate selection

actually takes place within the Soka Gakkal framework 

indicates that there are^ close ties between the two . •

structures. Actually, though, this tells one little about 

the nature of the ties. The manner in which Komeitp is 

bound to Soka Gakkal' is similar to the situation one finds 

in 'a^artel, i.e',, the top leaders control several organi-- . 

zations by sitting on the board of directors of each. This
' ' r i

phenomenon, usually called an "interlocking directorate*^"

enables the leadership to manipulate the affairs of each
» • • . . .

structure in such a'manner as to realize their overall goals. 

, In Soka Gakkai and Komeito there are several levels

(t

* •

For example, virtuallyon which this overlapping- takes place, 

every"Komeito holder of a Diet seat is simultaneously a member
*5'

of the executive board of Soka Gakkai, and a Survey by the 

writeir revealed that at least eighteen members of Komeito'S 

thirty-man Central Staff CommitJjj^

Gakkai.executlye board “prior to I962 .

To better u^ these rather intimate ties, a

careful look-at the 'present Gakkal executive board structure

f^ld positions, on the

‘ 'ir/-* -• •

The board IS jmade up of pne general-director, 

5? vice general-directory and

will be helpful:.

25 general-administrators,
4

t■s
.,V.v
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' 12
558 directors In a category called the board, of directors.

The general-director's position is different from that of

- the general-administrators in that he is the chief administrator

of the organization, a role akin to a secretary-general in^the
1

United Nations. In the remaining three categories—ri.e 

general-administrators, vice general-directors and the board’ 

of directors—each member has,executive responsibilities in 

the Soka Gakkai hierarchy and each categoiy'','’.."®'^ a^group,-. has ■ ' 

a descending order of importance "as a deliberative body.

> Therefoj^, the general-administrators are the most important .
V •

formal deliberative body within Soka Gakkai, and the members, 

individually,- are closest to Daisaku Ikeda.*^ Occaslonall^i|.all

three of these categories of leaders meet as the executive
- • . . . .

board; but such a meeting is similar to a Komeito party 

convention in'that it has little formal authority.

Of the 45 Komeito. leaders in I968, one was the general-

• >

directo’r, 16 were general-administrators, 11 were vice general-

Out
■ M

directors and I7 were members of the board of directors.

^aff Committee, 15 were

directors, 3 were

of the 30 on the Party Central 

. general adminis.trator.s, 9 were vic^^^h

. » ■

K

^ not recorded indirectprs,' arid' 3, though highly placed, we:

\ .

, The Gakkai use of the term "board of directors" is^not 
the-sbi^'as' is commori in :most situations. ®iis category. 
simply means that t^ group of lower-level directors
in the Soka Gakkai. 0 having final authority as
a board

12. t

i;* ■

1
Vi*

V ■
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the data. This means that I5 of the top 30 men in Komeito, 

or, if one includes the vice general-directors, 24 of the 

top 82 Gakkai leaders were also on the 30-man Central Staff 

The implication should be obvious.- The party,v 

given its present relationship with Soka Gakkai, could not 

conceivably act as an independent unit. ■

There is one tie that- is even more important than 

In 1966, the Gakkai president, Ikeda,- created a 

six man special board of general administrators (all are 

included^ in the above 25 man general-administrator category.) •, ,

Committee.

? •

the above.

>

that would have special powers and were to work personally 

These six men, next to the president, are 

the most.influential positions in Soka Gakkai and act as

Five of these six men, Takeiri, 

are also members of the Diet,

13With Ikeda.

personal advisors to Ikeda..

HojOr Tsuji, Shiraki and Kddai 

but, even more important, four are on the permanent executive

14., Takeiri is chairman of theof the Central Staff Committee.

Central Staff Committee,. Hojo is first vice-chairman, Shiraki 

is second vice-chairman and Tsuji is the party councillor.. y ■

ture of theIt is at this point that the inte, 

directorship and Ikeda-'s "ties to Komeito b1

om
*

me most apparent.
\ .

^ -
^^Nishijima, Komeito, p. 63.
^^Hojo was named the head of this six man "informalboard 

and before that he was the general director of Soka Gakkai as 
well as the chairman of the Central Staff Committee o^ Komeito.

/.-C
-If.-'
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Even though Ikeda is not formally listed as a member of 

Komeito, given the role relationship of Takeiri, Shiraki,.

Hojo and Tsuji to the Gakkai president, one must conclude 

■that Daisaku Ikeda is the de facto president of Komeito.” 

This would account for the lack of a formal party'president.

The Position of Daisaku Ikeda

Daisaku Ikeda, as has been indicated above, became 

president of Soka Gakkai in i960 at the age of thirty-two. He 

joined Soka Gakkai in 194? and shortly thereafter developed 

a’ vefy^close master-disciple relationship with Josei- Toda, ■.

He became the director of the Young Men's Division in 1952
' r j ■ %

at about twenty-two years of age, and organized-the.fir^i 

Soka Gakkai election campaign in 1955• Since becoming
t, . ...

president, his-'image among the Gakkai members has' evolved into 

of being an earthly representative of Saint Nichiren, ^ 

incapable of error.He is the supreme authority in all 

Soka Gakkai matters.

Ikeda does not, however, make policy decisions on 

a uniiateral basis. Decision-making in Soka Gakkai and 

Komeito usually'involves a proc^S^^

among the leaders on'th'e top levels. ThlS^ jective seems to 

be one of trying.to.achieve a consensus among the leadership

one-

16 .

1 consultation

. •. if
^^Hiroi Takase

16..

Shukyo, p. 131.'3

p. 132.Ibid •»

p__taa

S'■> ■
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by way of ..discussions in which each participant, is permitted 

and even .encouraged to express his personal views, 

often means that for political policy, although Ikeda is 

..consulted, the actual formulation can take place a-t some ^ 

level in the hierarchy below him—usually in the. party 

Central Staff CommitteeIkeda's role relationship with, 

hi-s subordinates in the party has one special attribute for . 

the'party'-decision-making process in that, .by deferring-to,.
r* . V

Ikeda in cases of‘disagreement, party factionalism can be

Factionalism is perceived by Komeito as one of .,

This

■>

avoid^ed.

the .greatest evils besetting the Japanese political system 
since they construe this phenomenon to be a product of^^lfish

The practicalpersonal interests which ignore the public good, 

advantage of Ikeda's position in Komeito is that the party

can. present 'a public image of cohesion and solidarity by 

ayoiding serious internal disputes.

^■■■ bhe^ of Ikeda's functions as party, leader is to announce 

■ many of the major party policies. New policies-and programs 

are often presented by Ikeda in his public speeches, in

spap'er, at press

arty policy announce

ments by Ikeda have the added effect of giving legitimacy to

. «r ■

articles written by him for the 

c^nferencea'and at the ijarty convention.

r -

■NiMdMmav^kbgleito^^^ p. 158. 
^Ibid.

17
18 ..
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Komelto policies and activities in the eyes of the 

Soka Gakkai. membership.

Komelto Candidate Selection

To date all national candidates have been chosen by

20 Candidates at prefectural andthe Soka Gakkai leadership,

local levels are also picked by Gakkai leaders. Although,the■ 

authority to select officers below the national level some

times resides lower in the hierarchy, it nonetheless is subject 

to approval from Gakkai headquarters.

■ ^ In choosing its candidates Soka Gakkai applies three

First, Insofar as possible, the candidate is
r i 22

selected from the region that he will represent, 

usually selected from among the Gakkai leaders living in that 

area and is therefore known and trusted by local' members as 

well as by ’the Gakkai’authorities. There have been a couple- 

of cases where candidates have been moved so they could run 

' in another district; but this is unusual,

criterion is past political experience, or perhaps expertise

>

21 ■
main criteria.

23 The second

^^For-examples; see Daisa 
China Issue,,” Economic Salon. J* ,, . , ,
Komel Shimbun. January~~ 1 ?'-19o7» p. 1.

^^Nishi'jima, Komeito, p. 24,

"A''Proposal on the 
169., p. 30,. andn

\ .

. »■

21lbld,
. ♦ . •

22 p. 25.•"■Ibid *»

Ibid.::

___^
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in some special area that might be useful for the party. 

The third standard for selection is the availability of-a

Sometimes a Gakkai member indicates _potential candidate, 

a. desire to run for office, but this is not by any means av

If for some reason the leaders feel thatkey to candidacy, 

a person is unqualified or undesirable as a representative,

they refuse permission for candidacy.

After potential candidates have been.nominated, each 

nominee's background, character, "ability and qualifications, 

including religious service and faith, are carefully examined ^

by the Gakkai board of directors,.the vice general-directors,
r i ^

the general administrators and the Central Staff Committefes-

After'the examination, Ikeda is consultedof the party.

and, if permission is given, the nominee is formally asked

Normally thewhether he -will consent to run as a candidate.

nominee consents since candidacy is tantamount to a religious 

assignment.
Itr

Occasionally personal circumstances prohibit 

the nominee’s accepting the assignment, in which'case an 

■ alternate is selected.
. 0-^

. 9 •

a qualified personSoka Gakkai has stated pub 

not in Soka' Gakkai might be accepted as a
* - f

ididate and given
\ .

, •

^^The examination process is -not as complicated as i^. - .

appears, due to the interlocking-directorate aspect of the 
executive and the;fact that personnel committees do most of. 
the evaluation.

y ■

y
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25 This, however, seems unlikely since 

qualifications ■ for candidacy include acceptance of ..the

Gakkai support.

Gakkai program'and the philosophical underpinnings of that ^ 

the teachings of Nlchiren Buddhism from whichvprogram—i.e

stem the Gakkai interpretation of the nature of politics

• >

and society. If a non-Gakkai candidate had these qualifi

cations, there would be no reaspn for him not to affiliate with 

. Soka Gakkai, Therefore, at least for the immediate.future, it 

is unlikely that there will be Komeitio cand'idates that are 

> not Soka^g^kkai members, , . • . ,

In,summary it can be said that the Komeito leadership
f j

is a tightly-knit and centrally organized group with Inter^^.v. 

locking ties to the mother organization, Soka Gakkai, The 

real source of authority for the party emanates from the 

vicinity of the-Soka Gakkai president and those few main 

religious and political leaders who immediately surround him.

The party leadership in the broader sense have in common their

(

affiliation with Soka Gakkai and high-level Gakkai* leadership

relatively young for Japanese

arddle' class, and

: .,..*'P)ositlons; They are also

political leaders, come generally fr^-t^

. 9 •

*
only have a mod’e’rate level’■of educational ac^^vement. 

they seem to- represent proportionately fewer of the business
•V

community, rural interests, the intellectual community and the

Finally,

25Nishijima, Komeito, pp. 26-27.
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laboring class, than"do other major Japanese parties. 

However, these leaders and their party have made a definite 

impression on the Japanese people. This impact, which will 

be discussed later, can be attributed to their political

It must not' be

V

abilities and their indefatigable zeal.
<r

forgotten, however, that it was the large membership of

Soka Gakkai, and hence the party supporters, that put these

Therefore, the next area of focus will 

be the composition and structure ofthe Gakkai membership.

leaders into office.

■

■r i

(

. <■ ■

\ .

V.
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CHAPTER III

PARTY ELECTORAL SUPPORT: COMPOSITION AND, STRUCTURE
V

Formal Party Membership

As a rule Japanese parties do not have large 

popular memberships. Vcrfce^registratloh

residential registrajbion in th.e city or town pf resid.ence.

This registration must precede an''election by at least three

> months- i^one desires to vote, but party identification, per se

1 ' ■
is not a part of the process. Therefore, political parties

basi^, and the usu^i- 

criterion of membership is the payment of a few yen in the 

form of party dues. There is no built-in inducement- for 

^ ’party affiliation except possible personal interest.

1965, Japanese parties had memberships amounting to:

'Democrats - i,'700,000 (of which less than 300,000 were really

is automatic through

have to recruit members on a club-like

As of

Liberal

-.V

hard core); Japan Socialist Party - 60,000; Democratib-

Commuhis^ Party - 150,000.^

imei'to foormed

Socialists - 60,000; and

Following the established

. ■

political su^iport unit in October," 1965* t was called thea
^ .

■^Ardath W. Burks/ Tha Govemment of Japan (New York: 
Thomas Y.'Crowell Co., 1964), p. 95.-

^Frank Langdon, Politics in Japan (Boston: Little, Brown
1967), PP. 155, 137, 138 & 1417“ .& Co • 5

• T -

.f.

I
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Zaidan Ho .j in Komel Kyokal (Komei Assooiation Corporate 

Foundation), and the party Intended that 50,000 persons 

•would be enrolled therein, each paying a monthly fee of '

IQO yen.^ - Although the actual requirements seem to have be.en 

adjusted,^ the party now claims a formal membership ,of 100,000 

persons. These members are registered in chapters, one 

established in each prefecture.

The party chapters are closely tied 1:0 the elected 

representatives at the prefectura\ and ciby-assembly levels.

but are-administered by the party Organization Burea-q, .which

Theis immediately under the office of the secretary general.

representatives( i
party research and information bureaus also have 

in each chapter, which-enables these bureaus to have contact

(

at the grass-roots level for both propaganda and research

5purposes.

The prefectural and local assembly members usually 

become the executives for the chapters, and their working 

staff comes from the registered party members as^well as any 

interested Gakkai members that may not be formally registermed. 

There is some evidence that formal

stressed extensively at this--time, and one'^^ght conclude

•5'

'

lbership is not
.Til

\ .

■-3
"Notes,” p. 4.Yamashita,

4 *

^Nishijima, Komeito. p. 233.

^Figure 1 on page 33 indicates this .relationship.

• ?■

.p.
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that party staff ‘worTs: and research is considered to be an

assignment and duty of Gakkai membership. In a press

release of January 22, 1969, however, Komeito officdals •

indicated an intention to increase the stress on formal p^rty

organization activities, implying that formal membership may

become more important. They said:

The Komeito will steadily carry out regional 
and dally activities in the cities and rural 
areas. It will adapt and promote, and steadily 

. . . accumulate accomplishments through'deeds arid acts.
tir f •.

. , . .various activities have |_alread;n been 
carried ont through prefeotural chapters, such 
as the'Overall survey of military bases, [and the] ‘ 
establishment in all cities, towns and villages 
of a mutual relief system of [sicn traffic 
disasters . , 1 i

Regional activities and citizens consultations 
' should be directly linked to party^.headquarters, 
and conducted -to improve the lot of the people 
whom the government have ignored, 
should be-conducted with heartfelt 
without regard to party interest.o

%
m •

(

Such activities 
devotion and

One should'note in the above statement that two of the main 

functions of local membership are indicated, fhe -first.
I* ■

a research function, is the'allusion to' si-survey in I968 ' 

of ail American .military'base's an^,<4i^^a^itildes of the

m'.' For'that study.

9- '

people living in the _^areas..,surrounding 

797 assemblyrn'en and 1,000 party members were'mobilized from

■i’^he'Plenty-bn^^^ those prefectures where American
«k /' ■

v’' .^,>V

6 Main Program, pp. 23-24..' Komeito 9

• • 'V' - y

.e.

i'r--
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military bases were located, 

a propaganda, research and public service function, is indicated 

by the reference to the relief system for traffic disasters 

.and.by the statement about citj^zens’ consultations. The relief 

system is apparently a group insurance-type approach that is 

operated in conjunction with the-citizens' consultation centers. 

The c.enters, over.7,000 of them scattered throughout Japan, 

will be discussed in another context, but ,it is Important to 

note that they are manned entirVly by local members of the 

party^^n conjunction with regional and local assemblymen. _ . ^

The formal party membership, it seems then, serves 
more as a party staff and a source of manpower for par^^

activities rather than as the core of the campaign and
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

electoral rank and file. These members may become more

a
The second major function.

important in the future in'the poli'cy-making sense if Chairman 

Takeiri's announcement of August 19> I968 can be taken at 

face value.' At that time he said that, the "policy discussion 

at the jjnex^ party convention . . . will be held in full view

Since a number of non-assemblymen members

nnbuncement was

. - of ■ the ■ public.

‘ also participate, the implicatio:

?Komelto;. Evaluations by Various Newspapers; _ _
Jaid.. to Initiative Displayed in [Tlilitary Bas^ Survey, 
-Press release, LJ)e6ember, 196^. ‘ . .

s
Tribute

A Buddhist Party is Force in Japan," 
p. 3 (Hereinafter referred to

a IIEmerson Chapin,
New York Times, August 22, I968, 
as "Buddhist Party"-).

:v:

f ■

:■

S
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'that-more debate Would be permitted by the members, but 

the convention referred to -was held January 20-21, I969 and 

in practice it was little different from previous conventions.

Although the -formal membership have a relatively ^ 

more important role than do the grass-roots supporters of 

Komeito, it is the Soka- Gakkai organization that is far more 

important as a source of ele9toral supporters and campaign 

Workers. The regular members o.f the Gakkai organization can 

be called the supporting member^i'p (see'Figure 4, page 130). 

SupportIdig Membership _

.Soka Gakkai claims a total membership of. over 12 

million, or as they calculate membership, ’something ove^^ 

million family units.- The fact that Komeito’s nine successful 

candidates^ on the national slate (out of a total of 50 electe'd 

■■ on the national slate for all parties) polled an aggregate of 

6,656,771 votes (one vote per person), or 15.4^ of the total 

- . ^ indication that they could have over

12 million followers in a country of about .100 laillion people.

. .^Before looking at the rf^ganizatibnal structure of v 

'Soka Gakkai, it is appropriate' be said .about

■ its members;' Who they __are a^d why -they ar!^|g' .zealous in 

their :B'eli^ there have been few detailed socio-

»5»-:.*■

..'H

.

■ . N*:

Japanes^: Consulate: G^ -New York, Japan Today, p.' 7-"

P- 6*

95•5' •'

^ ^^°Yamashita , 5''Notes II

«a

}•
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economic surveys taken^of. the Gakkai membership, there are 

several key indications as to the general composition .of 

the group.

First of all, the nature of the appeals of Soka

Gakkai are generally those stressing relief from'misery, a

sense of-belonging and economic prosperity. These indicate

an appeal to the down and out, the economically deprived and

the socially disoriented. Secondly, one finds that the

strongest voting support comes frQm..the urban areas and

primarily from the less wealthy (but not always the poorest)
' ■ . 

sections. These people are often inclined to be rather

marginal in income, the recent transplants fromjthe countey-

side, and occupationally, they are laborers, small shopkeepers,

small businessmen and petty bureaucrats in government and

V

Thirdly, the testimonials (used abundantly in most 

Gakkai publications as documentary evidence of cases where 

dreams, .wealth and health have been realized and problems solved) 

listed in the various media are often (but by no means always)
4., •

Fourth, the '

- business.

tyr

testimonials from the above-indicated groups, 

leaders themselves do not seem to ha-va^me from the more 

■ prosperous ^.elements of Japanese society»|^

. » •

^:-rather from what

That these' might be called-.-the Japanese lower-middle class,.

indicators are fairly, reliable is’ verified by the statements 

of nearly eveiy person who has observed and-'^eported on tha-‘

Finally, of the hundreds of Gakkai membersGakkai movement.

.t.
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throughout Japan that, the writer observed and conversed with, 

most would fit the pattern indica,ted above.

Recently, more substantial research into the composition

of the Gakkai membership has been undertaken and perhaps the

11 ■ 'Dator and his
V

study by Dator is the most significant, 

associates conducted a survey in Tokyo in I965 and then com- *

pared and contrasted their findings with three Japanese studies
12

(two in 1962 and one in I965) of the Gakkai membership.

Although each study had its uniq_ue%f.eatures and its definite 

limitative, there were many areas in which comparisons were 

possible. Furthermore, on three of'the four studies, the 

Gakkai characteristics were compared with the attributes
• n

their non-Gakkai neighbors. Each survey considered educational 

• background, income and age; three studies surveyed occupation;

r

- and two attempted to. categorize their respondents into social 

Dator also contrasted Gakkai members with the affil-classes.

iates of.other religious -groups (and those claiming no religious

^^James Allen Dator, Soka Gakkai, Builders of the 
Third Civilization (Seattle-, Washington-;: University of Washington

Civilization).

. 9-

Press, 1969), (Hereafter referred as-;
^,'t

^^The other studies that were considered"Kere: Hiroshi 
Suzuki, "Toshi Kaso no.Shvikyo Shudan," Shakaigaku Kenkyu,
.No'; 22.41963), PP-. 81.-102-, No. 23/24 (1964), pp. 50-90;
Tokyo Daigaku Shakai Gakka and Tokyo Joshi Daigaku-Shakai
Gakka. Soka Gakkai (Tokyo;: Mimeographed, 1963); Tajiro Hayasaka,-' -
Shinko Shukyo ni Kansuru Shinrigakuteki KenkyU (Tokyo:

: Mimeographed, 1965).

. t.
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affiliation), in terms, of demographic and social characteristics

as well as regarding their respective attitudes.

research and comparisons were completed, Dator concluded that;

. . .the Soka Gakkai members are in the lower,
■but’ not the lowest, socioeconomic strata of.
Japanese society; that .they are a somewhat less 
satisfied and more ’friendless' group; that they 
generally had no religious affiliation before 
joining the Soka Gakkai, and joined to relieve 
a physical, mental or sociological distress. .

■'It was found in each study that by far the most common occupations 

of Gakkai members were office work,"shop work,, skilled labor.

After the

V

13

>and artis^^, although one study that was conducted in a poorer 

section of Tokyo found a large percentage (36^j of unskilled 

Regarding attitudes and values, Dator also foi^d 

that Gakkai members were .only slightly more alienated than the 

average non-members, bu-t. that they tnosted public authority much

Soka Gakkai

laborers.

less than did mogt other Japanese citizens, 

members generally fell somewhere between the average non- 

religion-oriented person and the average member of a new religious 

sect—hence, they manifested more-negative at-fc'itudes than did 

^any,. but .th'ey did not constitute 4he most alienated element v 

in Japanese society.'

Further ^research may. pjrovide a m(^e’''Wecise picture of

. ir ■

15
• •

\ .

• ^^Hator, Third Civilization, p. 93.

68-69.14.
Ibid pp.. >

15 p. 105.Ibid •»

• y

■
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the Gakkai membership,, but all of the above evidence suggests 

that Soka Gakkai members generally come from the lower-middle

Therefore, one can conclude that these 

people are probably very sensitive to the economic and social 

changes in society and that they are types of persons who are 

seeking novel means for increasing their security and status 

in Japanese society.
V

What has been siiggested is true of the large bulk of 

There are, however',-^-thousands of exceptions 

> and it is ^hese exceptions that are often played up in Soka 

Gakkai publications in an apparent effort to broaden Gakkai 

Almost any issue of the Seikyo Shimbun, iand more 

particularly the Seikyo Graphic, contains numerous testimonials 

of movie stars, popular singers, businessmen, .college professors, 

students, artists, professionals and famous athletes, 

cannot be denied that there are significant numbers of these 

By publicly stressing that famous persons and 

"respectable' types" of people affiliate with Soka Gakkai, the 

^organization can improve its publlb image, 

to be attracted to Soka’Gakkai, perhaufij^c^se of its youthful

and lower classes.

the membership.

appeal.

It

t?r

people-.

16• ’-Youth also seem

^ .
16Dator also fotind this to be the case when he 

systematically■studied testimonials of members found in the 
Seikyo Graph!c over a period of approximately.J;wo years.
Those offering testimonials usually formed a profile almost-'"'" 
exactly opposite to the membership profile he found in his 
survey research.* See Dator, Third Civilization, p. 60.

. c.
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leadership and activism. ' The University Student Division 

of Soka Gakkai, for example, claims 230,000 members,'or 

approximately one in seven of the total university population.

One can only speculate as to why these various typ^es 

of people have affiliated themselves with Soka Gakkai. The 

reasons probably vary with the individual, but from the 

above information one can make some psychological and socio

economic generalizations. First of all, the defea,t of Japan 

and the chaos that followed Worfd" TfJar II'were tremendously 

demo raiding for many Japanese, as -has been attested to by 

the rise of numerous new and rather diverse religious move- 

ments in Japan as well as by the prolifera'tiori of such *^5,

Marxist-oriented groups as the socialist parties, the Communist
.. . .

party and the radical, element of the student organization,

18
Zengakuren. . The appearance of these various movements 

indicates that numerous people were seeking new answers to 

•their perjilexihg problems. Such an explanation is somewhat

17

*

17Brannen, Soka Gakkai. p. 81. . Mso see, Ikeda, "A 
Proposal on China Issue,” p. 3'0.

18 -^Por expositions an these religionallAee for examples; 
Brannen. Soka Gakkai; Harry Thomsen, The NeTT^ligions of 

• Japan CTokyb:'Charles E. Tuttle Co., 196577 McFarland, Rush 
Hour of .the Gods; and- Offner -and Straelen, Modern Japanese 
-Religlohs. For'pblitical movements, see Evelyn S. Colbert,
The Left- Wing in Japanese' Politics. (New. York; Institute of 
Pacific Politics, 1952); and Cecil H. Uyehara, Leftwing'^gcial 

’Movements in Japan: Ah jtonotated Bibliography (Tokyo; Charles E.- 
' Tuttle Co., 195^

'■..yl-
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inadequate today, however, because Japanese society appears 

to be much more stable- and prosperous. Although it is true 

that there are many in Japan who do not share this new pros

perity in any significant way (and they might be logical , 

recruits for Gakkai membership), one must seek other reasons 

for Gakkai affiliation. One factor helping to explain the 

affiliation of large numbers, of people with Soka Gakkai is 

the rapidly changing society itself, with its rapid urban

ization and growing complexity, "'compounded-by essentially 

alien^^litical institutions to which many Japanese have had

This argument has some credibility_ _

Is strongest

cities (the rural membership is relatively negligible) and 

among elements that the present Japanese government has 

apparently been unable to represent effectively.

It seems that most Western scholars who study Japan 

■ tend to.dwell on the tremendous economic, cultural and 

social progress in Japan or they focus on the apparent 

strength of the underlying Japanese social' fabric. Although 

Japanese progress in many areas

1-9difficulty adjusting, 

due to the fact that the Gakkai movement

. > ■

4ihehomenal and the
. .i;

jr

I,*

19-For a discussion of the-se problems see: Tadashi 
'-Fukutake.Manl and Society in Japan (Tokyo: University of 
Tokyo Press,. 19^,; pp. 3-6-51; also -see, J©hn W. Bennett^
"Japanese Economic, Growth: Background for Sociar Change,"' in 
R. P. Dore, ed.. Aspects of Social Change in Modern Japan 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 196?)>PP* ^11-53. -

V. •<-
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societal ’fabric appears- remarkably durable, many commentators 

fail to detect or at least considrer the deleterious effect

that industrialization and urbanization have had on that- 

.fabric. Japan suffers from the same social problems and ills 

that have aggravated Western cities since the beginning of the 

Industrial Revolution; but the long range effect for Japan 

may be worse than was the case for the West, precisely because 

the older social structure and culture is strong and resists
a

those changes that would enhance-life in an urban environment. 

When it,does begin to break down, the consequences are often 

Therefore, one can probably argue that the
V

far-reaching.

single-most important factor in Japanese ^oci-fety that l^ds

itself to Gakkai exploitation is the basic breakdown of the 

traditional social structure and value system.

Although some people are affected more than others,.

the war, urbanization, alien institutions and a more complex

-■ society-have 'all .'contributed to this breakdown, and have
» . . 20 

caused alienation, anomie and a loss of personaJL identity.

Those , pn' the lower levels of tite sbcio-eccnomic ladder are

particularly 'affected; but any Jamngjge cltizen can sense loss

of seif in the maze of u;rb^ society "^ahd^l^l'ture. For sheer

self-survlval--more in the spiritual or psychological sense

>

;thari-'^he the -two may be in'bertwined—the
' .

^^Fukutake. Man and Society in Japan pp. 36-40.»

-

’•>
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Individual seeks spme- purpose, identity and sense of belonging. 

The traditional social structure and culture provided’these 

things, but it is being undermined by a rapidly changing .

In this "social chaos" a dynamic organization 

with simple answers for complex problems and patent panaceas

Soka Gakkai is that ’

environment.

for all*problems would appeal to many.

type of organization and furthennore it is of definite

As Dator has put it, Soka Gakkai "appealsJapanese vintage, 

to and rallies around it persons’^'who perhaps feel more acutely

the dis^tisfactlons that are prevalent in most of Ja,panese 

In fact, a rather complimentary commentary on..21society.

Soka Gakkai is that, as an organization and beflief syst^,^ it 

has been able to appeal successfully to such large numbers

and apparently retain the loyalty of most--although some do

22
leave or become inactive.

*•

Although the religious beliefs of Nichiren Shoshu 

.may • in-fact'be'a part of the attraction of the Soka Gakkai

movement, • there are probably other aspects “that ^are -just as

analysis is correct, ihe 

ff-’zeal and. spirit of the 

im'tmMt

importanit for many and, if the i^bo^ 

organizational- struct-ure, activiti^ 

•. members would’ be the keys t(^ the r-^ and retention

\ .

^%ator.—[teird Civilization, p. 102.

•^?Some instances of re-volt or apostasy ha-ve been'noted,, 
for example, see Brannen, Soka Gakkai, pp. 83-86, and 
Takase, Shukyo. pp. 197-201.

s'.
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of new converts.

Most persons do not actively go out in pursuit of 

a religious group membership, and the Gakkai group does not 

wait for an applicant , but takes the message "to the people. 

Nichiren first introduced the conversion tactic, shakubuku, 

to Japanese Buddhism, and Josei Toda made it a key feature of 

his program in the 1950’s. The practice is essentially a 

high-pressure approach for convincing the potential-convert ^ 

of the truthfulness of Nichiren Bu(idhism 'and the importance 

of immediate affiliation with Soka Gakkai. ^ Using induce-^ .
i

ments ranging from threats to logical argument,-the member
eff e^Aveseeks to persuade the nonmember. Probably ^"the'* most

1

conversion situation rs where a small group of Gakkai members
• • • . . .

can work together- to convert their colleagues in their office, 

at their factory, or'at some' other place of work or play.

.The group pressure that is brought to bear is often such as 

to put\the'potential convert in a position of either capitulating 

or breaking off a close relationship. Since ’ the^. conversion 

of others is one of the most important acts' of faith and

, and a prerequisite for 'the realization

. ' 9-

seivlce in'Soka Gj V .... ...,^

\ .

It is conceivable .'that in many cases .pressure i^ not 
essential for recruitment. Simple exposure of the nonmember 
to Soka Gakkai is sufficient-.for someone se-eking novel ..answers 
to pbrsonal'problems.! The Important thing is that the Gakkai 
members 'be sufficiently :zealous in their activities to keep 
upltheir recniitmeht pace. . . '

S*.

.e.
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of the person’s desires (health, wealth or happiness),, the 

member is often very aggressive in this practice. Under 

Toda there were extreme cases of harassment and high-pressur- 

ing, 'but with Ikeda's concern for a better imag?, today's 

practitioners of shakubuku seem to be relatively more 

respectful of a nonmembe.r’s .rights and privacy (and possibly* . 

less effective).. Those persons^who are persuaded, for one 

reason,or another, are conducted .into Nichiren Shoshu by way 

of a short ritual and become laymen in the Gakkai society.

The zeSrious shakubuku activities have provided the numbers - ■ ■-
t-

for Soka’ Gakkai, but it is the organization and its activities
r j fe.

that keep them there.

The basic Soka Gakkai structure is,composed of two

Although a member may also participate in other

divis'ions or activity groups (such as the elaborately structured

Youth'DiviSion), every-member of Soka Gakkai is included in

both of these fundamental structuraL hierarchies (.see Figure 2,

Therefore, these two hierarchies comlDined form the .
• * - ^

■.''^ backbone of the Gakkai organization.

The first hierarchy, called the. ver-tical line, is the

{

hierarchies.

page 71).

24
religious-guidance and membership indoctrination structure. 

E-very new member is automatically- assigned to the lowest unit 

of this structure, the unit or cell,..by virtue of the fact that

;24^l:
Takase. Shukyo.'p. 97•
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he is tied to the cell of the member viho played the most 

important role in his conversion to Soka Gakkai, 

of the most significant traditional social values, the convert 

becomes the "disciple"' or ^ (child) of the one who converted,.

The one doing the proselyting assumes the role of "master"

Using one

him.

or oya (parent) of that person, and oya and ^ become irrevocably

The basic social ethic of giri (wherein the25tied together.

■'superior takes a personal responsibility for the converted.

while the convert assumes certain obligations to his superior)

. 26 •The novice Will later contract obligations

Through'this

system, which is based essentially on the traditibnal Japail&^ 

social structure, the individual is tied to a network of 

relationships as expansive-as Soka Gakkai is large. Because 

of the at^olute demands of Soka' Gakkai ’ s religious beliefs, 

the convert is now enabled to sever any other conflicting 

social ■obligation's he may have had outside the group. As a 

Gakkai member, the convert is not supposed to discuss the 

. _,,jEerits of any' philosophy other than his own,’' and often his

is then aq^^vated. 

of the same nature with those that he converts.

, 9- •

1t

^•^Por a rather sophisticated explanation of this 
phenomenon, see Riith Benedict, Chrysanthemum and the Sword 
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co., -194,6); Also see Langdon, 
Politics'in Japan, pp. .72-95.

^^Harry K. Wishio, "Comparative Analysis df the Risshb 
- ■Koseikai and the Soka Gakkai," Aslan Survey. 'VII, (November, 
1969)j 783, (Hereinafter referred to as "Rissho Koseikai and 

-Soka Gakkai").'

- •
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kno-wledge of Nichiren Buddhism will be little more than a 

simplistic explanation such as is characteristic of 

memorized material. ^

Although this inter-personal relationship is expected 

to be permanent, it is worked into the formal vertical 

structure by including the new member in the basic unit or 

cell of the old member. The cell is composed of approximately

When the cell expands, it is divided, giving 

special consideration to these in€ef-p'erso'nal relationship

27
ten families.

• factorsj;^_^nd stressing^ the importance of the traditional 

Japanese social ties.

The cell is also the locus of the zadanicai or

The -zadankai meetings occur daily and are
(

discussion group, 

the lowest group meetings where the basic doctrines are taught

■’and discussed. - It is'also a'meeting where the individual can ■ 

speak about his experiences and testify to the efficacy of

■Finally, in the zadankai an individual'sfaithful worship. 

personal problems are brought out and advice .is given*to him
■ .V

-by the group in a group-therapy type-situation, 

is the level where the individual is socialized,- adopts new

This, then;
■; ■ -. f ■

,,-e

, . '. ■ ^.^The family unit, setai in Japanese, is the basic
membership unit‘in Soka Gakkai. However, were only one member 
of a particular family ■ converted,-, he is still, counted as a . 
family unit. This accounts for the difficulty of,precise “

• measurement of the Gakkai membership, -but is^-justified on tjie, 
grounds'that it is that one member's, obligation to convert'his 

'■family, and that eventually the^ull family will be affiliated 
; with Soka; G

7
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values, arid gets the sense of being a part of the Gakkai 

system. Every man, no matter what’his social status might 

be outside the group, is considered an equal within this ■ 

group, A shopkeeper may teach and advise a professor or ^ 

a young man might teach an elderly gentleman, ;

The cells are combined into groups (sometimes called 

teams) of 50 to 100 households, and the groups combine into 

districts comprising from 500 to 1,000 households, Di-stricts 

are combined to form a chapter arid‘‘severa’l chapters form a 

.■i generaj^j3hapter. General chapters, are grouped into a local

headquarters, and local headquarters are combined to foimi 

a general or joint headquarters, which is fn tdrn linked^.!th

p O
the headquarters of Soka Gakkai in Tokyo. As of January 1,

. . . .
1968, there were 57 general headquarters, 195 local headquarters, 

■■ 718 general chapters, 3,818' chapters, 17,^53 districts, tens

of thousands of groups and hundreds of thousands of cells in

_ _ 29
the Gakkai organization. ^

An" executive body presides at each Level- and- it is

.in charge of the frequent meetings of its' respective office.

On the district'' and group levels, these-meetings are usually

education- and doctrine-oriented, and the basic educational

■program is tied to the structure by-a hierarchy of educators

*

.

■■

%

"Rissho Koseikai and Soka Gakkai,'' pp. 783'-84. 

^^amashlta, "Notes," p. 2.

'28
Nishio j
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with titles of assista'nt lecturer, lecturer, sub-assistant 

professor, assistant professor, associate professor and

One qualifies for each title by studying and- 

■ memorizing the basic tenets of faith and then taking a 

written examination. Having passed an examination, ;one 

assximes his title and has a license for lecturing on that 

body of dogma and doctrine that is associated with that 

degree'of achievement. Anyone is permitted to study and 

qualify for a new" lecture title, 'ah’d it is usually expected 

of all.

30professor.

V

The importance of this educational program and of 

the vertical hierarchy for politics is thatf thd religiou^^. 

symbols and beliefs that are communicated herein are closely 

associated with Gakkal political beliefs and practices.

" Another important factor’, as •will be discussed later, is that- 

the leaders of this hierarchy are usually the Komeitb candidates, 

Soka'Gakkai'stresses frequent contact between these leaders 

and the general membership, so members are usually well-acquainted 

with, the’persons who will be their politi’cai representatives. 

Turning'now to the'second hierarchy, it-should be

•S'

.■ ■9- ■■

•■f-. •

recalled that each Gakkai member is also' lnclub.ed in its

The unique f eatufe .,of this "horizontal” line or 

r^ional struct^ is that it is based entirely on geography.

struc’ture.:

^°Niohireh Shoshd Sokagakkai; *64 Shashinshu, p. 58*
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In 1955, when Soka Gakkai first decided to enter into 

politics, the leadership realized that although their basic 

organizational structure was very good for socializing 

' converts and teaching the religious doctrines to members', „ 

it was nonetheless.awkward for mobilizing support at

election time, since inter-personal relationships do not

Therefore, a new structure called 

This structure has as its

follow geographical lines, 

a "block" system was instituted, 

smallest unit the "small block," wTiTch is bften synonymous

with a c^y block or a part of a city block (probably the

Using the English word for

block, pronounced buroku in Japanese, this d^trudture prog^s.ses 

(as can be seen in Figure 2, page ?!) to the regular block, 

major block, general block and joint block—each successively 

"larger unit being a combination-of smaller units and carefully 

correlated to existing political boundaries.

origin of the block concept).

31 Some of the

persons in a'small block may also be in the same cell, but

This block structure has obvious advantagesnot necessarily, 

for politics and other activities, since all'Gakkai members

can be mobilized for the support of a local Gakkai

, ■

in one area
' * * • , t

candidate, and because activities such as' sports events, 

musical clubs-and youth group'activities can be"convened more

easily at the local level'for those people in close geographical
>•»

31Nishijima, Komeito, p. 65.
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proximity to each other.

Using what might be called a synthesis of traditional

and modera structures, Soka Gakkai can get the best of both^ 

it can simultaneously socialize and mobilizeworlds, i.e

its adherents. Since group solidarity is an essential

• 5

contributing factor to both their electoral successes and 

their proselyting zeal, brief mention need be made of various 

. factors that contribute to the building of solidarity,. or a 

sense of belonging and a sense of personal and group power.

• Iig4?ly religious practices are ’ stressed;^ group .. 

activities.of various sorts are encouraged; and frequent
r * 33

trips to the head temple, Taisekiji, are expected. All 

these keep the member preoccupied with his faith and his 

peer group. The individual not only develops a sense- of 

belonging but also a sense' of personal achievement and ful

fillment through the educational program and the opportunities

for leadership at all levels in the various activity groups.
-.1%

Particularly important for the process are the-mass meetings,

. .,'>^large assemblies and festivals,'where -group singing of spirited 

songs and the oratory of self-confident and dynamic leaders 

gives one a sense of personal and group power.

%
(

. ■

■

In conversations

^^See Overseas Bureau, Sokagakkai, How to Practice
.. Gongyp (This is the Sokagakkai,- series 12, Takyo: Seikyo.

Press, n.d.).

33Takase, Shukyo, pp. 202-20.
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that the -writer has had -with Gakkal members, one common 

means of explaining -why the member believed the religion

true -was to say that "he could feel it through his skin.” 

One has no doubt that such a feeling prevails -when 100,000^ 

members sing a rousing Gakkai song, or President Ikeda 

speaks to a large body^. Soka Gakkai has also used its 

building program and expansion into cultural activities as 

visible symbols of progress and gro-wth, and these are bound 

to convince the member that the moirement 'is- really going 

places^j^ Flags and-other symbols are used to give Identity 

to the small group at large gatherings, and all events and 

activities are organized -with a precision Chat-^ astounds ^„e 

outsider and must Inspire the participant, 

as other possible factors contribute to group cohesion and 

■■ identity, and-a sense of personal and group po-wer.

When one reflects on the nature of the organization, 

the stress" on't'otal involvement for -the-individual, and the 

belief that they are the propagators of "True Buddhism" -which 

in turn-"will be the salvation of Japan, one' better understands 

-why the Soka Gakkai membership'is such a. reliable electoral 

support group. Both structures in the organization, as 

■ described abb-ir-e, contribu-fce 'to this, process and it therefore

was

.(•os

(
34 These as well

. f ■

34For examples see Takase, Shukyo. pp. 7-20, 51-60, 
202-^20y and Brannen. Soka Gakkai, pp. ■155-58.

j-.:
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should he no surprise, that one would find most Komeito 

candidates holding positions of leadership in Soka Gakkai 

at some point where the two structures tie together. In 

■describing the first-hierarchy, it was pointed out that the 

top level next to the Gakkai headquarters was the general 

headquarters. As is seen in Figure 2, page 71, the Joint 

headquarters is also the point where the block hierarchy 

■' Joins with the vertical structure.

Joint headquarters' are automatical4-y' members .of the central 

authority and since they are selected from above, they are 

considered to be very reliable in the faith and, hence, 

reliable as political representatives. The^e same leader^n
have niimerous opportunities for contacts with the members 

in their particular disti;icts and can be easily identified 

—when the Gakkai member casts his vote. It is not surprising 

to find, therefore, that as of I968, twenty-six Komeito 

Diet members' ('22 of. whom were also on the party Central Staff

35 The leaders of these

■Committee) were also presidents of Joint headquarters.and

The rema.inlng’ eleven heldeight were vice presidents.

important posts at' the Gakkai headquarters or wer' 

regional posts Just subordinate to the Jodnt -headi 

but in easily■identified positions of leadership.

. «■

in

arters,

Im most

.■S'-

^^The Nichiren Shoshu Sokagakkai, (Tokyo: Seikyo Press,

1966), p. l4.
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cases,, there would be little need for specific voting 

instructions to the voters since they would vote for that

person who was from their particular area and who was their

This pattern holds true for local• closest religious leader, 

assembly elections as well. . Therefore, it matters little
V

whether the local leader wears his political hat or his

religious hat when campaigning or organizing his followers

for a campaign among local non-Gakkai members. The two

roles are~ completely intertwined at-.this point. Since it is

a religi^s duty to follow the directives of the religious

leader, it becomes a religious duty to vote for him-when he

runs for political office. However, this ie a fact that^
■'1'

not necessarily articulated.

When there is‘no Kernelto candidate ruhnirig in the 

•■-district, apparently there are no specific guidelines given 

to the member in voting for non-Gakkai candidates. According
' V . '

to one .survey-,'..'"Gakkai members in this situation seemed to • 

split,, voting about equally for conse'’rvative''and socialist 

candidates 36 :
m ‘

From the above one can clearly -^ee the .-intertwined 

nature of the religious and political activities of Soka Gakkai 

Since the Gakkai'membership is regimented and; Cand ; Kpieito:

controlled by the nature 'of the structure, the manipulation

j-.-?

36Nishi.lima. Komeito, p. 123
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of religious and political.symbols and the requirements of 

religious service, the original thesis that Soka Gakkai' 

members are supporting members of- Komeito becomes self- 

. evident. There must, however, be a peculiarly political 

element (at least for analytical purposes) in the’ above- 

described phenomena; therefore the nature and process of 

political communication needs to be studied in greater detail.

• - Political Communication

V

Political-communication can. .be defined as the symbols, 

language and processes which are used to communicate demands 

to political representatives, and which the representatives 

use to respond to those demands. 37 finds t^at the na^i^re 

of Soka Gakkai and Komeito is similar to that of an independent

One

society and therefore much easier to generalize about than

Since members are..would be the case for a Less . insular group, 

encouraged to ignore the teachings, ideas and values of other

religions, philosophies and non-Gakkai persons, it is inevitable 

(to, the extent that they observe this admonition) that their
, J--

sources of political information come from.' Soka Gakkai or 

Komeitoi To supply this need Soka Gakkai has created a publishing 

empire that provides every conceivable 'type .'oT- publication.

• The-nonr-political publications are Important for

, ^

Gabriel.’Almond and G, 'Bingham Powell','^ Jr 
Politics: A DevelopmentaJ Approach (Boston: Little, Brown and'

pp. 164-71.

Comparative• 9

- Co • 9
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communloation since some political news and information is

included amid the regular news, testimonials, injunctions

and religious propaganda-. Furthermore, the columnists,

editorialists and feature writers are often Komeito leaders.

The most important newspaper is the Seikyo Shimbun

which had, as of December 1, I968, a circulation of

3*580,000 or approximately one copy for every four members.

Besides the Seikyo Shimbim, there is the .Seikyo Graphic (a

weekly with 1,080,000 circulation^-,^the Daibyoku-Renge

(monthly With 2,000,000 circulation), the Ushio (monthly,
■ "

350,000) and Weekly Genron (570,000). - The last two .are 

relatively more intellectual in style, and contain articl^ 

of -a more sophisticated nature written by members and non- '

• members (though carefully selected to achieve'the desired 

. Gakkai posture).

s

38- .

The party organ is the daily Komei Shimbun, which had, •

This is theas of December,.. 1968, a e-irculation of 800,000. 

main medium used by the party leadership for- communicating
-t

policies, .statistics, and political news t.o the fpllowers. ^ - 

All Gakkai lead.ers and members involved..i.n the .party, activities, 

as well as other interested persons, are-stOpscnibers. The

<4*

important thing_ is' that the correct interpretations of

^^These statistics were provided by the Foreign Affairs 

■ Bureau of Soka Gakkai.i ^
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party policies, party values and party-goals are spelled 

out therein and that this information can be communicated to 

all Gakkai members either by personal subscription or by way 

. of the leaders of its various groups. This organ also serves a
, .V

as a means for reconciling Gakkai political values and goals 

with the-phenomena that exist beyond the Gakkai framework.

For example, the newspaper may have an article written by a 

party leader in which he explains the existence of poverty in 

a certain area as'the consequence Vof. the Improper leadership 

of the J^anese government, which has as its philosophical 

base an evil or incorrect philosophy. However, if the govern

ment would base its governmental philosophy on the teachi^s 

of True Buddhism, it could easily solve the problem of poverty.

From such an article, the member is helped to’’understand why

a government based on an incorrect•-poverty exists (i.e

philosophy), and that it is essential for him to work toward

solving, this-^ gross social problem by supporting Komeito 

candidates .and by converting more individual's to Nich^ren 

' . Buddhism.Also-, Komeito policies’ and new-slates of candidate’s

are usually first-announced-to the rank"-and file in this 

paper, often by Ikeda himself.

of Buddhism and politics is the 

ultimate: goal of; Soka. Gakkai, air religious teachings have 

political significance, and the Gakkai -^Iducational --

essentially performs a process of political indoctrin-

some;:

iprocess
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ation.- This is particularly true in that the religious 

teachings, concepts and symbols that, the leadership use 

to explain political phenomena, are learned in the 

'educational program.' One is able to develop a world view 

that neatly packages ail observable phenomena into the 

Nichiren Buddhist context. Therefore, the symbols, when 

used by a leader or read in a newspaper, immediately conjure 

up an interpretation of the world in the mind of the.follower.

Another sense of communic^Toni alluded to earlier, 

is nmtiTtm^tP.a.tiug to 'the Gakkai member the information con

cerning those for whom he should cast his vote. In most

leader running for office who^^,.

? .

■ cases this would be the

is in closest proximity-to a member in the Gakkai structure. 

As indicated earlier, this will usually be a person who has 

been seen and heard.. of ten" by the member.

in elections to the upper house where there is a national 

it--may "hot be clear for whom, one should vote, 

there is ample opportunity for specific voting instructions, 

^ due to the* frequent meetings at- the various levels and •

because'of the:careful and precise structuring of the member-

4

In some cases, as

Although*>
slate' 5

ship, there are other ways to communicate' thi's"information.

For example, Af a religious raUy of 100,000 people held in 

1959r prior to the official opening of'Osaka; -in' June ,

the campaign, the local candidate was introd^uced as the.

prihcipal Vlecturer.He did not speak: of the election, but
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Speecheseveryone .knew that this man was their candidate, 

at rallies and meetings are filled with injunctions to keep 

the faith, to bring about the "human revolution," to carry

the word to others and.to save the nation and all mankind. 

These injunctions, though not expressly political, 'certainly 

have political implications.

Political communication from the party to the world 

■beyond is often in the form of indirect appeals for support, 

based on its proposed programs (whic^.i^ill bf covered in

Chapters 4 and 5), such as''''social welfare for the lower
■

classes, tax breaks for small enterprises, better working

. V

conditions for labor, a new China policy for some businessmq^ 

and Sinophiles, and limitations on armaments and nuclear

By scrutinizing its’programs, itweapons for -the pacifists.

be rather accurately. assume.d to which segments of society 

Komeito is appealing as well as the nature and composition

can

of its present-following.

The second major t3rpe of appeal'and communication
* p—

to those beyond Soka Gakkai is through the use .of slogans 

The very name "Clean, Government Party""is aand symbols.

symbol of major significance, intended to'appeal-to those.

■Japanese who are. shocked by bribery scandals, politicians

^^This rally-was described in Shukan Asahi, June 6, 1959*’
121-22.See Brannen, Soka Gakkai, pp.
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collecting contributions- and- using them for personal use, the 

out-of-proportion influence of big business in the Liberal 

. Democratic party and the occasional ''un-Japaneselike" behavior,

such as the fights, yelling and demonstrations of some

A more recent slogan, “Middle-of-the-politicians in the Diet,

Road-Politics," is apparently intended to appeal to' those who

are disgusted with the perceived lackey-like ties of the 

'Japanese government to United States policy, as well as to 

those who feel iinco’mfortable about We Socialist and Communist 

parties wij^ their apparent ties to and orientations toward 

Moscow and Red China,

'The Komeito and Gakkai leadership use the regular 

Japanese media as much as possible,

quent and extensive, and any Komeito or Gakkai activity of

t

4o

(

News releases are fre-

public service, or a new political proposal, is immediately

In 1968, Komeitoreleased ^to the regular press service, 

started a weekl'y radio program called "The Komeito Hour,"*5'

On this program they broadcast policy and program ,:^op.Qsals 

. -^y^nd their .commentaries on current affairs.

Another Kbmeito-sponsored' activity .that serves as

41

4oJoji Watanuki, LJJ*. "Chudo§eiji to Daisan Seiryoku; 
Sono Kotoba to Genjitsu," [Middle of the Road Politics and the 
Number Three'Power; Wha't is Sa.id and What is ^.ealist'ic] ,
Asahi Jyanaru, February 19, I967, p, 18. '

41Nishilima, Komeito, p. 228.

■;
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a means of communication is 'the Komeito Consulting Center. 

Started in Tokyo in April, 19^3, this public service

institution has expanded to 7,300 ixnits.scattered virtually-
Jip

These centers are open to anyone with „th2X)ughout Japan.

problems of any kind and are located so as to be within the

They serve to communicatereach of any Japanese citizen.

Komeito policies to the public, and to gather information

'.and statistics • about the needs of Japanese citizens, which 

will become the basis for future Ko'melto proposals. About

fifty peo^nt of the -complaints received have to do with

housing, welfare, education and sanitation, and much of

dispense practical information abo^..■ their work is merely to

public housing, government loans and national laws, 

following paragraph, from a brochure put out by the party.

l

In the

the basic purposes of- the centers are spelled out;

Most citizens are not well Informed of 
' National, prefect'Ural or miJiniclpal laws 

■ and, thei*efore, have no recourse to them 
even when they are caught in hardships.
The Komeito’s public counselling centers 
offer assistance to those who cannot afford 
to'pay taxes, medium-small enterprises with 
insufficient'loans, wido-ws who have to 
raise children, patients who cannot afford 
to pay medical fees, expectant motehers. , 
who want to have delivery fees paid, " 
parents- who cannot pay for compulsory 
ed-ucatioh, physically handicapped or weak-

•>

.

■ ■-

12, 1969 from Tomiya Akiyama, Chief, 
/Fpreign Affairs Bureau, Sokagakkai.
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minded people who waht livelihood protection, 
old people above 65 and those, who cannot 
afford to live a minimum standard of life.
The Komeito assists all these people under 
existing laws.

Recently, more and more people n' 
to the Komeito have come to visit the public 
covinselling centers asking for assistance.

related

These units serve.a very effective two-way communication 

purpose and certainly give the Japanese citizens who take 

.advantage of them a sense of closeness to the governmental

The party staff■ members^operate these centers, butprocesses.

are under direct supervision of the regional and. local 

Komeito political representatives, who are frequently available 

In 1968, more than 200,000 consultations took 

place and it was announced in a recent press release that

in person.

44
350,000 consultations are expected during the year I969.

Both the. problems of specific individuals and those of specific 

categories of people are brought to the-attention of the 

Komeito representatives,

of the Komeito political influence, apparently .make;„every

They in turn, within the limitations

. ..i'effort to solve both types of problems;

Political demands can be made by individuals through

the centers, by way of their religious authorities or directly

Many of theto the political representatives themselves.

»- -43Policy Bureau, Komeito, The Komeito. 

^^Komeito, Main Program, p. 23.
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services that are assaclated with the old political boss 

machines in the United States are taken care of within the

framework of the Gakkai organization. Due to its tightly-knit 

■ -structure and stress on face-to-face relationships, persons ^ 

needing jobs or financial assistance, or even bigger markets 

for goods,’ can usually get these needs satisfied within the 

Gakkai organization. Still, one suspects that the counselling 

centers, as a specialized brokerage, have taken over much of 

this work', *!■ri

.On^ final means of communicating claims is the implicit

communication of the group demands of the various types of

As Indicated
- - ,

■people found within the Gakkai membership, 

earlier, it is probably no accident, nor is it entirely a
(

factor of seeking new areas of support, that many of the Komeito 

•legislative, proposals- are oriented toward those specific types • 

of people affiliated with Soka Gakkai, and often found among 

the leaders .''''Although proposals for pu'blic housing might . 

appeal to most people in Japanese, society, spejiific^ proposals 

•that :'the.. government create better loan Conditions for small

enterprises or better safety'regulations"for miners are 

probably due to the fact that , explicitly * or "by implication 

of their’membership in Soka Gakkai, these groups"are making , 

demands'-that havb not been's by other political groups.

. /

Although Komeito*s ability to satisfy these demands with 

concrete legislation is still: limited, at le^st the demands

.. ■»
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are being channeled by'that party to the center of government, 

and in the give-and-take of politics, some of the demands may 

■well be responded to in a favorable manner. A more concrete 

■ • response is contingent on future Gakkai growth.

Finally, although political communication ini the 

Komeito and Soka Gakkai system is stultified somewhat by 

virtue of the fact that the center has the sole prerogative

i

•'of interpreting what is good, bad or indifferent as political 

policy or political behavior, it fs’’quite apparent that there

In termsis a bas..i^ functioning two-way. communication system, 

of matters other than rank-and-file choices-.of political 

. candidates and political policies, it seems rather effect^e. 

One cannot help but be impressed that on basic bread-and-butter
- n, • • ■

issues, the party policy .proposals do represent the basic 

-demands of their* supporters. ’

After having looked at the leadership, the membership 

and - the nat'ufe.ybf , th relationships and. commupication, it

is appropriate to analyze • the doctrines, values aqcL id-eological 

ideas of .this movement.' After-all, these beliefs and ideas,'- 

presented as the’, one true philosophy, must have’served as a key

V

. v

;

■i- . v
■* ,,,-r

impetus for this movement and its successes to date.

* ..

•v'

V

r



CHAPTER IV

WORLD VIEW, IDEOLOGY AND TACTICAL PROGRAMS

There is a phrase in the Lotus Sutra that reads 

Nange nan * nyu, which supposedly means, "The Lotus Sutra is 

•difficult to understand,' and the gate of enlightenment is 

'.'difficult to enter.For the non-Gakkai-educated person' 

to attempt to give even a reasonably^'accurate interpretation

of the bag^p' Gakkai beliefs, many of which stem from the

The .writerLotus Sutra, is a most difficult proposition, 

once read a response by a Gakkai leader to a Western-educat^,.,

The leader"said that sinceperson investigating Soka-Gakkai. 

the investigator was trained in Western ways of thinking.

it would be impossible'for him'to luaderstand the Lotus Sutra 

and basic Nichiren beliefs without dedicated study. Toda

is also quoted.as saying to a believer:

Mr, Iwamori, don't worry. Because we canno^ ' 
completely believe in what Nichiren Daishonin 
teaches us, we are Bompu; average co’mmon 
mortals. .Bvi.t, if we Bompu continue earnestly 
in the faith, we will not fail to attain 
Buddhahood. There is no doubt. .When-'we 
ourselves to faith, practice and study,'with 
strong belief in the Gohonzon, we will no^more 
be in 'the troubled state of Bompu . . 
science, without making research and experiment.

In• •

^Ikeda, The Human Revolution. I, 20.6. ■
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" you cannot vinderstand the.philosophy and 
achievements of Einstein.

The Gakkai leader's response and this quotation intimate the 

.rather obscure nature of Gakkai beliefs as -well as an a priori

judgment that a Westerner cannot do justice to Gakkai beliefs

Nonetheless, there are certain •as they would interpret them, 

beliefs that stand out as sources of much of the social arid 

- political thought and activity of Soka Gakkai today, and iri 

a manrier'that a non-believer can attempt explanation, even

though he may be unwilling to accept them as "truth."
'■ ' '

World View

As a yoxuig man, Nichiren (1222-1282) spent approx^tely
■ ■ **1

twenty years studying in various Japanese Buddhist monasteries.

'Coming to the conclusion that the factionalism of-medieval 

-.Japanese Buddhism and the. competing interpretations of Buddhist 

doctrine.^ were due to the loss or distortion of Sakyamuni's 

teachings, he-sought to’ find.that scripture which would contain 

the essence ..of true Buddhism and ther^y permit a restoration 

- of truth as a means for the salvation of all.people. Nichiren

ultimately decided-that the -Lotus Sutra -was the-recorded truth, 

and that it was "a scripture composed or Shakyamuni's own 

Words, that.dDo.th comprehended the partiality of _all other

i-

'■'ft. ■■ ■

: ::i^ibid p . ;-2Q3 . , ; ■ ; '

%cFarland, Rush Hour of the Gods,' pp.

v-.,-: -Jtr
•5

180-81.

■;;:v
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teachings arid promised' s'alvation to all--even those of meager

..4- This scripture became thecapacity and simple faith, 

foundation on. which Saint Nichiren built his messianic

religious sect.

The origin of the Lotus Sutra' is still questioned by

religious scholars, and it is believed to have appeared long

after the death of Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha. Nonetheless,

".it has been one of the most important and infliiential-of all .

Buddhist scriptures and writings.-^ *’¥cParland-evaluates this

scrip.turq^^n the following manner:

Doctrinally, this scripture presents a 
message radically different from the 
pragmatic humanism and monasticism of the 
earlier so-called Hinayana (Small Vehicle)
Buddhism. In what is purported to be his
final and authoritative discourse, the,.. .
Buddha rescinds his previous teachings, in 
which he had urged each individual to seek 
Nirvana by self-cultivation and merit.
'Such teachings, he explains, had constituted 
only an interim' doc'trine, and expedient 
means by Which he had begun to prepare the 

^ totally ignorant to receive his fu.ll 
revelation. In this climactic’^teachirig, the 
transfigured Shakyamuni promises that by■ 
grace through faith and invocation,•all 
mankind—not simply the'diligent' few-' 
be saved.® '

%
i

-shall
■ V ' :

-.T

4 181. Shakyamuni-.is the Japanese spellingIbid_ _ •> P
fori the Sanskrit name, Sakyamuni.

• .

■ J-Rk •»
^Ibid pp.. 177-78. 

p. 178.

♦ 9

6'Ibid • *
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Salvation is oonceptualized as the achievement of enlighten

ment, and enlightenment is said to be that state in which 

the kharma or reincarnation cycle is broken. Enlightenment -

is achieved primarily by Invocation to the siatra (but to 

defame the sutra will bring.punishment) through prayer and 

The rewards of diligence and faith are salvation

V

chanting,
7

and happiness.'

'V.

/ ■

The Lotus Sutra. .came to Japan from India, by way of

China. Before Nichiren, its greatest Japanese protagonist 

had been airiest, Dehgyo Daishi (767-822), who had studied 

and traveled in China, It was at the headquarters of the 

sect founded by that priest, Mt, Hiei, near Kyoto, that 

Nichiren was first exposed to the scripture.

The sect that Nichiren founded, like other sects that

(

8

espoused the Lotus Sutra, was oriented primarily toward the 

common, man. Nichiren went further than most and condemned all 

other religions for heresy and for dist^orting Buddhism. He 

^ also accused the Japanese government of being in c'd?ilusion with

• •'''^he "heretical sects," and therefore the direct cause of the 

great hardships that the common people were .suffering.^ In

^Ibid pp. 179-80. •• 9

8IMd.

^G. B. Sansom, Japan: A Short Cultural History 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., I962), p. 332.
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his essay, Rissho AakokU Ron | A Treatise on the Establishment 

of Righteousness and the Safety of the Country, or as Soka 

Gakkai interprets it. Book on the Pacification of the Land ^

—I 10through the Establishment of the Supreme Religioiy , ’ he 

systematically attacked both the erring Buddhist sects and the 

feudal government. This essay was one of the chief factors 

contributing to his imprisonment and ultimate exile, 

the interesting thing about the essay is his constant use of 

phrases such as "the prosperity of the nation."' In a similar 

essay he sa®js, "I -will be the pillar of Japan, 

eyes of Japan. I will be the great vessel of Japan, 

seems to have been stressing a primitive form of nationalism 

as well as his own importance as a religious leader.

While in exile, he worked out the basic tenets of 

his sect.. McFarland sees these as being in the form of

",

V

11 but

I will be the

”12- He

(

five theses:

'1. The. doctrine that he preached was that of 
the Lotus Sutra, the consiunmate teachings of
the Buddha Shakyamuni;

2. -because the degeneracy of the "latter 
days of the law (mappo) was upon them» the, 
people had no capacity for complicated 
doctrines but could be trained only "by •th.^ 
simplest, form of Buddhist teaching;

.^%aisaku Ikeda, Lectures on Buddhism, 4 Vols. (Tokyo: 

Seikyo Press, I962-65), 11,261.
11McFarland, Rush Hour of the Gods, p. 181. 

^^Sansom. Short History, p. 332.
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3. since the time of.mappo had come, only 
the Lotus Sutra retained the power to save 
all mankind;

4. according to the prophecy of the Lotus 
Sutra, Japan was the country in which true 
Buddhism should prevail and from which it 
should be propagated world wide; and

5. other forms of Buddhism had completed 
their missions and awaited fulfillment in 
the universal acceptance of the perfect 
truth.

Later, Nichiren was"to add a sixth thesis 
to these five, namely, that he himself was 
the person whose coming had b'e'en foretold 
as the one who should accomplish this 

• mis^on.13

This became the body of dogma and Nichiren*s own 

role in fulfilling these theses was based on his interpretat^n 

of a prophecy by Sakyamuni. Sakyamuni contended that history 

was divided into three parts and that Hinayana Buddhism 

would prevail in the first; .Mahayana Buddhism would prevail 

in the second; and that . .after 2,000 years have elapsed.

V

(

unceasing struggles among society and within the various 

Buddhist sects will take place. My Budd^iism will lose its 
14 '

power and only, my scriptures will be retained. 

final period, the latter day of the law,- o-r mappo, was to be

. .another Buddha called Jbgyo Bosatsua time when ”.

■ ^^McEarland, Rush Hour of the flods, p.

^^Oveiseas Bureau, Sokagakkai, Sbkagakkai^and Nichiren 
Shoshu (This is the Sokagakkai, series 1, Tokyo: Selkyo Press, ■ 
n.d.), pp. 11-12.

182.
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Bosatsu is the Japanese for Bodhisattva will make his

He will save the people by advancing ... more 

powerful teachings and doctrines more applicable to that

..15

advent.

Nichiren viewed himself as the fulfillment of thistime.

prophecy, and the Soka Gakkai belief today that Nichiren was 

the "True Buddha," superior to the original in India, stems 

from their acceptance of this belief.

Before Nichiren's death, he inscribed an invocation .

16

/

to the Lotus Sutra along with the namVs’“‘of all important

Buddhas ancl;,^dhisattva's on a piece of. camphor wood. 

Theoretically, this object, the Gohonzon or Worship Object,

Hence, it is tohas the full powers of Nichiren himself, 

this Gohonzon that the Daimoku, Nam-myoho-renge-kyo, is to 

The Daimoku Is- translated roughly as "hail to

(

be directed.

the Lotus Sutra," but is supposed to have a much deeper

The twentymeaning than these simple words would indicate, 

sixth High Priest, Nikkan Shonin, is supposed to have said of
•a.

■v

the Gohonzon * s power;

No prayer unanswered;
No sin. unforgiven;. ■ , ■ ..

All good fortune will be bestowed; •
All righteousness will be proven; ■ , r

^-^Ibld., p. 12.

^^Tsuguo Ishlda and Yoshikatsu Takeiri, T^ Teachings 
. of Nichiren Daishonin and What is- the Gohonzon?7KThis is., the.; 
Sokagakkai, series 13, Tokyo: Seikyo Press, n.d.), pp. 4-5.

Ibid., p. 1717
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■Since Nichlren was all-powerful and had "deduced” 

the "truth” through enlightenment, all-udeas or religious 

teachings not premised on this truth were by definition 

• -.jakyo or false and evil teachings. To obey the laws and - ^

. practice of Nichiren Buddhism was to ensure enlightenment, 

salvation'and^happiness; but the reverse was to seek misery. 

Therefore, any misery that one experienced was automatically 

■'diagnosed as due to the "incorrect” beliefs of one's past 

(either this life or some former liTfe-).

. T^ above teachings point out. one of the most basic 

elements of Nichiren's Buddhism, i.e., that all precepts are 

■absolute. In perusing the writings of Mlchiren, one is ^
T

constantly faced with categorizations such as five laws.

This practice.seven e-ylls, six sins or seven punishments, 

often found in Eastern writings, is uncomfortable for the

Western-educated "relativist,” but points toward the 

^ absolutistic'nature .of Nichiren's beliefs. By the-same.

the basic value system becomes apparen-fc inasmuch as 

, ^^dod. and, evil (or right and wrong)' are determined by whether^.

token.

or not one's acts dr beliefs'conform to the teachings and

Today, the- arbiters of- 'this standardpractices of Nichiren,
f '■

' are Soka Gakfe and Nichiren Shoshu. By definition, then, an 

act.‘or ah-^ idea is. right only if it" is based on the teachings

^^Ikeda. The Human Revolution. 1,238-39.
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and practices of Nichiren and his "legitimate” descendants—

the Orthodox Sect of Nichiren-and its-lay body, Soka Gakkai, 

Another implication of the above ideas, at least for. 

.philosophical purposes, is the notion that actions and 

conditions stem from ideas. If evil acts or unsavory social 

conditions-are a product of "false" teachings, and good acts 

and happiness stem from "true" teachings, one must assume that ^ 

•-there is a crude Kantian-like notion basic to this belief 
^^stem.’ This -would-explain why MakVguchi's rather relativistic '

V

"theory of -Value" ha,s little meaning in the present Nichiren

19Buddhist context. ^ The view that a person is a product of 

his environment is not imique, but both the' sense of inevit^^ 
bility and the notion of one truth that will ultimately prevail

are unusual for Japanese B-uiddhism and rather co'ntrary to most

contemporary non-Marxis-t and non-fundamentalist Christian 

scholarship in the West. However, by making these qualifications, 

^ it is g-pparenf-.-fhat there are .those who do bel-ieve. •

inevitability, pf pvents and change and in an -ultimate or

supreme truth;
•: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■' ■' ■ ■ •

Complementing this idea of absolute truth .is the

or the inseparability ..-of- spirit .andconcept Shiki-shin Funi

Although Soka Gakkai, in its present teaching practice, -

»

■matter

philosophy:
of value is: only a preliminary theory -which leads .to True 
Buddhism.!' Ikeda; iThe Hun^ Re-yblUtion. 1,2^1-7. ;

-a*-..- *■ ■
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does not spend much time* explaining their interpretation

of the very complex Buddhist beliefs about the existence'

of life and matter, the concept of Shiki-shin Funi seems to ■

■ be considered as a key for explaining the superiority of

Nichiren's teachings. According to this doctrine, matter

and spirit'are one. As the chief spokesman for doctrinal

affairs, Ikeda has said;

Democratic revolutions aim at the people 
gaining freedom'ahd 'equality, Commvinist 
revolutions' are fought to realize peoples 
liberation. However, basic faults are to 
bo found in their fundamental ideas. They 
are one-sided; either too materialistic or 
too spiritualistic.

Real existence is neither material nor 
spiritual. It is the life of Shiki-shin 
Funi the inseparability of matter and 
mind). Here, Shiki means matter or body,. .. 
and shin,'spirit.or mind. The two are one 
and inseparable. They can be observed from 
either of two. sides, but in actuality, they 
are one and inseparable. Modern philosophy 
should discard both spiritualism and 

^^^:^:*iatterialism and-start from life-philosophy.

V

20

•H.

20 "Life philosophy" is
Toda's interpretation of a rather'obscure p.art of the Lotus 
Sutra that he feels is the key to understanding all animate 
things. Also, see Ikeda, The Hiunan Revolution; 'lV,l-23.'
Life has past, Isresent and future existence and is forever;

' hence, 'Nichiren Buddhism is called the "philosophy of life" 
since it purports to' explain'this notion. This is alsoa good 

. example^^bf the role- that the' Soka Gakka'i leader'plays in_ the 
Ihterpretat-ion of; doctrine, and it is ..particularly this int.er- . 

■ ’ • pretation Of Toda' s that is 'supposed to have^ prompted him to *' ' 
!'put away^^^^^^fe value' .' . ." and begin
lecturing on the Lotus Sutra. Ibid., Ijl?.

Complete - IfTorks, pp. 12.5-26.

-ti
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It is because of this "truth" that Soka Gakkai claims that

Nichiren Buddhism is the superior philosophy on which

political Institutions should be based: ^

Religion is the basis for all phenomena in 
life. It clarifies-, the activities of man's- 
life. When it is viewed from a theoretical 
viewpoint, it is a philosophy or idea, and when 
it is practiced in actual life, it becomes 
religion or faith. The true religion practices 
the life-philosophy of Shikl-shin Funi in Man's 
actual life. The true religion can lead us to 
the supreme political idea,21

In a rather simplistic manner,- Soka tJa’kkai »proceeds to divide

¥

the world 4^” the mid-twentieth century into two l^sic

They point out that "thephilosophically-based systems.
%

current crisis of the world cannot be solved by today's two

Atmajor political thoughts;-capitalism and socialism.
- •

another point they Indicate- that "there are two philosophical

trends holding sway in'the present world; Materialism and

The world is split between the materialists.,23Spiritualism.

and the spiritualists-. Without specifying why, they conclude 

that capitalism exists as the leading economic-system Ih 

■..^Christian"- countries. Nichiren's philosophy reconciles these"- 

■ two-"incomplete and partial" and hence erring philosophies,
* V‘ -,T

superior system based on the* doctrine of

V

and produces a

21;‘•Gomplete Works, pp. 126-27.

^^Overseas Bureau,'Sokagakkai, Sokagakkai and Komeito, p.. l6. 

^:%lchiren Shoshu: Sokagakkai

• »

p. 112.
■■ ■ .'■■••'I'"':'

V, -to".'
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Just how Shiki-shln Funi carries thisShiki-shin Funi.

out is not quite explained, but when one reads that

"Nichiren Daishonin embodied the real aspect of life or the

law of the universe in the form of the Dai-Gohonzon or

Nam-myoho-renge-kyo, '* it seems as if Nichiren, as the
24

Jogyo Bosatsu, is the fountainhead of all life.

further indicated by the statement,

Nichiren Daishonin, bestowed the Gohonzon 
upon mankind as the source of absolute 
happiness, with the promise -that if only 
man comes in contact with the Gohonzon, he 
will not fail to attain Buddhahood. Thus, 
iriah--^an attain the state of Enlightenment 
by worshipping the Gohonzon, he will not 
only understand this great living energy 
but also will receive good fortune.^5

The implication would seem to be that life is eternal

and although appearances'might change, mind, matter and life

V

This is

%

are irretrievably intertwined, constant, indestructible and
p ^

Buddhahood would be theat one with the universe, 

realization.of -this, and the True Religion is the means for

Finally, Buddhahood o'r enlightenment, .isthis realization.

something that, man can attain in .this world during this 

lifetime. Worshipping the Gohonzon puts man in harmony with

Quoting TodaII*the rhythm of the "universal life force.

24Ibid., p. 95. Dai means gre'bt or powerful. 

IbidV. p. '25. (Italics are this writer^s). 

^^Ikeda, The Hviman Revolution. IV,.38. . .

25

*
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again: ,

In our life there exists the two laws of 
Sen-.10,27 As pure life moves in harmony 
with the rhythm of the universe, accepting 
all external conditions as they are, it does 
not have any unnatural element within its 
movement. When people give full play to 
this rhythmical vital life-force, they can 

.■ enjoy their life.

V .

He goes on to point out the reverse—suffering, misery, 

•disease, had fortune,etc.—are due to one’s being-out of

harmony with the vital life-force, i<(.e,,, not worshipping the

Gohonzon.^^

The Shiki-shin Funi doctrine purports to explain the 

nature of society—i.e

product of ideas, and the lack of a correct understanding and 

■philosophy leads to "bad" social conditions. As" far' as a 

view of man is concerned, the doctrine only implies that man 

suffers for not worshipping the Gohonzon (or prospers because

that all social conditions are a
• 9

{

he does. so. worship-)-, and may suffer in a society not established

The implicatiorTwould appear to_^beon Buddhist principles, 

that man is totally incapable' of controlling -.his environment

,/p

27Complete^ Works, p. 5^7• "Senjo: the two laws of 
.Sen-£o, which indicates the poisonous'Sen-po and Jo-ho. 

effects received from false religions, causes a wrong 
-illusion of- life, jo-t^, which indicates a life harmonized 

' with the rhythm nf the universe, is the cause of enlighten-
" ■-ment:.-:-'■■■V. - ■■ ..

28^
^Ibid.

■j - ■
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and that his only need for rational faculties is for choosing

that which is good for him—i.e.,.accepting True Buddhism,

and after that he need only commit himself to the care of .

the Gohonzon. Yet, Soka Gakkai claims to have great respect

for humanity and to be working for the realization of human-

welfare.Of men, Ikeda says:

Many may seem ignorant, lazy, passive or 
irrational. These comprise merely one 
extreme phase of human quality. Man has., 
wisdom that puts, him above othuar animals.
He has ability to produce great civilizations.
He creates value incessantly, and advances 
hin^eif toward 'the unknown future.

Therefore, none can deny that man may^be 
irrational sometimes, but he'is still en
dowed with a plentitude of reason.

. . .Man's evil or’good nature, his 
rationality or irrationality are something 
like two sides of Cslol] coin. To view only 
one side of man and .to consider it the truth 
is erroneous.
permanent true recognition of th 
_life and respect for humanity.

%
(

There should be above all a
e hiaman

Nichiren Da.ishonin is supposed to have said that, "Because the

law is' supreme, Man is worthy of respect.. Because man is'

.,31 ■■;w.0Tthy of re'spect, the land is sacred, 

is that the measure of man is not so much, adcording^to ability 

or intelligence, .bnt rather by how well he obeys the laws

The implication

29t p.tl21.'Ibid,■ r'. •9

30^'"Ibid

^^Ibld.. p. 123 ».'

:y-.
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of Buddhism. Man's rational powers are important only 

insofar as he needs them to comprehend True Buddhism,.'

Another aspect of the nature of man can be concluded ^ 

from ..the ^ implications of the'^Nichiren stress on shakubuku.

By emphasizing the conversion of others and the development 

of social structures that have their origin in Tiue Buddhism, 

the Gakkai organization seems to .be saying that man's talents, 

rational faculties and abilities are important and only have 

meaning to the degree that they are used to serve the require

ments of t]^^ faith. In so using one's talent and intellect, _ 

one achieves, enlightenment and is worthy of respect; but not 

otherwise. This interpretation, however, seems to conflict 

with the stress on social-welfare measures found in Komeito 

policies. To overcome this- conflict there is one further 

concept that must- be reviewed.

Since political ideas are construed to be a product

of religion, and all religions, except Nichiren Buddhism, are

by definition'false, this next tenet is a foregone- conclusion.

. .fioo'd political institutions can only be^ based on True Buddhism'^

Soka Gakkai has from the beginning, however, claiiaed that this
'■ '■ --- .

was not intendeci to mean saisei-ltchi or thfe xinification of 

church and state (literally religion and state), at least not 

in.its traditional sense. Rather, they hold that "Obutsu 

Myogo is the correct relationship between politics and

^.
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.,32religion.

In making their argument for Obutsu Myogo. they

point out that political institutions today are "naturally

and that political institutionsseparated" from religion, 

that could truly serve the welfare of mankind need only have

V

The politicalTrue Buddhism as their soxirce of value.

structures can be separated from the religious sti*uctures 

physically, and if so separated, this would constitute the 

separation of church and state.

The^ost often expressed fear by critics of Soka

Gakkai is that were they to come to power, they would impose

the religious authorises
their religion on non-believers, i.e 

would use the state police•powers to realize their religious

• 9

goals. The Gakkai leaders deny this, and furthermore, deny

that they will use- violence of any sort in bringing about a

revolution in society. As Ikeda suggested:

This is why the individual human revolution 
through the true religion should'^first .. 
penetrate into all classes in society, 
followed by revolutions in politics,
education, economics and culture-.3^ ' ' '■

In other words, it is on the personal level-that the revolution, 

a religioiE one, will first take place. The Individual will

32 (Italics are the writer*s).Ibid., p.- 137-

33Ibid.
34 p. 127.Ibid • 9
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realize the truth of Nichiren’Buddhism, and then will support

leaders who observe the precepts of the faith as the. basis

Eventually the believersfor their policies and behavior, 

will be uiimerous enough to elect a majority of Buddhist

■ leaders, and these leaders will be able to legislate policies 

that will truly be in the interest of the public welfare and

What about those stubbornnot of just a few private interests, 

individuals who. refuse to be converted? Apparently, -they will

be tolerated; but the assumption is that once an individual 

realizes tha't the polities of True Buddhism are really in..his _ , ^

. own interest, he will no longer oppose the government and its 

policies, and presumably, will be converted himself.

important thing is that the government' structure and other
'• • • *»,. . .

structures will be physically separated, just as the governments 

"in Western democracies'are physically separated from the churches, • 

though the pqlitics_in each of those countries do in fact 

have a religious basis.

The

even

Related to Obutsu Myogo, which is sometimes called

is the concept of democracy put forward
.» • ’ j,.. - •

Whereas the Western connotation of democracy

■■'^'Buddhist democracy, 

by Soka Gakkai. 

tends more to. stress processes, the Gakkai position .is to

*•
--T

■•36
For example.interpret democracy as a "set of attitudes.

■ v/hite, "Mass Movement and Democracy: Soka-
gakkai in Japanese Politics," American Political Science ■ 

.Review, IXI (September, 1967) 7^^, (Hereinafter referred to
VMass:Movement undD ).

v- , %•-

4-
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Ikeda has said:

As a rule, the word 'democracy' reflects 
a thought or philosophic ideology and 
democratic gov:ernment means political or 
social systems.. Democracy, as an idea, is 
centered around liberty, equality and dignity. 
The democratic government, basing itself on ' 
these principles, is, as Lincoln puts it, 
'government of the people, by the people, 
for the people.' Government for the people 
is an especially conspicuous feature of 
democratic government.37 ,

-At another time Ikeda says: •
ft r

Politics should play its active role in ' 
making the people happy. Political leaders 
shouid respect the will of the people but 
should go further by leading them towards 
greater happiness.
• •••••••••••••••••• •**
The ultimate ideal of democracy is found 
in the close relations between leaders who 
sincerely thirst for the people's happiness 
and the people who place whole-hearted trust- 
in their leaders. The discovery o 
leaders is the key to democracy.3°

(

f such

and finally:

’'Democracy^ can be achieved by its' underlying 
■philosophy. 'What, then, is this philosophy?
In the end, it is one which attaches importance 
to human life. ■

His -llichiren Daishonin's^J great-philosophy of 
life explains, to the fullest the fundamentals 
of hiamanism, which should be made the basis'of 
democracy. Only Buddhist democracyWhich^is 
based on ^such a philosophy, is capable of 
establishing true democracy that will lead to

•«»«

.

(Italics are this writer's). .37Complete Works, p. 119. 

^^Ibid., -p. 176.
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realizing the happiness and peace desired by- 
all h-umanity .39

Democracy, then, in the Gakkai sense is a social condition

in -which all individ-uals are equal before the Dai-Gohonzon

and all individuals are treated with respect and dignity.

The sect professes to respect the British parliamentary

system as an ideal to be emulated; but they are not clear

as to how such a parliamentary system would function under a

Buddhist democracy. They also speak of-the need, for such

ghts^s freedom of speech, press., and religion. A

clue indicating that it would not be democracy as perceived

in Western political theory is noted in the following:

Modern democracy is often known as the 
democracy of the masses. However, one canno-fc 
always trust the masses, because the 
intellectual or educational level of the 
masses, as. a whole, is not very high and 
the masses are liable to act with emotions 
or impulse. It is very difficult for them 
-to be rational.^0-

V

civil ri

%n

-M.

Is one left to conclude that "Buddhist democracyalthough
/

"tutelary" democracy? ^his is notb^eVolent, is a form of 

answered adequately-, but Ikeda notes that in the past, a

falling of most political systems has been the inability to

reconcile individual desires with the need for social order.

^^Ibid pp. 264-65. 

pp. 182-83.

• 5
4oIbid * i

■S'!
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He "testifies” that "the ideology for achieving two 

contradictory goals at once—the ensuring of ’freedom’ and 

’equality’ for all and the establishment of ideal relations■ 1

between individuals and society—is Obutsu Myogo or . .

4l
Buddhist democracy."

Obutsu Myogo is therefore the creation of those

social conditions in which social.welfare and individual

happiness are both realized, and this is possible only by

choosing leaders who know and obey the practices of the 

"philosophysj^f life" or True Buddhism.- If the above is con

strued as a process, then -the effect of that process is also ■
%

Obutsu Myogo (or Buddhist democracy), namely, that society 

where the ideal conditions'persist and are perpetuated. 

Presumably then, in such a society^there would be no 

dissenters so there would be none to oppose the structural 

arrangements of a Buddhist democratic system.

Ideology

(

-H.

Carl Friedrich has said that "ideologies are action-

.related systems of ideas," and that:

They contain a .program and a strategy _ . 
for its realization, and their esSerftiaf-. <■ 
function,is to unite the organizations

■

4lIbid.', p. 176. The use of the word ’testify’ Is. 
intended to denote a common practice in Ikeda’s writings, 
;which is to end most references to Nichiren’s-Buddhism with 
a brief "testimony" of conviction.

- *■
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42
which are built around‘them.

For Soka Gakkai, and therefore for Komeito as well, the

program is to realize Eissho Ankoku [the Pacification of the -

the welfareLand through True Buddhisi^ and Obutsu Myogo--i.e 

of society and the happiness of the individual. Although

• 9 ,

Japan is the immediate fochs, even in.Nichiren’s time it was 

assumed that the "truth" of Buddhism would eventually be known

throughout the world, and today Soka Gakkai often speaks- of -

,,43 '
f •.

The nature and philosophy ofa goal' of "one worldism.

True Buddhfs^ and the process of pacification involves the

destroying of all heretical religions and replacing the 
institutions derived from such religions with new institutioi^l’ 

that will have True Buddhism as their foundation. The ultimate 

objective of this program is also called Kosen-rufu (wide 

propagation), or "the achievement of the state in which all 

people -accept and believe in the teachings of Nichiren

In the Eissho Ankoku Eon. -Nichiren is 

supposed to have prophesied that within 700 years, 'during .

: mppo. this objective would be realized. Ikeda recently 

scaled'down the number-of converts necessary to- constitute

44- .ItDaishonin . • •

.42Carl J. Friedrich, Mhn and H'is Government (New York: 
MpGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1963) >.P». 89.,

^^Complb-be Works, p. 26?.

^^IkedhV Lectures bn Buddhism. 11,4.

:.V.-

•1
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Kosen-rufu' when he said: '

. , . Kosen-rufu will virtually be achieved 
when the total membership of Soka Gakkai 
reaches one third of Japan's population 
and another one third will become supporters 
of the Komeito even though they do not accept 
the faith and the rest of the population are ■ 
opposed to the religion,^5

Nonetheless, this would theoretically mean political control 

of the Japanese government, and hence, theoretically, the 

ability to realize Obutsu Myogo.

The strategy for realizing theVr program-is to bring 

. about the ''h^an revolution" through shakubuku, i.e 

conversion of every person to Nlchiren Shoshu. Shakubukii 

is considered to be .jihi. or an act of mercy. By "subduing 

the will" of a potential convert, that person is enabled to 

realize the truth and ultimate happiness. Happiness, however, 

can "only be realized through zealous shakubuku efforts by 

every believer. Through shakubuku, the "human revolution" 

takes place, and the more persons who undergo this revolution, 

the sooner ObutSU Myogo and Kosen-rufu will be realized. ‘The 

c'^O-seV Obutsu Myogo is approached,' the more can individuals 

realize happiness. Through Obutsu Myogo, the nation'and the

the• 9

‘A

•-
• , r

world.will be saved—all due to each person's role in this

process

At the same time that the "human revolution" is. taking

■ ■■ '^Complete Works. pp. I97-98.
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place, the groundwork for Obutsu Myogo“can'also be laid.

This involves preparing the members for their roles in the 

politics of the future system and setting up those institutions 

and policies, at least on the party level, that will prevail

There is also the obligation towhen Kosen-rufu arrives, 

point out, by "rewriting" history, the errors in other 

political practices and ideas, and to inform'the non-cpnverted

of the benefits of the ideal system based on True Buddhism.

the Komeito was established by leadersFor this purpose 

guided by True Buddhism^s a "true" mass party, supported by

" free from corruption, and the only"a .mass organization, 

party that is really a "Japanese party for the Japanese.

t. ■■

..46

‘ To refuse to carry out one's duties, whether by not

worshipping the Gohonzon properly, not carrying out the 

prescribed shak'ubuku practices, or-by not fulfilling any 

.other assignments or obligations, one is damned to misery

If one believes 'in the rewards of faithful service.and.scorn.

■ ^ one will probably believe in the punishments for not serving

■ faithfully.,

is to realize'Kosen-rufu and Obutsu Myogo; ■The program
• «•

■* , r
the organization is Soka Gakkai with its political arm, Komeito;

Notand the strategy is to carry out a "human revolution." 

a revolution in the Maitcist sense, but a revolution at the
' •

46 pp. 188-89.Gomplete Works
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individual level, that, when compounded by millions of such 

revolutions, -will lead to the realization of broader social 

' and political revolutions. The use of .pressure is a

characteristic of this revolution, but violent force seems to v 

be more the exception than the rule. Despite the "revolutionary" 

fervor and the apparent ideological drive, there is a dimension . 

of Komeito that appears to be much, more subdued and practical.

Tactical Programs
er -

Until they are able to realize Kosen-rufu, Komeito 

• appears willl^hg to work within the context of the present 

Japanese political system. They are content to use the 

established political institutions, function as a bargaining 

unit in the Diet and compete on much the same level as the
■i<0

other Japanese political parties. The Gakkai and Komeito 

leaders have admonished their colleagues and supporters to 

study politics, and at times the party leaders manifest 

considerable political sophistication.
••V

At one time there seems to have been some violations 

ofs'-’d^he rather strict Japanese electoral laws, but in practice 

Komeito appears to be very concerned about obeying the 

established laws., They_Jiave sometimes cooperated openly with
■'1

t,
groups of whom they have been very critical in their writings.

it almost seems that Komeito has more claserlyNevertheless

approximated the stated ideals of the other Japanese parties

5

than have those parties themselves.

•
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It may be true that‘all of Komeito’s political 

policies are based on the ideals of True'Buddhism, but it 

Can also be argued that their policies have relevance to the 

immediate future, are often pragmatic, and seem calculated 

to appeal to specific Japanese social groups. Perhaps 

Komeito policy and program proposals can best be construed as

tactical programs that ■will serve as building blocks for the

Any implementation of its presentfuture ideal society, 

policies would mean that the goal was Nearer to realization.

.A look at th^_^evelopment of the basic party platform will 

indicate the "here-and-now" orientation of the party.

When the party was first inaugurated in 1964, its 

platform was very general. -Internationally, it came out for 

peace and disarmament, the abolition of nuclear weapons, , 

retention of the "no war" clause in the Japanese Constitution,

(

a more independent attitude toward the United States, and

Domestically, it stressed therecognition of Red"China.

people*s welfare, halting inflation, social services., 

modernization.of the faim structure-, aid to ■medium and' small 

industries and an end to corruption in government, 

said the program was unrealistic and too vague to be meaningful. 

Komeito had not really had time to work out the details as to

47
• Critics

^"^Emerson Chapin, "Japanese Buddhist Sect Forms Political ^ .

New York Times. May 18, 1964, p. 4, (Hereinafter referred 
"Japanese Buddhist Sect").

Party 
to as

II
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hoTW these planks might be implemented, but it has worked 

continuously since 1964 to spell out each point and to show 

.how each can be implemented into today's political context. 

The program that was announced- at the January, I969, 

party con-venti'on is comprehensive and, though permeated with

a mixture of'ideals and a promotion of special interests.

The party makes: 48
it is oriented toward Japan today.

innumerable proposals dealing with nearly every phase of. 

Japanese life, many of them so specific--as- even to name, for

amount of welfare assistance a child shouldexample, tho^xact 

receive. The party argues for clean elections, neutrality'

■ in- international politics, recognition of Red China, revisior^^^ 

and eventual elimination of. the U,S.-Japanese" security pact, ,
?. •

strengthening of the United Nations, a regional U.B.—hea,d- 

quarters in Tokyo, basic tax exemptions and reductions for 

all lower income peoples (below $3j000) and special aid to 

' smaller businesseis,. . They advocate price controls, stronger 

control of big business, public housing on a .lafge..,scale-,-:

. b^ter'labor.'conditions and a thor-ough revamping of the 

; it more personalizod and-more

They also makeaccessible at all‘levels for all people, 

specific proposals for aid for'specific segments of-the

, small-medium ihdustries, agriculture, forestryeconomy■^3^2 • 9

■■■ V‘

48 Main Program.^Komeito’ 9
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and fishing, and mining. The party platform implies that 

the culprit perpetuating endemic societal problems is, Japan's 

large business enterprises -with the special advantages they 

en^oy as a^ consequence of their close ties with the party 

in power. ,

V

IS»

Specific’ally for I96.9, Komeito pledged to work toward 

the gradual elimination of the Jap^nese-American security 

arrangement, to effectuate as much of their social welfare 

program as possible, and to continue to press for better 

. government a^^^ll levels'. Party proposals on such things as 

the revision of ties with U.S., recognition of Red China, 

the modernization of Tokyo as a city and the Implementation 

of their announced basic political philosophy, "the-middle-of- 

the-road principle of government," are correlated withacare- 

■ fully prepared timetable.

The implication of Komeito proposals is a form of 

socialism (they call it neo-socialism), possibly similar to. 

Fabian Socialism, with a large role for government. ■ For the 

mos't’ part, the Japanese (unlike many Amer-ic'ans') are not 

opposed’ to an important role for government in the economy
' .-.r •“

%
%

49

t '•
'* , T

^^For examples , see Komeito Press releases of "I968 and 
1969 (many. ireleases are fully .written ^programs); Ikeda on 
China’in Economic Salon, January 1, 1969* P* 30; Ikeda, Complete 
Works. UP. 193-254;-and The Komeito series, 1, 2,.,&3, The 
•Vision of Komeito. On Middle of the Road Government. and 
The, Vision of a New Tokyo, all written by Daisaku Ikeda,

- (Tokyo : ,Komel Press, n.d.). . ..

..
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or in society generally. Tfte Komeito would further point 

out that "good leaders," following the path of True Buddhism, 

would always have the welfare of the whole society at heart 

and that there would be nothing to fear from government.

As a party not in power, Komeito is in a good 

position to propose legislation which has appeal to all groups 

or any specific group. As one reads their various proposals, 

the nagging question is how they would reconcile their 

proposals with the economic realities if'‘they .were in power.

■ Assuming tha-^^he party leaders pursued their goals, it is 

still unclear as to where the money would come from for t’he 

implementation of such things as welfare measures and public 

housing projects, since at the same time they would exempt 

the incomes of large numbers of people from taxes, and would 

refuse to levy taxes on-those things that the "masses" would 

need. Presumably the wealthier classes and big business would 

pick up the tab, but one is inclined to feel that Komeito 

leaders do not fully comprehend the political and economic-^ 

implications of their proposals. Even if-they'were capable 

of succeeding with their domestic program, Japan is tied to

V

• f
■* ,

International economic and political system on which Komeito

will not likely have any major influence for a longtime.

The questions are then: What would happen to Japan if China 
■ * ' - 

refused to cooperate with Komeito proposals, or the Uni-ted States

refused to go along with them, or the nations of, the U.N.

an
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refused to agree to their colLective security proposal?

The answers, of course, are unknown; but despite the 

idealism, which one can easily admire, there remains a 

disquieting feeling that,.along with economics, the realities 

of international politics are not fully understood, 'The 

ultimate test as to whether Komeito could square its ideals 

with the unidealistic realities, would come when it was able 

to assume political control of Japan, Despite its remarkable 

electoral advances to* date, Komeito still has a long way to 

go before it can reasonably expect to exercise national 

political leadership, ■

Summarizing, it can be said that the Komeito world 

view is based on a Buddhist philosophy that stresses Individual 

happiness and a harmonious society, with each individual in 

harmony with all individuals, and the whole society, therefore, 

in harmony with the "rhythm of life," Prom this world view 

- Soka Gakkal has-developed an ideology that stresses early 

realization of ..these Buddhist ideals through a "human 

• ■ revolution," or the conversion, on a' one^-by-one.basisof all 

' .men to Nichiren Shoshu. The ultimate goal-is Kosen-rufu and
■ • -

»• <»• •-
Obutsu Myogb, or an ideal society wherein tihiversal' happiness

Finally,- despite this ideology, Komeitoand prosperity prevail, 

hhs apparently been able to work within the established system,

■and has prbpbsed ihnumerab.le specific policies ifhat, while

being rather Idealistic and presumably based bn "Buddhist"
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ideals, are nonetheless oriented toward the problems and 

conditions in Japan and the world today.- Komeito, therefore', 

seems to display a certain pragmatic flair that does not 

appear characteristic of .its ideological predispositions and

The next area that needs to
\\

its philosophical backgroxmd. 

be considered•is the party's role in the Japanese political

system.

■ cy

%

4

• f
i

, ^ •
- '■

<•



CHAPTER V

THE PARTY AND THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

Soka Gakkai has been called a "multiphasic mass

Its expansion, while being phenomenal in terms 

of numbers, has been ^ust as remar}iable in terms of its 

areas of involvement. As has been indicated, the goal 

seems to be one of creating a "total invblvement -society-"

- wherein continual active' participation of the individual 

is not the only consideration, but wherein every phase of 

the individual's life is satisfied within the Gakkai frame

work,. The ultimate goal of-this organization is nothing 

less than a "revolution" (using non-violent tactics)-at- every 

level of society. Regarding the "levels of sociopolitical 

organization" at which efforts for change may be directed—

government, "regime and commimity-.-the Gakkai aspirations 

■; would be to change not only the existing government.and the

regime {i,e, "fundamental rules of the political game in
___ . . - ^ 2 -

society")i-but the community as well. This-means that they
■ : ■ , < . - • .. ,, 

seek to change the basic Japanese social organization and

movement,

%

(

i,e •»

1McFarland, Rush Hour of the Gods-, p,..

^.Chalmers Johnson, Revo Inti onar y Change. (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, I966), pp, 140-141, ,.

... .pi-'. *•
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structure, including the fundamental values of society, and 

replace them with a new system based on those "Buddhist" 

values inherent in Nichiren Buddhism.

As has been pointed out, this "revolutionary" effort 

is not aimed toward the disruption and violent overthrow of 

the Japanese political system, but is being carried out by

working from within or permeating society at every level

Even though their ideologythrough the shakubuku-process. 

and beliefs stress urgency in their revolutionary.efforts, the ,

Soka Gakkai organization..has nonetheless implied a willingness 

to work within the established system and institutions (even 

• though shakubuku may infringe at times on the "spirit of the 

law" by invading the privacy of nonbelievers).

Prom the above one can see that the nature' of Soka 

Gakkai is generally aggressive but- cautious, and that while 

in rhetoric they condemn the existing system as inherently 

evil due to -"heretdcal" religious and philosophical ideas

(

■H.

and values, they nonetheless are willing to work within the

Perhaps the trendsestablished framework as a sub-syst.em.' 

of development and the nature of this sub-system can .better
• •«'

be conceptualized by using a model for system deveTcTpment. 

Soka Gakkai 'as a "System"

In their Comparative Politics f A Developmental 

Approach. Gabriel Almond and G.' Bingham Powell have presented 

a limited'framework for .the analysis of developing political
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3
systems.-^

a political system per se, even though one might argue that' 

it is a prototype or microcosm of their "ideal" system, 

applicability of this framework lies in the fact that the 

criteria used seem relevant to any social system or sub

system.

Soka Gakkai, of. course, cannot be' construed as

The

V

A "system" is conceptualized as having an "Inter-

dep'endence of parts, and a boundary of some kind bet'ween it

11^ - System development is perceived as 

the Increase -within the system of (1) cultural secularization 

(or increasing reliance within the system on the use of 

•reason and rational analysis for problem solving); (2) struc- ^ 

tural differentiation (or increasing stress on role special-

and its environment.

(

ization); and (3) sub-system autonomy (or increasing,.autonomy

^ Within theirof roles“and structures within- the■system).

framework Almond and Powell see developing systems as moving 

up a vertical continuum (Y axis) from primitive through
•v

traditional to iqodern, depending on their secularization and 

•structural differentiation, and moving'along a horizontal 

line (X axis) from low to high sub-system autonomy. The
•• <•

* . i*

^Gabriel A.- Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Jr 
Politics: A Developmental Approach, (Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company,' 1966), p.

p. 29:

p. 308.

Comparative• f

4 ' *■■^Ibid
• 5

^Ibld
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relative development of a system is determined by how far 

up the vertical scale and how far over on the horizontal 

scale it can be placed,.

. When placing Soka Gakkai in this framework, one can 

start with the first study group that Josei Toda formed • 

after World War II. This was the beginning of Soka Gakkai 

and was characterized by the tradition--. • master-disciple 

relationships, stressing face-to-fa' contact and.reciprocal . 

obligations. Any role different!-.x,ion at this.point was 

; intermittent; the culture was rather parochial; and there 

was no need for sub-systems. According to the analytical 

model, then, this initial system was a relatively "primitive

V

(

6
one.

When Ikeda became Gakkai's president in I9607 the 

movement had expanded its area of involvement and had established 

a sophisticated organiza'tional structure.

roles for'Gakkai members had been created, that new structures
••V

.were being utilized and that, in terms of leadership selection 

and-^the organization, of both the structures and activities, a 

more- secularized culture,had been developed (or adapted from 

outside the system}.

carefully coordinated within the framework of the basic

This meant that new

r
■* ^ 'J*

However, since all activities were still

^It must be remembered that Toda and'‘'his followers were 
stilT a partr of a more advanced system, so the use of "primitive" 
is, valid:: ohly sense. .

I*.. . ”

-.v
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structure,■those sub-systems that had been created had very 

Little autonomy. In i960, then, the system had moved up the 

scale toward what can be termed a "traditional” system.

Looking at Soka Gakkai today, one finds over twelve 

million members grouped into two basic organizational 

structures, but each individual may simultaneously be a 

member of one or more related structures and sub-systems.

There, are educational structures, culturail stinctures, business

e

structures, group activity structures,*and economic structures 

• of many and varied types'. Komeito is, of course, one of these 

, affiliated structures and sub-systems, and like some of the 

others, it is officially autonomous of the main Soka Gakkai 

organization. This proliferation of structures means that .
*“ • - -5,.. ■ -

.there has been an increasing structural differentiation^ •

i

%

taking plaQ.e in Soka Gakkai, and roles would appear to be

For these specializedbecoming jnore and more specialized, 

roles, leadership selection, after the basic requirement of
9

.'religious conviction is confirmed, seems to be based-more "and 

more- on • ability and training, 

s e cularization.

—.*

This indicates an'element of

One can also point to the political’proposals 

made by Komeito as, being based on reason and a careful analysis

Furthermore, the nature of; of the present political system.

to indicate that a very rational 

decision-making process has been operative in determining 

which kinds of :a,ctivit ids; might : b most valuable, for the

.r.
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membership’; all’of this suggests . that a secularization of 

the Gakkai culture has taken place.

Finally, looking at a Gakkai Sub-system like Komeito, 

it is apparent that structural differentiation'and seculariz

ation are taking place, and any of Soka Gakkai’s organizational

However, as has been 

brought out in earlier chapters, Komeito is not an autonomous

¥

charts show Komeito to be autonomous.

sub-isystem, but is a sub-system that is integrated at every

It is!through overlappinglevel with the main organization.

leadership roles particularly that any but the most limited

The inter-locking directorate keeps 

Within the leadership.

autonomy is prevented.

-all of the sub-systems in check, 

however, one finds many of the same characteristics that were

found in the first stages of development—an elite ’functioning

in a set of very traditional relationships, marked by face-to-

face contact, and acting intermittently in their various roles.

That is, to. say . that'during the day a leader may be a politician,

a religious leader., a personnel director, ^ editor or something

^ ■' else within the Gakkai organization.. One finds. similar patterns ^

■at each level throughout this system.- The above would indicate

that Soka Gakkai has moved up the vertical sbale'but-has not,
*

moved very far along the horizontal or sub-system autonomy 

scale. ■

■ When analyzing political systems, Almond atid Powell »

characterized a traditional- system with some structural
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differentiation and cultural ‘secularization but little sub

system autonomy as a "patrimonial" system"(a term borrowed^ 

from Max Weber). They defined a patrimonial political 

system as one in which there were "specialized political 

elites such as kings, subchiefs, and a relatively specialized 

officialdom. They are called patrimonial because all, or

most, of'these offices are located in the ruler's household.
*•

‘ Soka’ Gakkai is analogous to the patrimonial political system 

in that Ikeda can be perceived as the "king;^' the orthodox 

religious beliefs and practices constitute.the "blood;" and 

those subordinates having the master-disciple relationship* 

with-Ikeda can be said to be within the "ki2ig's household."

The above analysis indicates two possible trends for. 

Soka Gakkai. Were the system to continue to develop .in terms 

of structural differentiation and secularization, though 

without relaxing controls on the sub-systems, Soka Gakkai

„7

(

could conceivably bocome a highly modern but rather author!-

This accounts for the fears expressed intarian system.

Japaij. that if Soka Gakkai did in fact, grow .to encompass • the
■■ y •

entire Japanese political system it might well.be authoritarian 

or even totalitarian. At the same time, one can deteht the 

possibility of the■emergence of a problem similar to the 

"red versus exper't" problem in bontemporary China, i.e., as .

7Ibid., p. 223.
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specialization of roles is stressed there is a possihlllty 

that those who have specialized roles may opt to stress their 

expertise even if it means sacrificing to some,extent their

The effect of the latter possibilityreligious orthodoxy, 

would be either to cause greater sub-system autonomy or to

'i

have a heavier hand applied from the top.

It is at this .point that Komelto, as a specialized 

agency of Soka Gakkai, takes on added significance. As, will

be shown, the adaptation of Soka Gakkai to the present 

• Japanese system may well'be the singlemost important factor..

of' integrating, the large membership of the organization into - 
the Japanese political system, in which case-the exclusivenesl%^

With thisof the Soka Gakkai system could well be undermined, 

in mind, it is useful to look'at Soka Gakkai as a sut-system

within the .larger Japanese political system.

As a Political Sub-System

In the chapters on leadership and membership, it has
-V ^

.been pointed out that Komeito is very■carefully intertwined 

with-its mother organization, Soka'Gakkai-. In fact, at times 

the whole Gakkai movement acts as a political party,'although

r

i't is Komeito that, actually bears the title and functions

This points up the cones -a. "speelal^' party organization.

fusion-that exists'around the term "party,” for it . is a. term
n-

•«.
-W,.- .

that is applied to many different groups in many different

TO'best understand the Soka Gakkai situation, thecontexts • 'u .

1'
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term "party” can be applied^in. two different senses.

V. 0. Key, in Politics. Parties and Pressure Groups.,- 

points out,that the concept "party" can be used in several 

senses. . One possibility•is to identify a party as the 

"party-in-the-electorate," or conceptualizing as the party 

all those people who may identify with or vote for a particular 

party.. A party may also be construed as the "party-in-the- 

government," or that party which is in control of a government, 

but primarily focusing-on the elite ofol;he party. A party might 

also be perceived as the. "party-in-the-legislature," wherein 

.' the focus is on a parliament-based or -oriented party.

- the. members of Soka Gakkai identify Komeito as "their" party, 

and since nearly every member is sometimes actively involved 

in working for the party (such as campaigning or engaging in 

other political activities at...elec.tion), the whole Gakkai 

membership might be called a party-in-the-electorate. In 

-Figure 3,. page 13p-i this is portrayed by the large broken-line 

circle, and.includes all levels of the party. In 'this sen^g, 

•Komeito is conceptualized as being ,a party synonymous with the 

entire Gakka-i organization, as well as any who vote .-for Komeito 

candidates though not affiliated with Soka dhfikai-'•-In this- 

larger sense; Komeito functions as a sub-system within the

V

8 -Since

Hr

■■ W •

•

8V:.0. Key. Politics. Parties and Pressure Groups 
(New York: Thomas Y., Crowell Company, I968), pp. 181-82.

n
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Japanese political system.' ‘ '

On the other hand, in the Japanese political system, 

which will be discussed below, most parties are based in and 

built around Diet politics, and Kernelto appears within that 

context as a Diet party. This being the case, the elite of- 

Komelto (Figure 4, page 130) can by themselves be perceived 

as a party-in-the-Diet. It is in this latter sense that 

Komeito is most often identified. A third possibility would 

be a party-in-the-membership that would? Include all having 

.foimal Komeito membership, but this seems’less applicable 

than the first"two.

A

To further clarify the sub-system structure, the 

membership can be classified- according to degree of participation 

role differentiation. In Figure 4 the circles represent.alii

(l)-'^e elite, (2) the activists, ' (3) the supporters, and 

(4) the electorate.^ The elite, which must be construed as 

including top -Soka^Gakkai leaders such as Iked.a as well as
••V

the elected Diet members, has the obvious functions, of. leader-

The second level, the activists.. shiP'..and decision-making.

encompasses all those who staff the party and-have fbrmal

They have more or less regularizedmembership in Komeito,

a-

^These categories are based on degrees., of jp0,rticipation 
in the party. For a somewhat similar typology, see Maurice 
Duverger. Political Parties (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc
1951), PP. 90-91.

• J
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party functions (as indicated in'Figure 5» page 130) and 

serve as middlemen between the party-in-the-Diet and the

As such, they function as communi-party-in-the-electorate. 

cation links, as primary fund raisers, and have responsibilities v

for mobilizing the larger membership at election time.

Level three, the supporters. Includes virtually all 

Soka Gakkai members (as is seen in Figure 4). They are, 

for .the most part, non-activists and generally have.inter- . 

mittent party functions and only participate in party 

activities during elections, or indirectly in the sense that . 

^ they are recruiting and socializing new party members through 

their shakubuku efforts. Level four, the electorate, is 

drawn on Figure 4 with a broken line to indicate that the 

limit of the Komeito electorate, beyond Soka Gakkai, is 

amorphous and fluctuating since it includes those Japanese 

citizens that may at certain times vote for Komeito candidates 

even though they are not members of Soka Gakkai. When they 

do vote, they are identifying with Komeito in that instances
■ w -

Having■looked at the structure of the Gakkai movement 

sub-system, the next area of concern is to see how it 

functions in the political system, 

or that which has been defined as the "party-in-the-electorate,"

Soka -

as a
* , r*

The Soka Gakkai movement.

10
is an "interest structure" in the political system.

^^Almond and Powell, Comparative Politics, pp. 74-75•
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Gakkai's areas of interest .comprise two major, but inter

related, types.- The first might be called "bread and butter" 

interests, or those basic needs of individual members and 

groups within the organization that have to do with living 

conditions, environment, life-style and opportunity, 

second class of Gakkai interests might be called "tactical," 

or the desires of Soka Gakkai to use the existing political 

system as a means for realizing their basic goals of changing 

and restructuring Japanese society.

Although there "isTaTcertain aggregg-tive function 

inherent in the^-Soka Gakkai organization, as far as the 

political system as a whole is concerned, it is Komeito, as 

the party-in-the-Diet, which aggregates and articulates the 

Interests of the larger party. . Through their "consultation 

'■'centers," their contac.ts with Gakkai members and their aware

ness of the needs of the groups within Soka Gakkai, Komeito 

aggregates•interests and articulates them to the political
••V

system in the form of Diet proposals and communication to ,

V

The

■ •

the Japanese public.

Komeito can also be perceived -as performing one other
• f*- -

political function for the sub-system, if not' at all blmes 

for' the larger political system. In propagandizing and 

communicating in the political sys-tem, they execute a recruit-

Some people argue i^at the "meht function for Soka Gakkai.

- latter function is perceived by Komeito as the most important.
^ •
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Later it will be shown that there are a number of important 

functions performed by Komeito in the Japanese political 

system, which can best be understood by a brief explanation

of the political system Itself.
V

In the Political System

The Japanese political system is a developing 

political system with a mixed political culture deriving from 

'two •s'ources. The first source is Japan's historical social 

and political development or those values’,-^-concepts .and 

social structures that have evolved in Japan from its beginning 

as a nation. This internally developed culture might be called 

a traditional culture that is paternalistic, rigidly class- 

structured and permeated with a traditional value system ■ 

sometimes called the "Confucian ..ethic. *' The stress is,.03a rule , 

from the top and social harmony based on everyone having and 

knowing his place in society relative to everyone else. The 

basic social unit is"the family, and the social structure
-H.

consists of a network of individual and family relations from

Historically, -the theoretical'the t^ to. the bottom of society, 

source of authority was- the emperor; a'citizen's obligation was
<• ** . *

to do the bidding of the emperor. Practically, even tbday the- 

citizen*s political-activity is dictated in large measure by 

' the obligations-he has to his superiors in the social network. 

This means that in voting, for example, the citizeh’will vote 

in much the same way as his social superiors, who, often because

i-- •

•; ■
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of their reciprocal obligations, can better satisfy- an

individual's needs than can the established institutions

in the political system,

might be the old city political machines, 

differs in that the Japanese system is not based on satisfy

ing material needs, but rather.in sustaining-the prevailing

The closest American parallel

Nevertheless, it V

social and ethical code.

A second body of political values and culture was.

brought to Japan by the American- occupation forces after 

Japan's defeat in World War II. Through an’American-inspired . 

constitution, and many social and political reforms, the 

Japanese were pressed into a political structure that was 

.awkward and strange, but one to which they have been adapting. 

These Western values stressed the individual's political' and 

social rights, and responsibilities. Government deriving its 

authority from the citizenry and responsible to the public 

replaced the concept of government authority emanating from 

the emperor. Finally, the American reforms encouraged the 

establishment of fonaal and informal institutions and struc

tures for communicating and articulating the political demands 

of the citizen.

'!» *

■*

Looking at Japan today, one finds that the political .
■ . -

culture is essentially a synthesis of these two sources. , 

There is much that is still very traditional, but the 

consciousness of new rights and responsibilities, coupled

. '■
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with the heed to create new structtires for the making of 

demands in the present parliamentary system, has had the 

effect of causing ‘considerable adjustment and adaptation. 

Sometimes this process has been one of adapting traditional
• V

structures to modern functions.

On the whole, the Japanese system can be viewed as

V

a modernizing political system with a limited but developing

In form it has all the requisitesub-isystem autonomy.

. institutions for a, democratic system, bu'b'-i-n practice, it

does not perform as smoothly as an "ideal” democracy, 

lack of smoothness would seem to be due primarily to the still

This

•?. '

limited development of sub-systems based on interest instead 

of social relationship, and the difficulty of synthesizing 

these.irather conflic-tihg values. .

,- In terms of input structures, or those structures for 

■■articulating and aggregating public and- private interests,- 

- there are innxmerable.types in Japan, 

varied structures as

These include such

the personal support groups of"individual 

politicians, student demonstrations, single-interest pressure 

groups and the ’ established political pa-rties. -The parties 

are the most effective aggregators and articulators sihce 

it is these parties that also function at the center of the 

decision-making-process. -

Japanese parties are generally rather small'"in formal 

membership (as-was indicated earlier), and are generally

y 4

■
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characterized as being cldsely affiliated with specific 

groups in Japanese society. The Socialists and Democratic 

Socialists are closely tied to and dependent on support from 

various labor groups and intellectuals of varying degrees 

of Marxist outlook. The Liberal Democrats are aligned with 

big business but draw considerable support from rural 

interests and other groups that are generally conservative. .

' The'Communists alone seem to rely primarily on persons whom 

they recruit directly into full membership’j but to date the 

Japanese Coiamunist party has had only a very ^mited impact 

in the Japanese •political process.

The parties are rather ideologically-oriented and on 

some issues find no room for mutual cooperation and agreement.

V

-C- •

This may well explain why Komeito is serving a somewhat.
; _  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... 4

important role in the system. Although ostensibly an 

ideological party, they also claim to be a "middle way" or 

"iQiddle-of,-the-road"'party. Their doctrine would seem to
-•V ^

preclude, such a role in part, given the usual connotation of,

a party of mediation and moderation.-
w *

this^oncept, i..e..

However, in the sense that they supply representation for a

segment of the population that cannot find satisfaction within 

the existing parties, and considering the fact that their 

policy prbposails often lie in a'moderate' position between the 

Socialists and the Liberal Democrats, one might conclude -that ■ *

Komeito is a middle-of-the-road party.
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The Japanese party system-cannot be called a two- 

party system because of the ability of the' Liberal Democratic ' 

party to consistently corner a sizable majority of the seats 

in the Diet, whereas the opposition is confined to three

The Socialist voting support is somewhere 

and the Liberal Democrats, while the Demo-

smaller parties.

Kome.i'^

cratic Socialists and Komeito are approximately the same size.

The Japanese electoral system is a crude fonii of 

proportional representation since the districts are.multi- 

member electoral districts,and each voter gets only one vote. 

The size of the districts, the number of seats on the national 

slate of the upper house, and the number of total seats in each 

house have been presented in another context, but there are 

two things that remain to -be said of this system. The .first 

"is that famous persons.or renowned family names obviously have

between

h

advantage in this type of system (as they do somewhat in all 

Secondly,"'since it is a multi-member district
-v ^

morp .easily get direct representation

This is

an

systems).

system, smaller groups can

than^J^hey couM. in a single-member di-strict. system.- 

compounded by the fact’that well-known'persons' tend to.

■ w •

accumulate large n'umbers of votes while lesser-known Nominees •

in the same party may divide the party's, vote, permitt-ing an

The electoral systemopposition candidate to-sneak into office.

is important for this study in that it. is through concentrating •

limited number of candidates (often only ^e) in each

• *»■

on a
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district that Komeito has 'succeeded in having.a rather 

sizable number of candidates elected. If .the Liberal 

Democrats had their way, they would create single-member 

districts in which they could ensure a higher per~centage of 

electoral successes af the expense of smaller groups like 

the Democratic Socialists and Komeito. These latter parties 

would be limited since they often could not mobilize enough 

.support in a smaller district to out-poll a Liberal Demo

cratic candidate. For this reason, Komei-to has vociferously 

opposed all redistricting proposals; but the LiJi^eral^Democrats 

may be forced to., change the present policy if they want to get 

'a two-thirds majority seated for purposes of amending the 

present Constitution.

The Japanese government is a parliamentary system 

-with tiwo houses, of which the House of Representatives (lower 

house) provides most of the cabinet officers and has final 

authority on appropi^lation matters, 

the most important legislative chamber.

.. . and the cabinet, as the executive, are responsible for the

V

11

Clearly, it constitutes 

12 The prime minister

11
Komeito, Main Program, p. 23.

-^It should be pointed out that although the focus here 
is on the national level, each prefectural or city assembly , 
functions, in a similar manner. .The executive of these local 
governments, hojaever, is elected outright and the relative - 
power of the loc'al assembly is somewhat limited due^^to its , 
dependence on the central government for funds since it has 
largely pre-empted the tax bases.

* . -r*

■
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government'ministries and agencies. Both houses are sub

divided into standing committees in a manner that correlates' 

fairly well with the concerns of the ministries. Committees 

of. an ad hoc nature may also be created at varying times, but 

usually'they have a limited life. Membership in the cbmmittees 

is proportioned according to the relative size of a party’s 

representation in the Diet.
» *

* Opposition parties can, with twenty signatures, propose

legislation, or, with fifty signatures,:,*.propose budget measures.

• . Still, their ability to push bills into enactment is severely 

limited.- Since by definition the opposition parties do not ■ 

control the legislative process, their hope is that through 

some form of compromise or cooperation, the majority party will 

adopt their proposals. In Japan this does happen quite often 

-• on social welfare legislation.. Moreover, at any time the 

opposition can publicly question or criticize the majority

These parties can

¥

S

-party’s legislation, policies and practices.
' v’ . " '

also pro.vide information or make requests that may lead to _

” ■ y •
■future policies..'

■ ■. ■ " • ■ •

Since 1955* t^he Liberal Democratic party has- controlled

the Japanese national government without having W form a

The party has been able to stayCoalition;with other parties.

together even -though it is itself a'coalition of personalized

. In the competition for followers, the-faction heaids..; '

*:

factions

often get entangled in conflict of interest problems, such as

. ..
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offering favors to a special^interest group in return for 

•which money is received as a -campaign contribution.
i • • ,

these funds are passed along to loyal supporters or used to

I-fe is precisely this type of situation 

that Komelto finds most abhorrent, and constantly brings to

In turn-,-

attract new followers.
V

the public attention through t.heir calls for cleaner government. 

As the party-in-the-government, the Liberal Democrats 

- have been able to keep the Japanese economy growing-at the 

fastest rate in the world'. At the same®time, they have gone

- a long way toward taking care of many of the basic social needs 

of Japanese citizens, and despite their internal party prob-- 

lems, the Liberal'Democrats have provided fairly efficient 

government for the Japanese. _ At the same time, there are 

certa,in problems that have not been overcome; some of^hich are 

"due to the awkwardness of.the system, and some due to the pre

disposition of the party factions toward ties with special 

interests.. The more.apparent of these problems are the inability 

to reach certain, segments of the population and integrate them 

• ^ into the system, to'sol-^e the interna.l difficulties-of the

party so as to be able better to consider "public" interests, 

and to reconcile the perceived need for ties'with ’ther United - 

States’for trade and security reasons with.the growing demands 

.for a lessening;dependency on the United States.

' libt: other'problems and specific- difficul-ties face^by the - 

: 'Liberal Democrats; but all parties have some problems, and the

-

■ ■ ■. .h

■One could

Hi- '. *■

.v:-
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fact that the Liberal Democrats'have retained power indicates 

that most Japanese are not seriously disaffected.

On the other hand, one can argue that the very 

existence of Komei%o is due to the inability of the govern

ment party to resolve some of these problems. Purthezmiorb, 

since Komeito has appeared in Japanese politics and has been 

able to function in that political, system, one must conclude 

that Komeito must be performing some functions in the system. 

Before evaluating these systemic functlohs,’. however, it is 

. important to recapitulate the means by which Komeito penetra.tes 

the system. .

As explained earlier, new members are recruited into 

Soka Gakkai through a conversion process called shakubuku. ,

Once recruited, they then are-socialized into the movement 

and as bonafide members of Soka Gakkai they simultaneously 

become supporting members of Komeito. As the supporting 

membership.lias grown,- it has been possible to nominate an 

increasing number of carefully selected candidates.for the^

. Di^., By .taking'advantage of the multi-member'electoral

districts and the upper house national slate,- and by-carefully . 

calculating its suj>port and then mobilizing it during the 

campaign anp ;on election day, Komeito has Increased "its

‘number of representatives in each succeeding election. _In- 

there seems to have been some support coming -• #•••- '■

:receht pimes
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13from nonmembers of the movement as well,

Komeito conveys an Image of confidence about its 

future growth; indeed, the party has even gone so far as to

announce that it will launch a slate of seventy-five
■ ■ * ' ■ »

candidates for the next election to the lower house.

Assuming that even if all seventy-five were to win, they 

would still constitute a definite minority of the total 467 

" members of the Diet's lower chamber. Be that as it may, any 

increase in Diet representation can only-^-augment Komeito*s 

already sizable bargaining Influence,

As a bi'et party, Komeito has been relatively consistent 

in its stand on most major issues—including its combating 

political corruption, encouraging social welfare measures, 

opposing constitutional change, and favoring disaniiamejit.. As 

"is common among Japanese .parliamentary parties, it votes as 

a bloc and it is very active in such Diet activities as pro-

««f5t

14-

' posing legislation^.questioning and criticizing government
-•V

■ policies and practices, and continually pressing’ for ref03^

At the' beginning of the_lr. involvement in' national .. m^a^res.

-politics, the Gakkal Di'et members vot-ed almost exclusively

even though they were often very-with the Liberal Democrats, 

critical of that party in public. ■In,1965, a few months after

^^Chapih;; i’Buddhlst - Party, ”
- ■■

1 ii o
- Komeito, .Main Program, ;p. 28.

' »•
p. 3* -* mt- ■ •

y:.r;



Komeito was inaugurated, the Liberal Democrats sought to

Even though "

the offer was rejected, Komeito still did not move immediately 

away from, the Liberal Democrats on most issues. This may 

well have been due to a realization that only through

15
include Komeito in some form of united front.

V

cooperation with the Liberal Democrats could Komeito realize .

.Ironically, then, a fewany of its own desired legislation, 

months after its first candidates had been elected to the. .

- Power house, Komeito suddenly had a falling out with the 

Liberal Democrats. The issue was a public, health insurance 

^jprogram on which even the Socialist party finally compromised ■ 

with the Liberal Democrats—making Komeito appear to be

Prom that time to the present, Komeito 

. has openly identified itself, as-an opposition party and-has 

publicly been_much more aggressive oh those issues where it 

finds itself closer to the position of the leftist parties.

This switch'is bound”’to have increased its. difficulties in

A

16
tackling both giants.

• v
finding areas for agreement or compromis-e with the government

certain ambivalenbe that on the' surface ., •party>j'-suggesting a

may not have served Komieito’s best interests. 17;; In spite
- ■<-

of this maneuvering,,on certain issues it would appear that

15
Japan fimes: Weekly, July i?* 19^5» p. 1- ■

r'' .••^•^Nishijima, Komeito. pp. 128-34.

17Ibid.;p. 130
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I
Komeito is in a better position to'"work with the Liberal 

Democrats than would be the Socialist parties.

As an opposition party, Komeito has become increasingly ^ 

more outspoken in its attacks on the Liberal Democrats.' While 

being critical of some aspects of the Democratic Socialists,. 

•Socialists and Communists, it has cooperated somewhat withv;«- 

these .leftist parties in its public and Diet efforts. Thus, 

Komeito stands shoulder to shoulder with the left in seeking 

to 'prevent constitutional change (especially Article- 9j which 

constitutionally prohibits rearmament); to .hasten Japan's 

precognition of Ee’d China; to bring about the early removal of 

American milifary bases from Japanese soil as well as to 

reconstifute Okinawa within the Japanese nation; and to re

define the nature of Japan’s .ties with the United States-i ' •

-At the party's National Convention in January, 1969> 

Komeito issued the warning that it "may stage a joint struggle 

with the Oppoaitio^ forces on such issues as opposition to 

nuclear weapons, reversion of Okinawa, to .Japan, [jandT]. oppo- ■
• w •

si'bioi>'to automatic' extension of the treaty » . 

that time it failed to reveal either the exact moment or the

• A

■r,,. -

-,.1-8
At ■• •

t - ■ ^
■* . vr

kind of situation which would propel them into a "joint 

struggle;" but it did specify that'"the Party may stage"a 

mass struggle^ Diet."' This threat indicates that •

■ i8„Komeito. Main Program, pp. 14-15.
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:the par% may' :even'nDe -willijag-: use mass demons tractions

and the boycott as political •weapons regarding^ cer-tain 

ma’tters, al’bh.ough; It has ssch^ed ,such tactics in thel past.

: , Still' and all,; Kernel to'sm^ independent postitre- in

most'situations and its indignation at chaos and disorder-- 

often natural outgrowth; of'mhss dempnstrations--raises a ; 

likelihood that political tactics which may induce anomie 

1 -will pro'bably be used only sparingly.

The pul'lic's politl^ image of So'ka'-Gakkai has altered 

measurably since i'ts early political •ventures during 1955-- 

•1956 ,v At first; the piibli*^ scoffed at the new group; this 

attitude soon changed to fear of its seeming extremism.

Finally, a certain respect grew/for Soka Gakkai once Komelto

position began to solidify. ■ Komeitnis.;. ■;
. 'i'- ■ ’t.. i.. .j-,.-: ;.;:' '' - - -■

;■ professionalism and zeal Tindoubtedly "improved the party image 

^ the worst fears that Soka Gakkai was-

■• some resurrected .versicn of pre-war ultranationalism. Despite 

this improved image, many Japanese ci-fcizens express a ^ ,,

' certaip, discomfiture with Komeito, for^they see the party as

; . using the, political system for ends "other than ^rhat those '

particular personsiwould construe as the public good, l'This 

may well be true, but it is the contention of this study that. 

' Koiieito has and“is'j)erfhrming; many''functions in thp Japanese . . 

^OlitichT systSm ahd that the :eff^

to help sustain the Japanese political system. ; Therefore

•• A - -
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it can be said that one of Kom'eito's most important functions 

is to act as an equilibrator for the Japanese political 

system.

Systemic Fimctions

Komeito as an Articulator and Broker; For some

twelve to fifteen million Japanese citizens, Komeito can

and does articulate demands to the government and seeks to 

satisfy- their political, social and economic needs. Before* 

the appearance of Komeito, many of'.these people lacked effective 

articulation channels. Thesd disaffected or-potentially

■ ^ disaffected persons appear, therefore, to have been ripe for 

manipulation by elements endeavoring to destroy or radically

In addition to channeling suchalter the political system, 

claims’' through orderly procediures into the political system*'■

Komeito'serves as a bargaiinihg agent for the demands of its

larger constituency.

As a political party 

Komeito is equipped to communicate infonaation from the ■ 

en'V'ironiirent into the political system and from 'tha't system

Commvinication from the environment to

Komei'to^as a Communicator:

into the environment, 

the system may be in t^ie form of articulation as above, or 

'it may take the form of supplying infonaation about the 

environment to the sys'fcem that 'will be useful for future 

policies (although specific demands may not be articulated). 

. The, statistics gleaned through the Komeito consultation

■* ^
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centers, for example, m^h't be “one type of information that 

is communicated to the system.

The reverse of this process is to provide information 

on laws, programs and policies to Komeito constituents. This 

takes place through information di^fersed at the consultation 

centers and in the reports and editorials in the party or 

Soka Gakkai media. This communication process impinges upon • 

the next function.

V

Komeito as a Socializer; .One of th'e*-most important

functions that Komeito performs is to socialize its constituents

Almond and Powell define politicalt into the political' system.

socialization as the "process by which political cultures are 

maintained and changed," and thaf'through the performance of

this function individuals are inducted into the political- -

culture". . .[and]] their opinions'toward political objects are 

„19 If the bulk of the Gakkai membership can be conformed.

sti^ed as a large- group that was formerly disenfranchised, and 

that the members of which were essentially anti-democratic or-:

' alienajad by the mature of the urbanized, impersonal-democratic

system, then Komeito'brings these people' into the .political

Government is brought to the people in the form ofsystem.

^^Almond and Powell, Comparative Politics, p. 64.

, ■* .... ■

Dator seems to substantiate this whfn he says that• 
"Soka Gakkai socializes marginal persons into dominant values." 
Dator. Third Civilization, p. 13^.

■ 20
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the consultation- centers and by- Way of political representatives 

■with whom a member of Soka Gakkai has had personal contact 

in another context. Accordingly, it can be argued that, 

although Komeito may criticize the system, Komeito as a part 

of that system cannot help but make it more attractive in 

the eyes of the party supporter. It is also quite possible . 

that even though the acts of voting and ^campaigning may at 

first be perceived as religious duties, over time such acts 

may take on expressly politica,! meanings. Wh'e-n this is coupled 

with.the stress on human dignity and equality in the Komeito

V

„ ^literature, the supporter may well be socialized into a

democratic system—or the opposite of the internal thrust of

How far this process has progressed at- 

this point undoubtedly is difficult to measure, but it would . 

' seem inevitable that some .alteration of-attitudes and values

the Gakkai movement.

21
has taken place.

Another dlm-ensi'bn of the socialization process is an 

increase in the supporter’s perception about the relationship

"- ' between ^ipaking demands and having influence enough to get.

Today, any ‘siniall success mad^ by Komblto is ■ •

In time, many supporters indy
a response.

heralded as a major victory, 

not be satisfied with Komeito’s ability to satisfy their needs

^^Whlte also suggests this possibility. 
"Mass Movement and Democracy,"p. 749*

See White,
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and hence might turn to some other party or channel for

increased political competence. This too -would be an act

of Komeito socialization—socializing the supporter into an 

.awareness that the political system can be influenced by the

actors in that system.

A third'form of socialization takes place among those 

who are elected to the various assemblies. By learning how 

to work within an assembly and by becoming committed to the 

idea that one can be effective within a deifiocratic framework, 

assemblymen and Diet members.themselves are socialized into 

the political system as they develop certain vested interests 

in the system itself.

The process of socialization takes place over a period 

of time and is difficult to measure with precision, bu-t -the 

apparent”willingness on the part of the Komeito leaders to 

work within the system is a factor that cannot be overlooked.

It is almost certain- to.have an increasing influence on the 

Komeito supporting members as well. This is why the writer
• y • •

holds t^at through socializing their members into the- Japanese 

political system Komeito'-also is performing an eq;uilibrating 

f\mction for that system.

Komeito as an'Innovator; Another function that Komeito 

'is engaged In might be called an •''innovative" function, 

is'the role tha-fc Komeito performs when it brings into'the 

Japanese political system a new set of ideas, based on a rather

■* , ^

This .
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unorthodox world view, and new personnel with different 

viewpoints. Although many of the Komeito proposals may at 

times seem rather crude or unrealistic, it is nonetheless 

true that Komeito is Offering suggestions and proposals 

' that are alternatives to existing policies, and that some 

of these merit serious consideration. The notion of the 

consultation center, although not a new- idea, has been put 

into operation and expanded by Komeito on a very professional .. 

basis. Even though it has its propaganda purposes, it also 

se3?ves to link government representatives with constituents
f

• Jf and has caused the other parties to cast around for means 

to secure closer contacts with their constituents.

Moreover, Komeito's proposal to establish a regional 

Unit'ed Nations center in Tokyo, its projected alternatives 

to the existing_Japanese-United States security agreement, 

and other policy suggestions mark it as a distinctive inno

vator in the Japanese political system.

Komeito as a Muckraker: Although muckraking mi-ght "
^ . ■ “■ ■“ '

seem to’-^be a somewhat unusual function for a Japanese political 

party, it can be said that Komeito has served this function
* ‘ ^ ..y.

in a more precise manner than any of those functions suggested

V

■•V

above. The pre-party Soka Gakkai political groups and later

the party itself^used the concept of clean and fair government '
• • • ■ . ' .... • *

Even though they did not attackas part of their names, 

specific people in their first years of political activity,
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even the earliest Soka Gakkai candidates were generally 

clear as to what they considered to he corrupt government.

They pointed out that such things as factionalism, large 

contributions.from special interest groups, bribery, and. 

outside groups having special influence in the ministries 

constituted elements of corrupt-ion. Like many rather 

militant sects, Soka Gakkai is somewhat puritanical and in 

politics they have felt it their duty to expose and eliminate.
Cf f? .

corrupt practices. In the Diet, Komeito has investigated 

numerous rumors of improprieties and has exposed any 

- ^ ‘ sitviations in which they have found a politician involved

Although

Komeito often defines certain acts as corinpt which other 

politicians and political commentators construe to be sTSply 

good political, bargaining, the effect of Komeito’s "watchdog" 

role clearly^ serves to restrain the untoward tendencies of 

some Japanese politicians. The majority party has been 

embarrassed numerous times by Komeito's questioning and public 

. exposure of' soine.'of their more questionable practices. In 

at least one instance. In I965, the Liberal Democrats suffered
‘ • " ’ ' •' . '.r

a major'political defeat due to Tontimely exposure of a bribery 

scandal. .. On that occasion, the Liberal Democrats were reduced 

from-69 to 38 out of 120 members of the Tokyo Metropolitan .

'•?

A

in some conflict of interest or bribery scandal.

22Nishiiima. Komeito. pp. I43r52.
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Assembly, whereas the Socialist party won 45 seats.and 

Komeito obtained 23'. In more meaningful terms, as a result 

of the ..scandal, Komeito assumed a balance-of-power role 

in the Tokyo Assembly.

' While exposing corniption in other parties, Komeito ' 

has been extremely circumspect about holding to generally 

high standards in its own political actions. True, there 

were'instances of election fraud in the movement's ea^y 

political history, but in recent years this ■‘has been- 

virtually eliminated. In fact, in the last, four years there 

•have been no significant accusations of misconduct directed 

at Komeito. Their own example and their alertness for . 

ferreting but themisconduct of- others probably conduces to 

the development of a less corrupt political ^ystem. 

sense ,-they might be construed as ha'iring become a "public 

conscience" agent.

Although-^Kom'elto-may perform additional functions,
-V ,

the above seem to be the most significant at this. time... In ■ " 

the. ^preceding chapters Komeito has been analyzed from the 

standpoint of its leade'rship, membership, belie'fs, and -v^alue 

system, and from the point of view of its inter-relationship 

v ; with the: Japanese political system. Some final.comments are

in order 3:’especting the Impact of Komeito and Soka Gakkai-

i23
■> "

■i-'
.’•c.

In-a- •

■■ *

: now

^^New Yoiic Times, July 25,‘ ±9^51 P* 3.

^ •
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on Japanese society and the prospects for this mass move

ment in the future.

/ • »

J.
•4-

r

W

r-« . r

.•ff-



CHAPTER VI

IMPACT AND PROSPECTS
V

The Impact

It is very difficult to measure with any precision

the impact of a political party or social movement on a

society. The best that can be hoped for, in most cases,

is that indicators can be found that will provide some 'clues

as .to the extent of that impact.

As far as Komeito is concerned, it is xmlikely that

there are any Japanese citizens who do not know of Komeito

and its relationship with Soka Gakkai. One suspects that

nearly every Japanese citizen hasj at some time or another,

been the object of shakubuku", and has seen or read about

Gakkai cultural, social and political activities.

The crusade-iike approach to both religion and

^politics has carried this movement to the .forefront of . ■

pubiic.,iattention and, therefore, it has'received considerable

press coverage and some scholarly attention. The-effect ‘of

this process seems to have been to crystallize the attitudes

of large niunbers of Japanese citizens—many millions'openly 
. . . ■ '

affiliating with the movement or at least voting for Komeito 

candidates, while others have opposed Soka Gakkai or Komeito, 

or both. Further, still another large group of citizens

J. -
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hold somewhat mixed emotions about Soka Gakkai because they 

admire some aspects of the movement, but fear or detest others*' 

At the more exclusively political level, it is 

apparent that Komeito has had a definite impact on the Diet.

One can be certain that some Liberal Democrats squirm at the 

• thought that soiue of their more questionable activities might 

be uncovered. At the same time, it is incontrovertible that 

some of the legislation enacted by the Diet in the last few 

years was directly influenced by Komeito idea's-','- information 

and demands. The 7,300 consultation centers .have also had 

some influence, as--have the various statistical reports that 

Komeito has compiled from these centers. Just the fact that 

Komeito participates so actively at all levels of government 

and politics is bound to have had its effect.

. ■ -Other Indicators, of Soka Gakkai *s effect on-the-

Japanese political process also exist. For example, Soka Gakkai 

claims a membership of' .twelve to fifteen million, or approxi

mately 12^ to 15^ of the total population. In I96S, '6,656,771. 

people, or about* 15.4^ of the total number voting,-cast their 

votes for Komeito candidates.^ This should indi'cate that a 

sizable minority, for one reason or another, supports'KSmeito 

policies,' or at'the very least they support Komeito as Sr-,symbol 

of opposition to- the other Japanese politl'cal parties. There .

J - i

^Yamashita, "Notes," p. 6,
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is also some indication that Komeito appeal has attracted 

support beyond Gakkai membership. One reporter has stated 

that: "Careful analysis of the results in local constituencies 

showed that Komeito attracted sizable’ “blocks of votes from 

outside the membership of Soka Gakkai." Although incon

clusive, this ma'y account for a part of the 1,500,000 vote 

Increase since the' 19^5 upper house election. .

■ ' Examining the overall position of Komeito, one finds 

that as of January 1, 19^9>' Komeito held 2,'i0.4l seats in

3
assemblies at every level in.the Japanese political system.

At the national level the party held 9*6^ of the upper house
* --

seats, and 5.3^ of the lower house seats. Part of this 

difference is due to the different bases of election for the 

but Komeito apparently berieves that it has
■» ' ■ r '

enough support to substantially Increase its influence in

two houses.

^Chapin,""Buddhist Party," p. 3*

y. ^These statistics were compiled from several sbiirces.
' See primarily: Party Organ Bureau, Komeito. _[ JH -Komeito no

■Juten: •"S'elsaku PKomeito’s Major Policies^ , L^okyo: Komei Press, 
19683 ; Nishijimai Komeito-. p. 32 and p. 2-70; and-Asian Scene, 
June, 19635 P». 12. , ,

The hierarchy of political subdivisions in Jap&h" is 
central government, prefectures and municipalities (cities, 
towns and villages). -Municipalities of over 50,000 popul-ation 
.are constirued as cities and smaller units are called towns or - 
’villages (usually’a town serves as the trade center for many 
.Villages). The one.,-exception to this pattern is the ward 

’ system of' Tokyo.' The twenty-three Tokyo wards are sp"^ial .■ 
political subdivisions (each having'its own government • ^

’ structure) of the Tokyo Metropolitan Gove.rnment.
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the lower house since it is tripling-its number of candidacies 

for the next election. At the prefectural level the party- 

controlled k% (107 of 2,688) of the assembly seats, and it 

held 10.4^ (1,328 of 12,716) of the total city and ward seats.

Probably one of the most important things that can 

be deduced from a breakdown of electoral statistics is that 

Komeito successes ha-^e been primarily in urban areas. Thus, 

whereas'Komeito holds'only 4^ of the prefectural seats, which

<3 ■

are overwhelmingly rural, i-fcs share, of city^and ward seats

An even more.revealing indicator is thatrises to 10,4^.

Komeito has won only 557 out of the thousands of town and

It may be that the party does notvillage assembly seats, 

actively seek seats in rural assemblies, but Komeito's concern

On the other hand, _■with statistics belies this possibility.

■ Komeito holds 15.6^ of the assembly seats in the five major

Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka, Kyotocities outside of Tokyo—i.e

Finally, the" greatest concentration of Gakkai

The party has ISfo ol* -the .

■■■ ' seats in the Tokyo. Metropolitan Assembly-,, and, .as the -second.
4

largest party, it holds ■2-2.3^ of the Osaka City As.sembly .seats.

• >

and Kobe.

membership is in Tokyo and Osaka.

.'-f*

'^On July 14, 1969, the most recent Tokyo Metropoli-tan 
Assembly election was held and all 25 of. Komeito's candidates 
■were elected, giving them approximately 20% of the Assembly, 
•seats. The Socialist party was reduced from 42 to 24 seats,- 
making Komeito the second largest party in that Assembly. The 

Democrats increased their holdings from 38 to 56 seats.‘ Liberal
but were. 10 seats short of .a majority.
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As of 1969 no single partyicontfoiled'a majority of the 

seats in any of the six urban assemblies just listed, 

fore, Kpmeito has a very good bargaining position in each 

of them. ■

There-

Obviously, Komeito remains a minority party in Japan. 

Still, its rather consistent electoral growth and its especial 

strength in the large urban centers provides it with impress

ive credentials for bargaining purposes. A somewhat more 

subtle indication of Komeito as a force in Japanese politics

can be discerned in the proliferation of organized opposition 

- ^o' Its presence.

natural outgrowth of a general rule of social and political 

^ and it applies in Komerto’s case to'a myriad of

The older political parties '■

The appearance of such opposition is the

behavior,

antagonistic groups and' actions., 

regularly rail against Komeito' through verbal diatribes and

Commonly, they single out Komeito’sprinted propaganda, 

undemocratic tendvencies and sometimes even go so far as to
-V

label it a fascist political party.

. .Union hostility to Komeito and Solca Gakkai dates from 

a period in the late 1950's and early i960's when Soka Gakkai

'■ w -

• f
‘ / r

^The view that the rise and political effec'tiyeness'’ 
of one group motivates the rise of groups in opposition to it 
is the theme of Madison in Federalist Paper No. 10. An 
application, of this theme to social and revolutionary move
ments can be found, in Ralph H.. Turner and Lewis M. Killian, . 
Collective Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice- 
Hall,' Inc., 1957), p. 328.
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moved into the I^ushu and Hokkaido coal fields and was 

somewhat successful in undermining the influence and hold
a large coal-miners union, had on the coal-miners.^

that Tanro‘,

Beyond this, the unions worry about the sizable proportion of 

the Gakkai membership that comes from the blue-collar class— 

a matter of grave concern to the unions inasmuch as Soka Gakkai 

exercises a far greater control over its followers than the 

unions’exert over their members, Japanese union leaders 

fear that the Tanro incident may be repeate‘d-.on a wider scale. 

Union opposition has so far been local in nature, pressure 

sometimes -being applied to individual Gakkai members; but 

most higher level opposition has been channeled through their 

respective political representatives..

— Several religious organizations have also expre^ed , 

hostility to Komeito. Zen-nichi-butsu (Japan Buddhist 

Federation) has waged active political campaigns against
■ V - .

Komeito by supporting "Biberal Democratic candidates, 

have also processed and dispersed a great deal of a’nfi-Gakkai ^

• litera-^re a,s has ■Shin-shu-ren (Union of New Religious . 

Organizations in Japan).Both of these-groups -represent 

religious sects that feel slandered by Gakkai attacks,‘- 

threatened by the apparent ability of Soka Gakkai to take

k. •

They

•-.r

.. 6Thomsen, The New Religions of Japan, p, 

Ikeda, Lectures on Buddhism, 11,86.7
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away some of their followers, arid frightened by the prospect 

of a politically potent Komeito. Christian groups have also 

openly opposed Komeito candidates for similar reasons.

The most common form of opposition has been in the 

press. Individuals on their own accord or representing 

groups, scholars for their various personal and professional 

reasons, and reporters out for news stories, have all con

tributed their share to the growing volume of literature on . 

Soka Gakkai and Komeito. Some of this prinVe'd matter Is

8

• yi

Some,- however, issensational and violently anti-Komeito.

^‘written with the intent to objectively appraise Komeito.

In that regard, it probably has had a healthy influence on

the'party itself, since Komeito leaders, particularly Ikeda,
• . Q - - -

'■se"em:"rather"sensitive to responsible criticism.^.

.’S-ummirig up, then,-although'the extent of Komeito*s- 

impact is difficult to assess, it is apparent that a sizable 

■ minority of Japanese 'citizens have been affected either

positively or negatively by its existence.. The movement is. . -- 

still^ relatively .'young and small, and it • still. h'aS hot caused

8Arizona Republic. February 5> 19^6, p. 31•

. %or examples of this latter type of reporting, see;
An open letter tb Daisaku Ikeda by Mamoru Sakamoto in -
Ghuo Koron. March, I967; Akio Saki, . "Komeito ..no . Seisakti wo ■ ^
Hihari v.suru" liKbmeito Vs Poricies Criticized'] . ■ Zenei, July, 19d5; .
and MichioTakeyama, "Soka Gakkai wa Fassho ka" Cls-Soka Gakkai 

Jiyu, August, 1965. .Fascist?
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a perceptible -shift either in the'Japanese political system

Nevertheless, more time aor in society generally, 

better perspective may reveal a greater impact than is novi

apparent.
'' iS

Prospects
■■ %.

Prom the time that Soka Gakkai first appeared, 

observers and critics of the movement have spoken of its 

imminent .demise. Particularly at the time of Toda's death 

in 1958, prophets of Gakkai doom believed that'•without its 

charismatic leader, the organization would fall-apart.

^^^^ter, as analysts realized more fully that there were soclo- 

political and economic dimensions to the movement, critics, 

felt that in time Japan’s growing -prosperity would undermine 

Soka■Gakkai's potential drawing power. They contended that- 

as more of the economic and political needs of these people 

were satisfied in the regular economic and political systems,

'a movement-such'a.s Soka “Gakkai would become less attractive. 

Despite these"predictions and the continuing -improvement of - ■

Japan’s ,^x3onomic conditions, Soka Gakkai has continued "to 

flourish.

In the preceding chapter, reference was made to two 

apparent but contradictory trends in .the Soka Gakkai movem'ent. 

First, it was indicated that if* Soka Gakkai continued to.
^ ’ r- . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  - ■ . . . J’??'

expand and it failed to experience any significant structural 

alterations in its makeup, it could develop into a mass.

.
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totalitarian movement that would have serious consequences 

for Japan’s developing democratic system. The second 

suggestion was that, if Komeito is functioning effectively 

as a socializing agent in thje Japanese political- system, it, 

might well infuse its supporters with democratic values and 

these supporters would in turn refuse to continue to

a

affiliate with a non-democratic sub-system, 

and other less extreme alternatives, need to be evaluated'

These trends.

more carefully.

Taking the first possibility—i.e 

'^movement will continue to expand and become a major alternative 

to a democratically functioning system—one notes that the 

focus is on the psychological and social gratification that 

a supporter finds in identifying with the movement. Soka Gakkai 

in this context provides a'polltico-rcTigious escape from 

the complexity jDf modern, urbanized and increasingly Impersonal
• .. f • u;

Japanese society.'^ Paul Tillich has said:

that the Gakkai•»

f

■■X

There is a tendency in the^average citizen, . ’ ■
even if he has. a high standing in .his profession,

. -tb consider'the decisions relating to the life 
bfvthe society to which he belongs-as a matter of . 
fate on which he has no influence . . .^ -a mood-_ 
favorable for'the resurgence of religion but 
unfavorable for the preservation of a living 
democracy.'^

■ y *

^Paul Tillich, The Future of Religions, edited by 
. Jerald C. Brauer (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers,

■ 1966), p. 50.
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Tilllch was ,speaking of,a Western society where democratic 

values and practices supposedly had long since become the

How much more relevant,political culture of that society, 

then, are these, words to a Japanese society where there has

not yet developed such a strong democratic political culture,- 
and where religious-like nationaTibrn-aln 

been and still may be a powerf^ul underlying force,

Erich Fromm in Escape From Freedom has also taken

d social mores have

«r -
a similar line of thought in which he stresses the psycho

logical needs of individuals t'hat are not fulfilled in a

Fromm was11
■^rapidly changing and impersonal urban society.

studying the causes of fascism and Naziism during the 1930's.

and stressed the relationship of environmental conditions to

His basic thesis is that many human' 'individual psychology, 

beings in impersonal urban societies may be inclined to

cling to powerful mass and authoritarian movements that
i.. »«,'

fulfill basic identity needs and power drives..^These needs 

apd urges are magnified by the loss of personal identity in 

a-highly^^conformlst mass culture and by the breakdown of the 

traditional primary bohv_3 that, while giving an individual 

of belonging, also hold him in check, 

of Fromm to the Gakkai movement can be seen in^^that most of

The relevancea sense

«/ -^-^Erich Fromm, Escape From Freedom 
Rinehart and Winston, 1941).

(New York;'Holt,
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the (Jakkai members, recent'transplants from the country

side and long-time urban residents alike, are among those 

Japanese citizens that are more keenly affected by a rapidly 

changing environment which is breaking down .social, bonds 

and lessening personal security, and status. Compounding the 

problem is the fact that these same people are often in a 

rather tenuous economic status which is t’hreatened by 

inflatira_arid the hazards of an unpredictable,capitalist'labor
t» -r

or business market. Other factors that contribute to individual 

anomie or powerlessness are-such ^things as the perceived (in
• ••f

<^he "eyes of^many Japanese citizens) low status of Japan as a 

nation, and the rigorous and almost inhiunane competition that 

prevails, in Japanese schools, and beyond, for achievement in

••' c-

Japanese society.

The implication for this study that can be drawn from 

Tillich and Fromm is that even if- economic and social conditions

improve, large numbers of Japanese citizens might still,;^be 

inelined to affiliate with a powerful movement-such as Soka 

■Gakkai as'^long as it could,.prpvide the security and psycho- 

logical gratifications that they are seeking. Ap has-been 

.pointed put, the Soka Gakkai structure is designed to replace 

former'traditional bonds with new face-torface relationships 

and primary bonds. It also provides simple answers to complex

• •

problems, a simple ethical code-, 'and a sense of power.and

After all', theyaccomplishment for 'the individual, and gtoup.
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are not only going to save' Japan, thro'ugh Nichiren Buddhism,

The implication for 

nationalism in this concept is subtle but very po-werful.

.An opposite interpretation is that provided by those, 

social scientists who hold that as societies mature and ,basic : 

individual economic and psychological needs are satisfied, 

new information and new experiences will tend to break down

Individuals and groups will then tend to-

but the rest of the world as well.

12
older bonds,

become more "liberal" in their attitudes and less bound by 

the demands of their peer groups and primary bonds. Applying 

'^his'-kind of thinking to an authoritarian movement, the 

implication wo-uld be that a growing number of individuals 

would react to the stifling.nature of participation require

ments in their movement and would begin to break away, 

sumably, this is the process that is taking place in the 

contemporary totalitarian political systems.

Looking a-6 the Gakkai movement, the conclusion -to be 

drawn from the latter thesis is that as Gakkai.members begin 

to have new" experiences and new contacts and have some of their

Pre-

^^This is the viewpoint often expressed by those 
■ scholars that are concerned with national development and 
cliange. Almond and Powell, in‘their Comparative Politics;
A. Developmental Approach, are'typical examples of this <^lass 
of scholars. Another example is Fred W. Riggs, "The Theory . 
of Political Development" in James C. Charlesworth, ed., ^ ■ .
Contemporary Political Analysis (New York; Free Press, ISo?)
PP. 350t65
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. more primitive needs satisfied, they -will be less inclined 

to remain affiliated with the movement unless the organization 

itself adjusts to a more acceptable posture. The argument 

bolls down to one of competing and conflicting personal 

desires and social demands. On the one hand, the Gakkai 

membership and peer group demands will indicate one type of 

response for an individual, whereas other experiences may 

dictate'another type of response. In terms of Japanese 

politics, assuming that Komeito is socializing its .. supporters 

■*intb the Japanese system, it can-be said. that- Komeito is, on 

' ' thfe one hand, demanding certain attitudes and behavioral

respo.3ases that reflect an authoritarian political culture, 

while .on the other hand it is'providing specific experiences 

and articulating ideas (and perhaps in sbme senses practicing' 

them) that reflect'a different type of political culture. The

■ argument, therefore, is that ov^r time these new experiences 

•and ideas -will fio-t be- lost on the practitioner^ and that 'they

■ will. be socialized into that political system w-ith-the more

demo'crd'ific political culturg. ' • '

The more probable politlcp.1 prospects for'.the. Gakkai 

movement would seem to*lie somewhere between these two extremes. 

•The nature of personal vested interests, whether in the partyj 

the.religioh, t^^ or music programs,, the new j;emples

pei^aps a' jclb ;in a Gakkai enterprlse, all make it unlikely 

-that there will be a mass defection from Soka Gakkai; .At

i

.

'c. '• •

O

>.

■: '

n'r.h'-

or
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the same time, the ostensible aversion to terror tactics,

, the apparent quest for respectability and the incipient 

willingness to work within the political system would seem 

to make it unlikely that Komeito could come to power in any 

but a democratic manner. This in turn is contingent upon 

continued zeal in Gakkai shakubuku activities and an increasing 

attraction of non-Gakkai electoral supp’ort. Both of these 

are possible, but. both would seem to have certain limitations.'

It seems that all messianic religious movements in 

history have reached points where the only way they could 

^ expand further was by their own use of force or by us^ng

political authority to impose themselves on others. Further

more, before movements reach the full extent of their . 

expansion, "heretics" or those who question or oppose from 

Within the structure appear, and the effect of their appearance 

is often to cause confusion within the ranks, a struggle among 

leaders, factionalism and, unless there is a political authority 

■ to impose the "proper" orthodoxy, the movement begins’ to break

'into se^fcs. The zeal of the faithful.supporters may also
... • .

lessen in *time. Any. of the above possibilities wpul4'b.e harmful 

for Soka,:Gakkai's recruitment program—i.e 

■.through the conversion of new members..

Whether'.or-not Komeito will continue .to attrat^; non- 

Gakkai-electoral siipport depends a great deal on th.eir prog'fams, 

their public performance and their ability to attract this

their expansion• 5

i-vr
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support despite adjustments made by other parties who also 

r intend to appeal to the same groups of people. There would 

appear, therefore, to be certain limitations to the Soka Gakkai 

and Komeitb expansion.

It is because of these potential limitations that

one concludes that it is unlikely that Komeito will become

It is just as unlikely. 

There is a

the major political force in Japan, 

however, that .Komeito will_disappear overnight.

good possibility that Komeito may even enlarge its repre

sentation, and may be even become a challenge to the Socialist 

^ party as the second major party, or at least be in a good

position to form a coalition with a splinter party should the 

Liberal.:Democratic party break up. There is also the possi-' 

bility that as the party expands its political role, it may 

be- able to loosen somewhat its ties to Soka Gakkai. The nature 

of the preserrt links between the two organizations would appear 

to, make this rather difficult, but greater autonomy. Dwight be

■-an attractive alternative for some Komeito political leaders. 

There are some relatively concrete indications of a

One finds that., although .slowdown in Gakkai expansion'.

. Soka Gakkai has increa'sed its membership and Komeito its 

•, voting strength, the rate of increase has ,slowed down (meaning

■that fewbr members-are successfully fulfilling their ..shakubuku 

From 1962 to I965 Soka Gakkai expanded by 2,850,000 

about 95^, but from I965 to I968, the expansion

duties) ■ m -

familries^ or
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13was only 768,000 families or an increase of 12.9^, 

more, the voting percentage per family unit of claimed member--

In 1962, Soka Gakkai

received 1.32 votes per claimed family unit; but in 19^5j- . 

the rate was only .87 votes per setal or family unit.

was slightly less in I968,' despite an apparent in-.

One liust conclude that for

Further-

ship has decreased with each election.

14
The:

ratio

15crease in non-Gakkai support, 

some reason or other, the ability of Soka Gakkai to attract '

A. new -members is decreasing at the same time as Komeito is 

better able to attract non-Gakkai votes. This, of course, 

dcfes not mean that Soka Gakkai will not continue to expand,- 

only that the rate of expansion is slowing down and that once 

the movement begins to lose some of its momentum, the loss 

will-probably be difficult to overcome. Komeito, therefore, 

may be motivated to shift more toward being a semi-pragmatic 

bargaining party and thereby garner a larger percentage of the 

popular vote.

»«

Anoth-er interesting recent development was an' ■ 

anno-uncement by Komeito that it was studying the possibilities

■■ y •

^^The statistics are based on-household memberships 
-claimed by Soka Gakkai in a letter sent to the writer dated
•July 2, 1969. '

■ ■^\ishi3ima, Komeito. pp. 273-74. - ;'

Chapin, "Buddhist Party," p. 3.
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16 With only aboutof forming a new labor union federation, 

one-third’of Japan's- labor represented by major unions, and

since a sizable percentage of the Gakkai membership comes 

from labor, this- is an enticing prospect for additional

Ho-w this project would be integrated with:electoral support,

Soka Gakkai is not clear, though it is unlikely that a union 

dominated by the Gakkai organization would carry a very

One suspects that if such a proposal is carried 

out, the mion will have to be much more autonomous than are 

the present Gakkai sub-structures or risk not appealing much 

<?^beyond the present-Galdcal membership.

Socialists, Democratic Socialists and existing luilons are hot 

pleased by this prospect, and can be expected to oppose it

What is most intriguing about the''

wide .appeal.

Needless to say, theI:--.

With every means.possible, 

idea is -the possible implication for certain vested political 

interests among the party .politicians. It is quite possible 

that the leadership will find that if they are .going to be

increasingly effective in the political system, they are going

to have-''^o be less bound to Soka Gakkai. Were they to
.... ^ ^

realize a greater measure of autonomy, they might bec.ome 

attractive politically. - The union‘concept just might be a 

move toward autonomy, or a union, once esta’blished, might

more

^^Nishiilma. Komeito. pp, 281-84,

A
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pull the party toward a more autonomous position.

It is this writer's opinion that Soka Gakkai will 

continue to grow, but at an increasingly slower rate.^ Most 

of the members will probably continue to identify with Soka. 

Gakkai, but over time the intensity of their loyalty may • 

lessen. This possibly could bring about a more moderate 

political posture within the Soka Gakkai movement; Further

more, it is felt that Komeitp will probably become better 

integrated into the Japanese political system‘and that there

will be some relaxation of the ties between Soka Gakkai and

■^Komeito. As Komeito continues to gain respectability there

will be some increase of support for Komeito among Japanese

citizens who are not presently interested in Soka Gakkai.
. . . . - - .
If opportiinity to participate in a coalition government

presented itself; Komeito would probably take advantage of

it and thereby 'have influence out of proportion to its

df course, it is always possibly that Komeito

could suffer a demise, but the skillful combination of social

welfare'policies with nationalism and the rather good political

intuition of its present leadership would seem to ensure its

. viability ;in the foreseeable future.

Some Final Observations _ . ^ .

It can be.concluded that although the source of 

inspiration for the religious movement came from Nichiren • ,

their political values supposedly

. relative size.
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find their origin there as well, Komeito's political behavior 

and policies, can be related to the prevailing Japanese social 

and political conditions. "Buddhist politics," as presented 

in the title of this paper, therefore, has more significance 

as a means, for identification and as a rationale for .Komeito’s

political involvement than it does -as a definition of observ-

One must not,* however, under-able political phenomena, 

estimate the poignancy of such a concept for people in a. 

nation that .has a-history of politically-involved religious

movements.

That.Soka Gakkai is a movement with serious political 

implications has been demonstrated. Whether Komeito repre

sents a new thrust of the upper-loWer and lower-middle 

sectors of Japanese society into politics,"or whether it is 

simply a manifestation of disaffection by a relative minority

of Japanese urban citizens cannot yet be fully ascertained.
.  . .

Evidence has-been'presented that suggests either^ossibillty, 

and perhaps a combination oT both. There are some aspects 

of-the mov'ement that may strike an observer as remarkable

admirable; but at the same time one cannot help but' 

be aware of the destructive potential for democratic insti

tutions inherent in this movement. Although it has been so 

accused, Soka Gakkai is not a fascist movement; but it has 

the institutional and doctrinal qualities for developing into _

As it stands today, Gakkai doctrines would

J

or even

,such a movement.
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‘ sanction a change In the leadership toward a more aggressive 

posture and feuch a shift could be initiated by a few men at 

the center,.in the name of Nichiren. Although this does not

likely' given the ^^OTent leadership, it does remain one 

of the conceivable.directions which the movement could

seem

\

ultimately take. Whatever the case, in the final analysis,

Soka Gakkai's and Komeito's main role in -the Japanese political 

system basically depends on whether or not all the operative 

- ■ political forces can make that system function more effectively

in .satisfying the' social needs of the Japanese commimity.

• ■ "J^warjd this end Komeito can, as.a political party in that

system, play a positive role; but if the system does not 

function in an effective manner, Soka Gakkai might become a 

vehicle.through which some "higher order" is sought, and one 

■ ■cpn almost‘be certain that in the process of seeking such 

a "higher order"_much of Japan's post-war economic and

political developuient ■would be undermined and possibly even 

Most students of the Japanese political systemeliiginated.

. would not-'find- this prospect a favorable alternative

0.

■ ^
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